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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 

ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING 
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Thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 

 

PARALLEL DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION ON THE SPINNAKER ENGINE 
 

Chuan Bai 
 

The SpiNNaker engine is a multiprocessor system, designed with a scalable 

interconnection system to perform real-time neural network simulation. The scalable 

property of the SpiNNaker system has the potential of providing high computation 

power making it suitable for solving certain large scale systems, such as neural 

networks. In addition, biological neural systems are intrinsically non-deterministic, and 

there are a number of design axioms of SpiNNaker that made it ideally suited to the 

simulation of systems with such properties. 

 

Interesting though they are, the non-deterministic attributes of SpiNNaker-based 

simulation are not the focus of this thesis. The high computational power available, 

coupled with the extremely low inter-chip communication cost, made SpiNNaker an 

attractive platform for other application areas in addition to its principal goal. One such 

problem is parallel discrete event simulation (PDES), which is the focus of this work. 

 

Discrete event simulation is a simple yet powerful algorithmic technique. Parallel 

discrete event simulation, on the other hand, is much more complicated due tothe 

increase in complexity arising from the need to keep simulation data synchronized in a 

distributed environment. This property of PDES makes it a suitable candidate for 

generic simulation evaluation. Based on this insight, this thesis carries out the 

evaluation of the generic simulation capability of the SpiNNaker platform using a 

specially built framework running on the conventional parallel processing cluster to 

model the actual SpiNNaker system. In addition, a novel load balancing technique was 

also introduced and evaluated in this project.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Over the last few decades, the size of integrated circuits has grown rapidly and the task 

of understanding and modelling the behaviour of them has become an increasingly 

difficult job: for instance, a typical central processor unit (CPU) today would contain 

around 700M transistors. Although the transistor count increases exponentially 

according to Moore’s Law [1], the speed at which we can model them has not increased 

proportionally. As the size of circuits has increased exponentially, the number of objects 

that need to be modelled in the development stage has also risen. However, the 

computation power available to simulate the model and behaviour of the circuit has not 

increased accordingly. One way to solve this problem is to parallelise the simulation 

and modelling. 

 

One of the first and the most cited parallel techniques was created by K.M. Chandy and 

J. Misra [2]. They introduced a method to parallelize a simulation system, and others 

[3–5] subsequently developed different versions and improvements to Chandy-Misra 

method later on. However, the growth speed for the size of simulated circuits continued 

to outpace the computation capacity growth of this parallel simulation technique. 

Jefferson [6], [7]  devised a brand new method to deal with this problem, which allows 

the system to execute the simulation as soon as possible at the cost of extra system 

resources and periodic synchronizations. However, soon this performance race between 

simulation power and its target forced the simulation system to move to more abstract 

levels. Circuit simulation focus had shifted from analogue simulation to digital gate 

level simulation, and then moved even further towards behavioural and functional 

simulation. The simulation speed improved dramatically, but it also brought the 

problem of lacking detailed information about the simulated system, which reduced the 

accuracy when the simulation was trying to determine the switching activity distribution 

and other detailed physical parameters. 

 



The introduction of SpiNNaker system is a big step forward in this computational race. 

The SpiNNaker system consists of an array of ARM chips which are interconnected to 

form a powerful computation system. SpiNNaker has the ability to expand its 

computation power to match the increasing size of the target problem. It was designed 

to simulate neural network problems, but in this project we will exploit the ability of the 

SpiNNaker system to deal with discrete event simulation. The nature of these two 

simulation systems is very different: while neural networks are non-deterministic 

systems, discrete event simulation is a deterministic problem. In a deterministic system, 

the order of event execution for the same simulated object is consistent for every 

simulation, whereas a non-deterministic system accepts randomness in execution and 

does not necessarily produce the same order of execution for every simulation. By 

successfully designing and implementing a deterministic parallel discrete event 

simulation system for SpiNNaker, this project elegantly illustrates the capabilities of the 

SpiNNaker in generic simulation, by estimating the potential benefits that might be 

obtained through its highly scalable and high performance communication network. 

 

Since the nature of this hardware is a massive parallel platform, the simulated problem 

must be capable of creating large complex computations in an automated and verifiable 

way. This is not hard to find given the expertise of our group, which has long-

established experience in dealing with discrete event simulation that targets digital 

circuits. Since the 1990s, our research group has been capable of designing and 

implementing a behavioural hardware description language synthesis tool. By bridging 

this expertise with the new SpiNNaker platform, the quest for generating simulated 

problems is solved. Therefore, discrete event simulation was chosen as the simulated 

problem for this project. 

 

There are different approaches to implementing a parallel discrete event simulator. In 

this thesis, three different types of simulation techniques will be examined and the 

Chandy-Misra technique was chosen to be the final candidate. To compensate for the 

conservative nature of the Chandy-Misra technique, a dynamic load balancing 

simulation technique is also brought into the final version. 
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The main hypothesis in this project is that the scalability in computational power and 

high performance communication network properties of the SpiNNaker platform should 

bring extra benefit in terms of performance in comparison with a conventional parallel 

cluster. Although the computational power of an individual processor in SpiNNaker is 

not as powerful as they are in a conventional cluster, the chip-to-chip communication 

network in SpiNNaker should outperform its peers in conventional clusters. This is 

because the additional hardware and software layers required by the conventional 

cluster slow down the responsiveness of the overall network. 

 

The second hypothesis is that by breaking the conventional boundaries created during 

static partitioning, the dynamic load balancing process should be able to create a 

workload redistribution mechanism that is more dynamic as well as accurate. The 

conventional dynamic load balancing technique may create unnecessary boundaries 

between different partitions for any generic simulation targeting the SpiNNaker 

platform. This is because the size of a simulated problem mapped to each physical 

processor tends to be higher in a conventional simulation. A workload distribution 

mechanism that is optimized to deal with a more fragmented simulation problem should 

be devised for the SpiNNaker platform, and this hypothesis proposed a way to address 

this unique requirement. 

 

Although the simulation system has been designed and emulated, the actual SpiNNaker 

hardware was not available throughout this project. Thus it was not possible to transfer 

the simulation system from the development cluster system to the actual SpiNNaker 

system. The results shown in this thesis are generated on conventional architecture 

computer clusters and desktop computers. However, the speedup introduced by 

SpiNNaker can be estimated by comparing the performance in these environments and 

the design specifications of SpiNNaker. 

 

 



This project made two main contributions: 

 Exploring generic simulation software capability of the special purpose built 

SpiNNaker platform. This project emulates the data structures, communication 

patterns and simulation control of the SpiNNaker platform, and provides a 

guideline for future generic simulation porting to this new platform. 

 Creating and evaluating a novel algorithm to implement a dynamic load 

balancing (DLB) technique which can accurately reallocate the workload of 

conservative simulation by breaking the static partitioning boundaries. 

 

In chapter 2, the background information about the SpiNNaker platform, different types 

of parallel simulation techniques, and the basis of how to manage a distributed system 

using message passing interface (MPI) are explained in detail. An introduction to the 

basic data structures involved and an investigation of different simulation technique are 

discussed in chapter 3. After the discovery process, the implementation of SpiNNaker 

Discrete Event Simulation (SDES) is revealed in chapter 4. The performance results of 

SDES are shown and discussed in chapter 5. Final comments and a future vision for the 

development follow in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 Background 

SpiNNaker 2.1 

SpiNNaker (Spiking Neural Network Architecture) is a massively parallel, interrupt-

driven, multi-processor computing system, comprising over a million ARM9 cores 

embedded in a hardware packet-passing communication infrastructure. The SpiNNaker 

engine [8] consists of a set of 65000 nodes, each node realised as a single silicon die. 

Each node consists of 18 ARM9 cores (processors), each tightly coupled to 64Kbytes of 

local data memory (TCDRAM) and 32Kbytes of instruction memory (TCIRAM), a 

multicast communications router [9] (six self-timed inter-node bidirectional links, plus 

an associative routing table), 128Mbytes of SDRAM, an Ethernet module, and boot, test 

and debugging interfaces - Figure 1 [10]. (65000 x 18 gives 1170000 cores; 65000 x 

128M gives 8320Gbytes.) The nodes are connected in a triangular mesh (a two-

dimensional rectangular plane where the opposite edges identify, giving a toroidal 

computing surface) - Figure 2 [11], [12]. A few of the nodes have their Ethernet ports 

connected to the outside world, supporting conventional access to the machine, although 

the bandwidth of this channel is clearly extremely limited. Of the 18 cores on each node, 

one is arbitrarily selected to be the monitor processor, which plays a special part in the 

routing infrastructure described below. 

 



 

Figure 1 SpiNNaker block diagram 

 

Figure 2 SpiNNaker machine 

SpiNNaker is designed to perform artificial neural network simulations that support a 

network size ranging from thousands to millions of neurons with varying degrees of 

connectivity. The designed capacity of the overall SpiNNaker system is one million 

processing cores, which is expected to be able to simulate over a billion neurons in real-
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time. The processing cores have independent functional and identical Chip-

Multiprocessors (CMP) which provide sufficient memory and processing power to 

perform large-scale neural simulation in real-time. Each CMP is called a node in the 

context of this thesis. Performing the same simulation on a personal computer might 

take days. 

2.1.1 Communication Mechanism 

The principal communication mechanism between cores is by packet switching of a 64 

bit hardware supported quantum of information that passes between nodes, controlled 

by the communications router. There are four types of communication, each handled 

independently by the router [13] (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 Packet mediated communication 

There are four types of packets, which are the multicast (MC) packet, the point-to-point 

(P2P) packet, the nearest-neighbour (NN) packet, and fixed route packet (FR). The 

multicast routing mechanism enables a SpiNNaker core to communicate with multiple 

recipients which are the processing cores either situated locally or globally. The routing 

of the packets is defined by the MC routing table, which itself depends on the mapping 

between the simulated problem and the SpiNNaker topology. The multicast packet itself 

does not contain any information regarding its recipients; it includes just sender 

identification using a 32-bit address. This information is used by the router to choose 

the appropriate routing path for the multicast packet. The multicast routing table which 



is defined in the initialization stage, which along with other aspects of the software 

configuration will be explained in section 2.1.2 . When loading a simulation problem 

onto SpiNNaker, the multicast routing table will be set up specifically for each 

simulated problem. 

 

The P2P packet specifies both sender and receiver monitor processors. It can be initiated 

by both monitor and slave cores. The P2P packet contains a 16-bit source node address, 

a 16-bit target node address, plus an arbitrary 32-bit payload. It may be launched from 

any core, but will only be delivered to the monitor processor on the target node. The 

routing table for P2P communication is loaded in the booting stage which is 

independent from the simulated target problem. The network topology of the 

SpiNNaker system defines the P2P routing table, not the simulated problem. 

 

The NN packet is passed from one node monitor processor to its neighbouring node 

monitor processor. Similar to the P2P packet, the NN packet can be initiated by either 

monitor or slave cores but is only delivered to the target monitor core. The routing for 

the NN packet is realized in hardware and requires no software initialization. 

 

The FR packet is used as a fast routing mechanism from any core to the monitor core on 

the node containing a live Ethernet connection. It is an elegant way of passing 

information to the host system using minimal resource. 

 

For multicast routing, the router stores 1024 programmable associative multicast routing 

entries, which are capable of dynamic modification. Multicast packets are routed 

according to these entries. The routing entries are masks that are compared with the 

routing target information contained within an incoming message. The masked result 

will be looked up in the multicast table, which outputs a one-hot encoded routing 

indicator. Each bit in the routing indicator enables or disables the message to be passed 

on to its corresponding connection, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Multicast routing [10] 

For P2P packets, router will establish the routing direction for P2P packets 

automatically. This routing information is stored in a 256 entry x 24-bit SRAM lookup 

table. The first 16-bits are the address masking bit and the rest is the encoded output and 

its control bits. In the end, a P2P packet will be processed to point to one of the entries 

shown in Figure 5. If a packet is targeting an external SpiNNaker node, the P2P routing 

will produce an index between zero and five, whereas if the P2P packet target is the 

current node, the packet will be routed to the monitor core on the current SpiNNaker 

node. 
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Figure 5 Link direction and P2P table entries 

The NN packets are used to initialize the system and to perform run time flood-fill and 

debug functions. The NN packet is a responsive message. For example, if a read NN 

packet is sent, the return message will contain the requested data, whereas a write NN 

packet will receive an empty packet. Unlike MC packet processing, it does not require 

the use of the routing table to process the packet. Further information about the packet 

format is available in Appendix C. 

2.1.2 Programming Model 

SpiNNaker is an interrupt driven computation system. By default, cores are quiescent. 

When a packet arrives at a communication router, depending on the type and target data 

contained in the packet, it may be routed to one or more out-going ports on the node, 

and/or one or more local cores. When a packet arrives at a core, an interrupt is generated. 

The local core processes this packet and returns to sleep. 

 

There are two initialization stages when preparing SpiNNaker for a simulation problem 

– booting and initialization stages. With conventional architectures, configuring the 

system to perform a simulation is trivial. Normally these architectures grant user the 

ability to specify the network topology and initialization data with a wide bandwidth, 

hence good data visibility. However, this is not the case for the SpiNNaker system. 

Firstly, the high core count in SpiNNaker makes it impossible to initialize the 

configuration in great detail. Assigning only a single byte configuration for each core 

will result in 10
6
 bytes of data, since the overall design capacity of the entire SpiNNaker 

platform is 1M cores. Secondly, the limited bandwidth to the host system via Ethernet 

makes data visibility almost non-existent. A more elegant technique, allowing 

SpiNNaker to configure itself is necessary. 
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SpiNNaker is a system still very much under development. As such, the software 

infrastructure is evolving at a rapid rate; things change. What follows is a description of 

a possible boot sequence. The boot stage deals with the hardware configuration when 

the SpiNNaker system starts up. Three sets of configuration data are created by the end 

of the boot stage. The α-ping phase creates a map of all working nodes within the 

SpiNNaker system after the system is started up. With a system size of a million cores, 

it must be assumed that faulty connections and nodes exist. The α-ping phase is initiated 

by an Ethernet-injected packet, which flood-fills and causes each node to ping its six 

neighbours along the way. Any non-responsive broken communication link will hence 

be identified. If a single node is dead, all six connections to this node will show up dead. 

At the end of this phase, a graph of all working nodes has been created. 

 

The tree crawler phase embeds a tree structure into the toroidal node topology. As 

faulty nodes will exist in the SpiNNaker system, the assumption that all nodes will form 

a complete toroidal topology of network does not hold. This embedded tree structure 

provides an alternative access to all the nodes, when system-wide actions are required, 

although the tree crawler only uses local NN communications to form this tree structure 

of nodes. The root of this node tree structure is the node with Ethernet connection to the 

host computer. All other nodes are assigned a unique 16-bit identifier. 

 

The P2P builder phase establishes a routing table in each node to determine the best 

way of passing a packet for an arbitrary pair of nodes. This is achieved by allowing each 

node to send out a computational wave front; along the paths a back pointer to the 

original node is stored in each passing node. This enables each local node to build up a 

table of which of its ports provides the best route to a given node, which enables the 

communications router to efficiently pass P2P packets without any intervention from 

any core. 

 

Following the boot stage, a basic configuration of the hardware system has been 

established. The initialization stage maps the simulation problem to the node topology 

of SpiNNaker. By this stage, the SpiNNaker cores are equipped with the working node 

graph, NN and P2P packet routing mechanisms. The MC routing mechanism is not 

problem independent; the MC routing table configuration depends on the simulation 



problem and the mapping of the simulated problem onto the working node graph. The 

MC routing mechanism allows a packet to be transmitted to an arbitrary number of 

recipients. Hence in the initialization stage, the MC routing table will be filled with 

routing entries generated by the simulation problem network topology. 

 

The initial data setup and final result collection are performed via a few Ethernet 

connections in the mesh. These Ethernet connected nodes broadcast or gather data via 

point-to-point (P2P) or nearest neighbour (NN) packets. 

 

Although this project is targeted at the SpiNNaker simulation platform, by the end of 

this project the SpiNNaker chip was not available to be used as the simulation platform. 

As a result, all the work and results are based on the emulation of the SpiNNaker 

platform on a computing cluster. 

Discrete Event Simulation 2.2 

Discrete event simulation is a technique that represents the activity of a discrete system 

as a time-ordered sequence of events. The events in the sequence change the state 

variables of the system at distinct, discrete times. For example, in a lift system, a press 

of a button in the lift is an event, and it changes the state of the lift from the idle to the 

moving state. When the lift reaches the target level, the lift opens the door and enters the 

idle state again. This is a classic example of a discrete event system. In this general 

discrete system, events are “button pressed” and “lift reached target level”. Both of 

them switch the state of the lift between idle and moving states. Thus the concept of the 

lift can be abstracted as a set of events and states. 

 

A discrete digital circuit consists of wires and gates. Wires transmit signals that are 

driven by gates. Applying the analogy above to a discrete digital circuit, the events 

represent changes of output signal values of gates. The output events of gates will 

propagate to other gates and so on and so forth. The events in a circuit die out when 

they do not change the current value of the fan-out gates at the discrete time instant, or 

they reach the outputs of the circuit. 
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In modern high speed circuits (and most noticeably in asynchronous systems), the 

notion of system state is sometimes embodied in gate topologies as well as the gates 

themselves. In the context of this work, this is regarded as a modelling detail and is not 

discussed further. 

 

A spectrum of techniques exists for the simulation of circuits (systems). Continuous and 

discrete simulations occupy widely-spaced positions in this spectrum; they are 

completely different. [14] Throughout this thesis, “circuit simulation” is taken to mean 

“discrete digital circuit simulation” unless stated otherwise. 

 

2.2.1 Serial Simulation 

Discrete circuit simulation is normally implemented using a queue-processing model. 

The basic simulation model consists of three components: the first component is the set 

of state variables in the circuit, which are the values stored in the gates. The second 

component is the eventlist that stores all the pending events within the system. The 

sources of these “future” events are the gates or inputs of the circuit. The third and last 

is the current time value. This is the reference point that is used to decide whether the 

event happens in the virtual past or in the virtual future. With these three parts, a simple 

discrete circuit simulation system can be implemented. 

 

Algebra Taxonomy 

Among the three key components, the state variables in discrete event circuit simulation 

are very different to the other variables in discrete event simulation. In digital circuit 

simulation, the state variables have two sets of data, which are the connectivity 

information and the gate information. 

 

Connectivity information shows the relationship between different gates within the 

circuit. Gate information holds the logic type and state of a gate. Logic gates assert 



logic levels that represent state components and logic types define the relationship both 

temporal and functional between the inputs and outputs. 

 

During simulation a gate can only assert a finite number of logic levels. Furthermore, 

there are different standards for representing logic levels within a circuit. For example, 

there are Verilog HDL (Hardware Description Language, IEEE standard 1364) [15] and 

VHDL (Very-high-speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language, IEEE 

standard 1164) [16] standards. They are the most popular hardware description 

languages for digital circuit modelling and provide a different set of logic values. These 

are a good starting point to find a suitable set of logic levels to represent the states of 

logic gates in the final circuit simulator, the SpiNNaker Discrete Event Simulator 

(SDES). 

 

The Verilog standard has four values to define the states of a logic gate, which are ‘0’ 

(Low), ‘1’ (High), ‘Z’ (High Impedance) and ‘X’ (Unknown) [17]. Values ‘0’, ‘1’ and 

‘Z’ correspond to assertion or de-assertion of a signal, and un-driven state. In reality, a 

signal will only have these three states, but simulators can support additional logic 

levels. The ‘X’ state represents unknown, in which the simulator cannot determine 

whether the value of the signal is ‘0’ or ‘1’. The ‘Z’ denotes a three-state condition 

where a signal is disconnected from its driving gate. 

 

The VHDL standard has nine states to describe the value of a signal, an additional (See 

Table 1). They represent an abstraction of a real voltage source or a condition that does 

not necessarily exist in reality. 
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character value

U uninitialized

X strong drive, unknown logic value

0 strong drive, logic zero

1 strong drive, logic one

Z high impedance

W weak drive, unknown logic value

L weak drive, logic zero

H weak drive, logic one

- don't care

C conflict  

Table 1 Standard VHDL logic values 

The ‘U’ state means a gate has not been assigned with a value since the start of 

simulation. The value can propagate (like ‘X’), thereby providing the designer with an 

indication of the source of the value (which may not necessarily be enormous). The ‘-

‘(don’t care) state is sometimes used in logic synthesis tools and test vectors [18]. The 

strong and weak drives depend on the output resistance of the gate driver (an equivalent 

circuit is shown in Figure 6). Illustration of high impedance and unknown states are 

shown in Figure 7.  

 

Rforce

Rweak

1: forcing high

H: weak highVhigh

(=low resistance)

(=high resistance)

 

Figure 6 Abstraction of real voltage sources represented as logic levels 
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Figure 7 Metavalue cases 

There is another state called ‘C’ which is conflict state. This state is only implemented 

in the ModelSim software [19] to distinguish from the ‘X’ (Unknown) state. Although it 

is not required by the VHDL standard, by introducing this extra state helps designers 

quickly identify this simple design fault. A sample circuit that can generate a ‘C’ state is 

shown in Figure 8. 

 

Q

A

B

‘C’

A

B

Q

t  

Figure 8 Conflict state case 

In the SDES case, a key function of the simulator is to find an efficient way to simulate 

discrete event systems in parallel. Therefore, the complexity of the state information 

within the simulation is not a major concern of the SDES. Moreover, there is no tri-state 

logic in the SDES. As a result, only four states, which are ‘0’,’1’,’U’,’X’, are chosen to 

be included in the logic state set within the SDES system. States ‘0’ and ‘1’ are the very 
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basics of digital circuits which cannot be replaced by any other states. The uninitialized 

value is used to assign each logic gate within simulated circuit at the start of each 

simulation. The unknown state is only employed whenever a state value is neither ‘0’ 

nor ‘1’ after a gate has its first value assignment, i.e. it presents the ‘X’, ‘Z’, ‘W’, ‘L’, 

‘H’ and ‘-‘ states in the VHDL standard. 

 

Based on the four values implemented in SDES, the truth tables for eight common types 

of logic gate can be defined. The truth tables for each type of logic gate are shown in 

Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 Truth tables for eight types of logic gate 

Components in Discrete Event Simulation 

In this thesis, SDES only deals with digital electronic circuit simulation, therefore all 

the example simulated targets are digital circuits, but it does not mean that the SDES 

technique is limited to digital circuit simulation. The underlying principles are the same 

for all discrete event systems. 

 

As an example, consider the simple D-type latch circuit shown in Figure 10. The latch 

circuit is a type of storage component within a digital circuit. The reason to choose a D-

type latch as the example circuit is because it has a unique feedback loop and the 

difference between the minimum and maximum delay from input to output is significant, 



which can provide a good demonstration for the behaviour of parallel simulation 

methods. 
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Figure 10 The D-type latch circuit 

There are three types of variables involved during the simulation for the circuit shown 

in Figure 10, events, state variables and the current time. They describe the current 

status of the circuit. 

Events: 

The events are triples: {gate ID, logic level, execution time}. Take event “D = 1 @ 50 

ns” as an example. It means that the output of gate D will change its value to ‘1’ at the 

discrete time 50 ns. However, this is not an assertion that the value was not ‘1’ before 

50 ns. Events have to be executed in the ascending order of their timestamp to produce 

the correct result. This is the causality rule of circuit simulation [20]. It implies two 

properties: first, the events need to be stored in the same data structure for comparison 

purpose; second, events with the lowest timestamp will always be executed before any 

other events. This is the idea of an eventlist, which stores and sorts events into a queue 

of ascending events according to their timestamps. 

 

Moreover, the time stamp for generated output events is calculated based on the 

timestamp of the causal input event plus the propagation delay of the generating gate. 

For instance, the event “D = 1 @ 50 ns” will generate an event for E @ 50+1 ns, the 

extra 1 ns is the propagation delay of the nand gate (GA). In reality, the propagation 

delays for logic gates within a circuit are different from gate to gate. Delays exist even 

between inputs on a supposedly balanced gate. They also vary as a function of past 

activity history, marginal difference in manufacturing process. Even in the simulation 
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world, the propagation delays of gates might differ from each other. As a result, a 

mixture of timestamps in output events will be fed into the eventlist. An event list is 

sorted in ascending order, the events with the lowest timestamp is located at the bottom 

(beginning) of a list. If two events share the same virtual time, the first added event will 

be at a lower position than the latter one. An example event list is shown in Table 2. 

D = 1 @ 50 ns

C = 0 @ 40 ns

C = 1 @ 20 ns

C = 0 @ 0 ns

D = 0 @ 0 ns
Next Event

 

Table 2 Sample sorted eventlist for the D-type latch circuit 

The software in this project is written in C++; Standard Template Library (STL) is used 

extensively as well. The STL::list container is the best choice for building the eventlist, 

compared with vector container, because the need to insert entries to the middle of the 

container [21]. Although the STL::heap container has an even lower insertion time 

Θ(log(n)) compared with the list (Θ(n)), the removal time for the STL::heap structure is 

also Θ(log(n)). The removal time for list is Θ(1). In order to reduce the insertion time 

further, the simulation system collects the generated events unsorted, and insert them to 

the main eventlist in batch later on. This reduces the insertion search time, as new 

events are, in general, situated in a tight time zone. 

State Variables: 

The state variables in the system can be abstracted to a connection map and a table of 

gate properties. The connection map contains direction information on each of the 

connections, as a signal can only be driven by a single gate. Multiple gates driving a 

same signal are not allowed in SDES. This is prevented by a simple circuit design rule 

check. If any connection violates this rule, the program will stop the SDES from 

simulation. The directional information of connections matters, as it distinguishes the 

inputs and outputs for a gate. The most suitable container for a directed connection map 

is the directed graph (digraph). In a digraph, two sets of data are stored, nodes and arcs. 

The first set is the node information, where the detailed data of a node and the pointers 

of arcs related to the gate are stored (table of gate properties). The second set stores the 

arc information, which includes the data on the arc and the starting and ending node 



pointers (connection map). Mapping a circuit to a digraph means the gates become the 

nodes and the wires become the arcs in the digraph. The equivalent graph for the latch 

circuit is shown below (Figure 11). In this project, digraph container in the STLplus 

library written by Andy Rushton is used [22]. 
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Figure 11 Directed graph representation of the D-type latch circuit 

There are two ways of representing a circuit as a graph: device-on-device (DoD) and 

device-on-nets (DoN). The nodes in the DoD format represent devices only, the wire 

information is stored in the arc. This causes the problem where multiple output arcs 

must hold a duplicated version of the wire information. This is not a problem for DoN 

representation, as both device and wire information is stored in the nodes of the digraph. 

Arcs in DoN representation only provide directional information. The latch circuit in 

DoN representation is shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12 Device-on-Nets representation of latch circuit 
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It is easy to translate DoN to DoD but not the other way round. A gate with multiple 

discrete (separate) outputs signifies this problem. The reason for this project to choose 

DoD over DoN representation is because DoD is a more compact way of representing a 

circuit. And it also reduces the search candidates within the graph by half when the 

simulator tries to fetch the value of a fan-in gate. 

Current Time: 

The last component of the simulation system is the current time. In a serial or sequential 

simulation, this is simply usually a long integer. It provides a reference point for the 

simulator to distinguish past, present and future events. In the sample latch circuit, at 

virtual time 20 ns, the event “C = 0 @ 0 ns” is a past event which was discarded at the 

time of execution, whereas the event “C = 1 @ 20 ns” need to be processed and “D = 1 

@ 50 ns” should be stored in the eventlist for future processing. 

 

Simply stacking up events is meaningless without a processing unit. The simulation 

process has full access to all the components within the system. Its duty is to process all 

events within the system until the stoppage time specified by the user is reached or until 

the “future events” list is empty. When processing an event, it modifies the state value 

of logic gates and generates new events accordingly. After processing the generated 

events, any generated events will be fedback to the event list which will be sorted and 

processed later on. The abstraction is shown in Figure 13. 



Event
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while (Q not empty) {
pop_event(); // advance virtual T
process_event();
handle_event();
sorted_insert();
if (t > stop t)

break;
}

 

Figure 13 Abstraction of the simulation system 

2.2.2 Parallel Simulation 

In discrete simulation, events genuinely may occur in parallel. In a simulation on a 

conventional sequential computing system, the event list and its associated handler 

constitute a processing bottleneck. When serial simulation speed cannot keep up with 

the ever growing size of simulation problem, a solution is to distribute the problem in 

parallel and let the collective computation power speed up the process. However, along 

with the speed that it brings, problems arise from the simulation technique itself, mainly 

because the need to maintain simulated causality throughout the distributed system. 

 

For the rest of this thesis we will refer to the logical process (LP) as being the individual 

processing element in a parallel system. In general (but not necessarily) a LP is mapped 

onto a physical processor; a physical processor may host one or more LPs. In parallel 

simulation, the circuit under simulation (CuS) is partitioned between the LPs. Each LP 

maintains its own event loop. This partitioning immediately gives rise to a problem 

impacting on the three components outlined above. 
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To represent reality, events must be executed in global temporal order; but each 

individual processor only has knowledge of its own (local) sub-circuit. Each processor 

will be advancing simulation time with respect to wall clock time at its own rate, 

necessarily a function of the activity of its local sub-circuit. Wall clock time represents 

the passage of real time in the way that human perceives. Simulated time of a core 

processor can easily become wildly divergent. 

Parallel Discrete Event 
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Time Warp Lookahead
Deadlock 

handling

Time 
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Delay 

Precomputation Deadlock Detect 

Recovery
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Figure 14 Tree of PDES approaches 

In general, there is a spectrum of approaches. This spectrum (Figure 14) can be divided 

into two principal sections, conservative and optimistic.[23], [24] 

 

The conservative approach guarantees the order of execution, which strictly follows 

causality between the events. By doing so, the problem outlined above will be solved 

automatically as the system is executing events sequentially. In conservative simulation, 

no LP, which performs part of a simulation in parallel, can execute an event that 

violates the causality rule. The causality rule states that every LP processes events in 

non-decreasing timestamp order. However, this method cannot fully utilize the parallel 

computation power. In most cases, the LPs will hold and wait for other LPs to send 

events for it to process, until a stop signal arrives. 

 



The optimistic approach on the other hand, breaks causality to exploit the local 

parallelism inside a sub-circuit at the cost of additional system resource. It speculatively 

simulates, then conditionally restores and re-evaluates parts of the system to maintain 

the correctness of the simulation. The details of these techniques are explained in the 

sections below. 

Common Problems 

As described above, a circuit simulation problem primarily consists of three types of 

variables. These are the state variables, events and the current time. When a system 

simulation is parallelized, these variables must be split into many parts. A local LP, 

which is mapped to a physical processor, usually holds the parts that are assigned to the 

local LPs (see Figure 15). This causes subsequent problems for each individual 

component when the simulator tries to simulate the system as a whole. These are solved 

in different ways in conservative and optimistic algorithms. 

Order of Event Simulation 

After splitting a circuit, the first problem is the order of event execution. In serial 

simulation, new events are generated with full knowledge of the entire circuit state, and 

they are stored in the same event list. This is sorted in ascending order according to the 

time stamps, and the event with the lowest time stamp will always be at the head of the 

list, and will pop out first. When the queue is popped, the order of execution is 

guaranteed. However, after splitting the circuit into many parts, slower LPs in the 

system might generate events that happen in the virtual past of the other LPs. This 

causes the simulation system to break the causality rule and produce incorrect results. 

 

The latch circuit can show the differences when simulating the events in parallel. 

Assuming that the circuit is divided into two parts: gate GA and GC, and gate GB and 

GD, the parts are mapped to LP A and LP B respectively (Figure 15).  
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Figure 15 Abstraction of a parallel system 

By evaluating events for gate GA and GB, the sequences of events are shown in a 

timeline in Figure 16. Take event “C = 0 @ 10 ns” as an example, it generates “E=1 @ 

12 ns” (C nand D = ‘0’ nand ‘U’ = 1) and “F = 1 @ 12 ns” (C nand E = ‘0’ nand ‘U’ = 

1). And then “E = 1 @ 12 ns” triggers another event “F = 1 @ 14 ns”. As this event 

indicates a same value as the previous event “F = 1 @ 12 ns”, no further processing is 

required. 
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D=1E=1
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F=1

E=1
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Figure 16 Events in timeline 

However by isolating the LP A from LP B (Figure 17), the input events on D will cause 

“E = 1 @ 22 ns” and “E = U @ 42 ns” to be generated. However, if LP A processes 

events under an ASAP policy which can breach the causality rule, at virtual time 50 ns 

without any external events, wire E will show a value ‘U’, due to the fact that signal D 

and C carry value 1 and U respectively. However, this misses out the event “E = 1 @ 12 

ns”, which can be captured if LP A wait for this event to be executed before processing 



event “D = 0 @ 20 ns” This is a typical example of a causality violation error during the 

simulation process. 

LP A

10ns 20ns 30ns 40ns 50ns

D=0 D=1

E=1

E=U

Initial Event

Generated Event

 

Figure 17 Isolated timeline in LP A 

Synchronization 

The second problem is the synchronization of current time, which is the current local 

virtual time on each LP. All events that have timestamps lower than this current local 

time are executed and discarded. Any event has a timestamp higher than this current 

time will be inserted in the event list. LPs only know their local virtual time, as they 

hold different state variable sets and pending tasks. The problem lies in how to make 

sure the execution order is correctly maintained across LPs, so that it does not violate 

the causality rule. In other words, how might one guarantee the simulation moves on 

monotonically (and correctly) and hence reaches the end of the simulation.  

Optimistic Approaches 

The causality rule (order of execution) can only be solved by making the simulation 

tolerating the breaching of causality rule. There is essentially only one way of doing this, 

known broadly as time warp rollback, although many variations are possible (discussed 

later). Time warp requires a “rollback” mechanism which can restore any wrong doings 

whenever a breach of the causality rule happens. This causes optimistic approaches to 

have a high resource requirement due to the need of storing and restoring the states. 

However, allowing a temporary breach in causality enables a LP to execute events 

following as soon as possible (ASAP) rule, irrespective of the consequences to other 

LPs. Time warp technique are widely employed by other applications, such as 

simulation of communication network [25], battlefield scenarios [26], biological 

phenomena [27], and computer systems [28]. 
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In a primitive time warp rollback system [6], [7], the current times of each LP are 

unsynchronized from each other and local simulations are carried out concurrently. 

They process all available events as soon as possible. LPs save the state of their local 

circuit fragment and the pending event list on a regular basis. These stored data are the 

checkpoints for the simulation, which costs more memory to execute compared with its 

sequential counterparts [29]. An example is shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18 Rollback example 

LPs exchange their knowledge of the circuit via event messages. Any new arrival of 

events at a LP will be checked to see whether it carries a virtual future timestamp or not. 

If it has a future timestamp compared to the current simulation time, the event will be 

stored in the pending event list and simulation continues. If it carries a past timestamp, 

which is called straggler event, the receiving LP will send messages to LPs which are 

connected to local output signals to cancel all previous sent messages which have 

timestamp later than the checkpoint timestamp. These messages are called anti-

messages. Besides sending the anti-message, LPs roll back to the nearest checkpoint 

before the timestamp of the new arrived event. Then they add the new events to the 

restored pending event list and re-evaluate the circuit to generate new outputs. The 



simulation therefore corrects itself by cancelling the old calculation results, re-

evaluating the circuit with new pending events and resending the correct results. 

 

In the previous example (Figure 18) causality is violated. Correct results can be 

regenerated by rolling back the simulation to a previous checkpoint before the incoming 

straggler event, which carries a timestamp lower than current local virtual time. There 

are four pairs of timelines in the graph which organized in ascending order of the wall 

clock time. The first pair shows the initial state of the system. There are two 

checkpoints at virtual time 0 ns and three external events are pending events. All signals 

in the system hold value “U”. 

 

When both LPs start simulation, and process the first events in their pending event lists 

(second pair of timeline), both LPs create new checkpoints to log the system status. 

New events are also created after the first events are processed. Recall the values of 

these events in Figure 16, new events in LP A is event “E = 1 @ 22 ns”, and event “F = 

1@ 12 ns” in LP B. As signal C is connected to an external LP (LP A), the event “C = 0 

@ 10 ns” is sent from LP B to LP A. Assume that at the same time, LP A processes the 

event “E = 1 @ 22 ns” and decides to send out this event to LP B. 

 

However, external event “C = 0 @ 10 ns” arrives at LP A. This is lower than the current 

time 22 ns in LP A, and LP A initiates the time warp process (third pair of timeline). LP 

A starts sending anti-message to LP B to cancel the event message “E = 1 @ 22ns”. The 

timestamp in this straggler event is smaller than the last checkpoint (20 ns), as a result 

the simulation needs to rollback further to the checkpoint at 0 ns. The signal values and 

event list are restored. The checkpoints along the way are removed. The new external 

event “C = 0 @ 10 ns” is stored in the pending event list, which prepares LP A to 

proceed simulation with the new information. 

 

Assume the LP B has reached 30 ns by the time the anti-message arrives from LP A 

(fourth pair of timeline), LP B now has a straggler event that tries to remove a processed 
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event. Time warp is required for LP B to process this straggler event. It finds the nearest 

checkpoint with a timestamp lower than the one carried by the straggler event, which is 

the checkpoint at 10 ns. While LP B enters the time warp process, LP A begins 

reprocessing the events. And the process repeats itself until it reaches the simulation end 

time specified by the user in the beginning of the simulation. 

 

When an anti-message is received by a LP, it will cancel the corresponding positive 

message either in the past event list or the pending event list. If an anti-message carries 

a past timestamp, the system will roll back to the nearest past checkpoint before the 

anti-message timestamp and re-evaluate the circuit again. If the anti-message is a future 

event, it will simply cancel the event from the future list. However unlike positive 

events, anti-messages do not correspond to any physical circuit activities. Also, in a 

distributed system, an anti-message is allowed to arrive at target LP before the positive 

message arrives—a consequence of random communication delays. Therefore, if an 

anti-message arrives first in the future list and there is no identical positive message in 

the event list, the anti-message will be queued up in the event list, just like a positive 

event. When simulation passes through the timestamp of the anti-message, it will 

directly store it into the past event list without processing it. 

 

Since the global lowest timestamp event will always be processed sooner or later, and 

the re-evaluation of events after the rollback will always generate the same results 

before this global lowest timestamp, the process will eventually pick up, and because 

the simulation does not want rollback any further than necessary, the state saving 

mechanism comes into solve this problem. 

 

In the direct cancellation technique, the new checkpoint state is created at the timestamp 

of the straggler event. This means if LP has a saved state at 0 ns, the current time is 100 

ns, and the straggler event is at 50 ns, LP will roll back to 0 ns and re-evaluate up to 50 

ns. At 50 ns, a new saved state is created at this point. This helps the simulator to reduce 

the rollback distance when processing the next straggler event. 



 

Synchronization is very important aspect of the optimistic approach. The 

synchronization process in the optimistic approach has two parts, one in the garbage 

collection stage, the other one in time synchronization. During simulation, every 

checkpoint has a copy of local circuit and a pending event list of the sub-graph. 

Potentially, the number of checkpoints will grow as the simulation carries on. Therefore, 

a garbage collection service is very necessary, as it allows LPs to dump out of date 

checkpoints to save memory space. 

 

Time synchronization provides a way for all LPs to determine the lowest timestamp 

across the entire simulation system. This provides a boundary for garbage collection to 

determine whether checkpoints have expired or not. This time boundary is called Global 

Virtual Time (GVT). Any local virtual time is allowed to rollback to a lower value, but 

this must not be lower than the GVT. The GVT itself is not allowed to reduce. This is 

because the GVT indicates the lowest timestamp that exists across the system and, by 

definition, no event can be generated with a lower timestamp than GVT. 

 

Three methods were proposed to speed up the GVT estimation process. The first 

method maintains an evenly distributed checkpoint rather than keeping all checkpoints 

to save memory. [30], [31] The second method keeps track of local event causality 

pattern and predicts the safe local virtual time for garbage collection. [32] The last 

method focuses on the memory management of the checkpoint information by 

prioritising the processing of checkpoints according to their size. [33] 

 

In summary, each LP repeats the execution, communication, garbage collection and 

rollback detection cycle until the system reaches the end of the simulation. This is the 

general behaviour of optimistic approach. 
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There are many modifications that can be built on to the basic time-warp rollback model. 

In a multi-processor system, message passing is inherently expensive. In any system, 

the execution of a state save/restore is also expensive, albeit for different reasons. Many 

variations on the basic theme, playing off these costs against each other, are possible. 

Pre-eminent amongst the extensions are lazy cancellation, wolfs call, time windowing, 

incremental state saving and clustering techniques. The following text explains these in 

detail. 

 

Firstly, lazy cancellation [34], [35] is a technique which reduces the communication 

density within the system. In the basic time warp model, once the local LP is rolled 

back to a past checkpoint, any previous sent messages by local LP after the checkpoint 

timestamp will be cancelled immediately. This is called direct cancellation. In lazy 

cancellation, a LP will rollback and re-evaluate the circuit to the virtual time prior to 

rollback, i.e. the current virtual time before any straggler event arrived at local LP. Then, 

it compares the new output events with the sent output events log. Newly generated 

events will be sent to output LPs and missing events will be sent as anti-messages to 

cancel the effects caused by them [36]. Although this reduces the amount of messages 

sent by LPs, it does not guarantee to make the simulation faster. Any incorrect events 

sent will have extra time to generate more incorrect results, but it can reduce the number 

of rollbacks within the system. As a result, lazy cancellation can reduce the number of 

communication events and rollbacks but the simulation time will generally match the 

basic time warp model. Further performance analysis can be found in [37]. 

 

Secondly, wolfs call [38] allows anti-messages to be transferred with priority over other 

positive messages. Whenever a LP receives an anti-message, it will stop processing 

positive messages and start processing the anti-message immediately. This will stop the 

incorrect calculation as quickly as possible. However, it can also cause correct as well 

as incorrect simulation to stop, which is a drawback of this technique. And other 

proactive cancellation methods which exploit event causality to prevent cascaded 

rollbacks were developed. [39] 

 



Thirdly, time windowing is a technique which reduces the number of synchronizations 

and excessively optimistic calculations within the system [40]. In the basic model, LPs 

simulate the circuit as quickly as possible and there is no limit to how far in the future 

they can simulate without synchronization. This means that LPs which have a lighter 

workload or more processing power will spend much of their time processing error 

prone future work. This is because the correctness of results drops as each simulation 

moves further away from the last synchronization point [41]. New events close to the 

synchronization point tend to have a higher correctness, as the events are caused by 

synchronized correct events. As a simulation gets further away from synchronization 

point, most of the events generated are based on local knowledge. 

 

The time window technique [42–44] sets a limit on how far LPs can run away from the 

synchronization point, and hence reduces system resource waste. In addition to setting a 

limit on the furthest time a LP can simulate, it is also necessary to set a limit on how 

often it can synchronize. If too much synchronization occurs in the simulation, this will 

dominate the runtime; there is a trade-off between memory space and simulation speed. 

This trade-off can be controlled by changing the time limit between the current time and 

the last synchronization time. This time limiting technique is called the time windowing 

technique. Many other variations of time windowing technique focuses on the 

optimization of the size of the window is available in [45–47]. 

 

Fourthly, incremental state saving is a technique which allows quick rollback to a near 

virtual past state [48]. Instead of saving the circuit state as a whole, in the basic 

optimistic model, incremental state saving only saves the changes in the circuit state 

from time to time. It minimizes the number of events to be stored in the memory and it 

also reduces the large overhead required to copy a large memory space. The drawback 

of this technique appears when LPs try to rollback a long distance in the past time. It is 

necessary to undo all the events between the target and current time, which can take 

longer than loading and restoring a single checkpoint directly. 
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Figure 19 Clustering model 

Finally, the clustering technique [49–51] splits the partitioned circuit on a LP into 

smaller sub-circuits and simulates them in several clusters (Figure 19). Each cluster acts 

as a local processing element (PE). A PE is a complete functional simulation system but 

the difference is that they only hold a small part of a partitioned circuit, and they share 

the computation power of a single LP. LPs only need to re-evaluate parts of the local 

partitioned circuit after a rollback. It saves computation power and avoids large blocks 

of memory access. The drawback is the overhead required to manage the PEs (which is 

not required if the LPs do not split the local circuit). 

 

Conservative Approaches 

Unlike optimistic approaches, conservative methods solve the causality problem by 

obeying the rule at all times, rather than tolerating transient breaches of it. They all 

establish virtual temporal boundaries to limit the maximum time that a LP can simulate; 

no event will be processed beyond this boundary time. By following this rule, 

conservative approaches do not require anti-messages. This saves memory and rollback 

processing time, but reduces the parallelism in simulation. There is clearly a trade-off 

when choosing the simulation approach. Before making any choices, the various kinds 

of conservative approaches will be explained in the section below. 



 

There are two dominant categories of conservative approaches; lookahead method and 

deadlock handling (see Figure 14). The lookahead category may be further subdivided 

into time windowing and pre-computation service time lookahead methods. The 

deadlock handling category may be further subdivided into deadlock-avoidance and 

deadlock detection-recovery methods. 

 

All the conservative approaches employ the concept of virtual temporal boundaries 

between different LPs. Null messages do not contain state variable switching 

information. They only carry information about the current timestamp of the sending LP 

[52], [53]. This null message indicates the lowest external timestamp that the sending 

LP will generate. Therefore, the receiver can process other valid events safely. Null 

messages prevent the case where a chained series of LPs all waiting for its predecessors 

to update their virtual temporal boundaries. A deadlock case is presented in Figure 20, 

which will be explained later this chapter. 

 

Unlike optimistic approaches, conservative approaches do not have a generic algorithm 

like the time warp rollback algorithm for optimistic approaches. They apply the null 

messages in different simulation stages, and solve the boundary problem by actively 

propagating the timing information. In order to demonstrate the differences, a common 

circuit configuration (Figure 20) is employed to explain each individual conservative 

approach. 
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Figure 20 Mapping latch circuit 
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Figure 21 Event sequence of latch circuit 

Referring to Figure 20, the example is a latch circuit. Four NAND gates are mapped to 

three different LPs. The connectivity between LPs is shown in red circuits and lines. 

There are events on each input wire, D and C. The event sequence in the circuit is 

presented in Figure 21. The red arrows represent the flow of events between different 

signals. If the value of a signal changes, this event will trigger a propagation of event 

for other components, if not, no further propagation is required. The event sequence 

between LPs, which has a component mapping shown in Figure 20, is shown in Figure 

21. 
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Figure 22 Event sequence between LPs 

Only cross LPs events are shown in the Figure 22. Based on the figure, there are three 

input events to LP B. This figure shows the correct sequence of events during this 

simulation. In parallel simulation, this circuit forms a deadlock if causality is 

maintained and no null message is involved. In conservative simulation, each LP must 

follow a simple rule which is the local lowest timestamp event is always safe to be 

processed. As LP A holds no external input connection, the lowest timestamp event in 

LP A is always safe to be processed. However this is not the case for LP B and LP C. 

Both of these LPs have two input connections. Take LP B as an example, input events 

are “E = 1 @ 20 ns”, “E = 0 @ 50 ns” and “NQ = 1 @ 90 ns”, as can be seen from 

Figure 22. The first two events are not eligible for processing, and the third event is not 

generated in the simple parallel simulation. LP B always compares the timestamp of 

local events and events from every input connection. If any of the input connection has 

no incoming event, a default value 0 ns is assigned. 

 

In the case of event “E = 1 @ 20 ns” arrives at LP B, the input connection between LP 

B and LP C is empty, as no event is sent between the two LPs. While the input event is 

held in the event queue in LP B, LP B needs a new timestamp from LP C to replace the 

0 ns timestamp for the input connection relating to LP C. Without this new update, LP 

B cannot proceed with the pending events, since by doing so LP B could violate the 
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causality rule. This forms a deadlock situation. The rest of this section explains how 

different algorithms solve this deadlock problem respectively. 

 

Lookahead methods set a variable to the minimum delay between the inputs and outputs 

of a LP. Upon the arrival of external events the lowest next-output-event-time is 

calculated for each fan-out LP. These fan-out LPs then calculate their new boundary 

accordingly. The lookahead method actively and constantly updates the safe boundary 

and the algorithm is free from deadlock. However, some lookahead simulation 

technique performs a more aggressive processing strategy, and local rollback might be 

introduced if the speculative simulation is proven incorrect. Local rollback is, as the 

same implies, a local process only. No messages are sent to other LPs. Although the 

internal state of the current LP is rolled back, the computational input of this is tiny. 

 

Time bucketing technique [4], [41] targets shared memory parallel computing system. 

This technique split the simulation into many different sequential segments. Between 

these segments, the events are being transferred to update any cross LPs activities. The 

system constantly finds the timestamp of the next cross LP event (tne) in the simulation 

system and then allows all the LPs to simulate up to timestamp (tne). Regular 

synchronization is required to determine the time horizon, which is defined by every 

cross LP events. Figure 23 shows the distribution of time horizons, which are defined 

by the initiation timestamp at the first cross LP event since the last time horizon. 
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Figure 23 Time horizon distribution in time bucketing technique 

Each LP has only one checkpoint which logs the system state at every time horizon. LPs 

execute simulation up to virtual time (tne) where the first local cross LP event is 

generated. Referring to Figure 23 at time horizon 1 (TH1), LP A will return tne of 20 ns, 

whereas LP B and LP C will return infinity as there is no event in local event list. These 

tne values are returned to an overseer process, and the lowest tne value among all LPs is 

chosen to be the simulation target time for all LPs, in the case of Figure 23, 20 ns is 

chosen. The lowest tne value is then distributed to all LPs. If local tne in a LP is greater 

than global tne, the simulation rolls back to the last time horizon, TH1 in this case, 

proceeds simulation up to the global tne (20 ns) and wait for the cross LPs events to 

arrive. This process iterates itself until timestamp of the last time horizon reaches the 

simulation end time or no event is available for further execution, whichever comes first. 

 

Besides time bucketing technique, the lookahead may be made more efficient [54] by 

pre-computing the minimum delays between inputs and outputs of each LP circuit 

fragment. This technique is called delay pre-computation [3][55]. These pre-computed 

delays save computation time, when LPs try to determine a new next-event-time at each 

fan-out connection. This provides significant benefit for each LP, because processors 

can actually attempt determine the lower boundary without processing the events 

themselves (Figure 24). This exploits the parallelism by analysing the simulation 
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network topology [56]. Ultimately, this estimation of next-event-time only tells the fan-

out LPs there will not be any events occurring before the next-event-time. It is not a 

guarantee that there will be an event at the next-event-time. 
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Figure 24 Lookahead value distribution 

By abstracting the relationship between LPs from the latch circuit, a graph (Figure 24) 

can be shown. The lookahead shown on the arcs is the minimum time delay between 

any external input event and the next-event-time at the source of current arc. As can be 

seen from the original circuit mapping, the minimum delay between the external input 

event at LP B and the link to LP C is 30 ns. Take LP A as another example, if events in 

the sources are treated as external input events, the possible delay between any external 

inputs and the link to LP C will be 20 ns and 30 ns. The lowest value will be used as 

lookahead value between two LPs. 

 

The difference between delay pre-computation and time bucketing technique is the 

approach to generate boundary information. In time bucketing technique, a search for 

time horizon is required, but unlike delay pre-computation technique, a time horizon 



indicates an actual cross LPs event. In the delay pre-computation technique, the 

boundary is the minimum delay value between the inputs and outputs of a sub-graph. 

This provides a precise boundary for the process, and avoids rollbacks in the time 

bucketing technique. This minimum delay guarantees that no event will be available 

before this time, but it will not guarantee that there will be one after it. 

 

In the deadlock handling category, all LPs are connected via First-In-First-Out (FIFO) 

connections, and events are passed through these FIFO connections [2][21]. The 

timestamp of newly inserted events cannot be smaller than any events stored in the 

FIFO. Therefore, at the receiving end, events coming out of the same FIFO will always 

be in ascending time order. LPs can compare the lowest timestamps of incoming events 

and determine the lowest boundary of external events. Any event, which has a smaller 

timestamp than this boundary, is safe to be processed within the LP. This rule makes 

sure the causality within the system is maintained. However, it gives rise to a deadlock 

problem. 
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Figure 25 FIFO relationship between LPs 

In a deadlocked circuit simulation, a chain of LPs, each waiting for its predecessor, will 

be formed (Figure 25). This formation will cause the LP chains to effectively freeze 

during simulation routine as each LP is trying to execute events which have time stamps 

lower than the earliest possible external event. However, the empty FIFO does not 

possess any timing information, so the LP is locked until there is another event with a 

higher timestamp value comes through the empty FIFO which, of course, can never 

happen. 
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Figure 26 Deadlock case 

In the case of Figure 26, the initial events at LP A are processed and generated events 

are stacked in the input FIFOs in LP B and C. However, a deadlock is formed due to the 

empty input FIFOs between LP B and C. Neither LP B nor LP C is allowed to process 

events on the input FIFO that holds events, because of the empty input FIFO lies 

between the two LPs. And the techniques discussed below will demonstrate how to 

tackle this deadlock problem. 

 

In general, two ways exist to solve this problem. Firstly, deadlock detection and 

recovery method [58] allows deadlocks to form as the simulation continues. Simulation 

is divided into two phases, computation phase and deadlock recovery phase. The LPs 

will simulate until deadlocks are formed. Then LPs can detect any deadlocks either 

locally or globally [59], [60]. When there is an empty event queue, the deadlock can be 

detected locally. If the target input queue is full or not ready to receive a new event, the 

deadlock can be detected via a global operation. A demand-driven null message 

protocol is engaged. [61] The recovery phase will collect the minimum timestamps for 

each LP. The LPs which hold the minimum timestamp events will be forced to execute 

those events and hence break the deadlock. It requires less time to transmit redundant 

null messages compared to the deadlock avoidance technique. 

 



The optimization of deadlock detection and recovery methods populates around event 

dependency, state causality, and analyze lookahead across multiple LP. The event 

dependency approach focuses on optimizing the critical causality path in order to reduce 

the number of boundaries set on it. [62], [63] A more comprehensive analysis which 

involves the lookahead, event distribution, physical transfer delay, and processing speed 

improves the performance and becomes the state causality method. [64] The last method 

assumes that simulation processes are clustered in physical processes and hence 

improve the lookahead by grouping up local lookahead information to improve overall 

lookahead value. [65], [66] 

 

Simulating the circuit shown in Figure 26 using deadlock detection and recovery 

method will reach the same state as it is shown. And an overseer process can detect that 

the simulation stops as no events are being processed, the simulation target time has not 

reached and there are messages around the system. The overseer process can request for 

the lowest event timestamp in each LP. The LP with the lowest timestamp value among 

the returned is allowed to proceed with the event it holds. In this case, the event “E = 1 

@ 20 ns” is processed in LP B, and an event “Q = U @ 50 ns” is generated in LP B and 

sent to LP C. Following this input event, the events that hold timestamp lower than 50 

ns is allowed to proceed, because there will be no event comes from LP B that might 

carry a timestamp lower than 50 ns. The simulation can carry on as normal after these. 

If a further deadlock is formed, the recovery process is re-initiated to solve it. 

 

Secondly, the deadlock avoidance method [2], [67] - as its name implies - does not 

allow deadlock to be formed during a simulation. LPs update the simulation boundary 

with their immediate successor LPs as soon as there is a change in a local status. This 

simulation boundary is derived from the input boundary or current simulation time, 

whichever is lower, plus the shortest minimum delay of local components. In the initial 

state of the simulation, each LP is initialized with the local current virtual time, a vector 

of boundaries, and a local boundary time which is derived from the vector of boundaries 

(see example in Figure 27, further explanation available follows the figure). A boundary 

in the vector consists of two parts, the predecessor ID and the boundary time. A 

boundary indicates the lowest timestamp that will be attached to a generated event 
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produced by a predecessor LP. Each predecessor that feeds signal to a LP n will leave 

boundary information in the LP n. Unlike the pre-computational technique (see page 38), 

deadlock avoidance technique sends null messages according to minimal incremental 

step within the circuit rather than working out the propagation delay values between 

I/Os. In order to maintain causality, LPs are not allowed to process any event that 

carries a higher timestamp than the local boundary. The local boundary derives from the 

lowest boundary in the vector of boundaries. However, if there is no predecessor LP for 

LP n, the vector will be empty and the local boundary is represented as infinity. 
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Figure 27 Deadlock avoidance example 
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The example shown in Figure 27 demonstrates snapshots of system states when 

simulating from initialization to 10 ns using deadlock avoidance technique. (The global 

virtual time shown on the top right hand side of each figure is not a real parameter in 

simulation. It is for ease of understanding only.) The circuit is the same circuit used in 

previous examples, with the simulation parameters appended to the graph. These 

parameters include local current time, local boundary time, and timestamp value 

attached to each boundary. There are four gates and two sources shown in Figure 27. 

They are mapped to three different LPs manually. 

 

At the initialization stage, all the boundaries and current time are assigned with 0 ns, 

except the local boundary at LP A which is assigned with infinity. This is because there 

is no external input connection to LP A, therefore an event with the lowest timestamp is 

always safe to be processed by LP A. 

 

Immediately after the start of the simulation, all LPs establish local current simulation 

time Tlocal by defining it with the lowest timestamp among the events, or zero if no event 

exists. The lowest boundary value Tbound among the inputs is also defined. LPs then find 

the lowest propagation delay Ldelay among the local components. Following these three 

steps, a null message time can be computed. The null message time is the lower value of 

Tlocal+Ldelay and Tbound+Ldelay. Any update to both values will trigger a new null message 

to be generated if the new value is greater than the previous value. For example, the 

local time at LP A is 10 ns because of the event at signal C, and the minimum 

propagation delay among the components is 10 ns. Null message carrying 20 ns value 

can be delivered to LP B and LP C, the fan-out LPs of LP A. LP B and C carry out the 

same process concurrently and null messages carrying 30 ns and 40 ns are sent out to 

each other respectively (figure (a) @ 0 ns). Both local boundary time and local time are 

0 ns, therefore the longest propagation delay within the LP will be the null message 

value. 

 

When LP B and LP C receive the null messages sent by other LPs, new local boundary 

can be established which are 20 ns for both LPs. New null message timestamps are 



available for both LP B and C after the boundary update, and hence new null messages 

carrying 50 ns and 60 ns are sent by them correspondingly. As these new null messages 

do not change the local boundary time or local current time at LP B and C, the system 

reached stable state at 0 ns (figure (b) @ 0 ns). The establishments of local boundary 

indicate the safe boundary for local LP. In this case, both LP B and C are able to 

process any event that holds a timestamp lower or equal to 20 ns without violating the 

causality rule. 

  

At 10 ns, the event “C = 0 @ 10 ns” is safe to proceed, LP A generates events “E = 1 @ 

20 ns” and “F = 1 @ 30 ns”. They are sent to LP B and C respectively. After processed 

the first event, LP A sees no event exist in 10 ns. It updates the local current time to the 

next unprocessed event, which has a timestamp of 20 ns. New null message timestamp 

of 30 ns can be derived consequent to the update of local current time. As the new 

timestamp is greater than the previous null value (20 ns), null messages are sent out to 

LP B and C. A further propagation of this boundary update is triggered and reaches a 

stable state shown in the last graph in Figure 27. 

 

In order to speed up the propagation of the boundary information, non-blocking null 

message was investigated in reference [68]. An advanced event scheduling looking for 

large blocks of ready to execute events were also investigated to increase lookahead 

[69]. A process migration mechanism based load balancing technique was also 

introduced by [70]. Other null message reduction techniques were investigated via 

mathematical model [71] or lookahead value optimization[72], [73]. A compiler based 

lookahead extraction method was presented in [74], [75]. The performance comparison 

studies for preceding algorithms were carried out in [76–79]. 

 

One of the key features of the deadlock avoidance technique is the absence of global 

control. Causality is maintained by establishing local boundaries and updating them 

with null messages. The ensemble of LPs does not require a central control to complete 

a simulation. As the related information propagating through the LPs forms a local 

minimal time, this mechanism replaces the function of any global control. In addition, 
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the conservative nature of deadlock avoidance does not allow LPs to perform optimistic 

event execution, which saves the memory cost related to optimistic event processing 

and the extra state saving required in optimistic approaches. 

 

This section has provided an overview of the two principal techniques that are termed 

conservative. There also exist other techniques [55], [80–84] based on the techniques 

introduced in this section. In general, the conservative approach is a relatively slow but 

low memory cost method for implementing a PDES system. 

 

Summary 

All of the approaches above are able to solve the PDES problem, but their usage of 

system resources and control overhead differs. In order to have a better idea of all the 

pros and cons of these approaches, a basic comparison between the messages density 

and the appropriate memory cost, is summarized in Table 3. 

 Quantity of 

Null Message 

Rollback 

Involved 

Memory 

Consumption 

Synchronization 

Requirement 

Deadlock Avoidance High No Low No 

Deadlock Detection & 

Recovery 

Medium No Medium Periodic 

Delay Pre-computation High No Low No 

Time Bucketing Technique No No Low Regular 

Moving Time Windowing High  Yes Medium Periodic 

Time Warp No Yes High Periodic 

Table 3 Comparison table of different techniques 

Based on the SpiNNaker structure, a high memory consumption technique is the least 

likely to be chosen as the candidate technique, due to the high cost of memory access 

time for a SpiNNaker processor and limited memory space available. Furthermore, a 

higher communication cost would favour the SpiNNaker system due to the low 

communication cost asserted by the SpiNNaker specification, in comparison to the 

conventional cluster computers. Finally, global synchronization during simulation levies 

a heavy cost on the overall performance for a SpiNNaker system, as SpiNNaker is a 

fully distributed system. A synchronization operation can leave many individual 



SpiNNaker nodes idle in order for it to be carried out. As a result, we are left with two 

possible candidate techniques: deadlock avoidance and delay pre-computation. Since 

the delay pre-computation technique is based on deadlock avoidance, it makes sense to 

start modelling from the deadlock avoidance technique. 

 

Two threads can be identified in the evolution of PDES strategies. One of them is 

heading for more abstraction which lead to the development of High Level Architecture 

(HLA) [85], [86]. Instead of focusing on the underlying techniques, this develops a 

standardized simulation infrastructure which is capable of user-friendly general purpose 

parallel simulation. The second trend follows the path of optimistic simulation, which is 

explored in [87], [88]. They have shown that the multilevel time warp system does 

improve the performance over the traditional time warp system. However, the 

performance quickly reduces when the simulation goes towards higher levels of 

parallelization [89]. 

 

From the two arguments above, there is a possible gap in the spectrum of parallel 

simulation techniques, which might be filled by enhancing the conservative simulation 

technique. Although the conservative simulation technique cannot outperform its 

optimistic opponent in a highly distributed system, the result is unclear when dynamic 

load balancing function kicks in. The nature SpiNNaker seems a sensible candidate 

platform for this simulation technique to be carried out in a large scale distributed 

system. In summary, the deadlock avoidance technique is chosen to be the simulation 

technique which emulates the deterministic simulation capability of the SpiNNaker 

platform. In addition, the impact of dynamic load balancing on conservative simulation 

can also be seen in the final results. 

Partitioning Algorithms 2.3 

Network partitioning is the process of splitting a network model into several parts, 

while maintaining the overall functionality, prior to mapping the parts onto the 

simulation hardware. In single process discrete event simulation, the network inside the 

simulated model is a complete, fully elaborated network. The simulator process has full 

access to all elements inside this network. However in PDES, the network in the 
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simulated model is split into a number of parts and each part is located on a different 

processor. These processors only have full access to their own part of the circuit. This 

enables the processors to simulate the model concurrently, which increases the 

computation throughput of the simulation system. By introducing the partitioning 

algorithms, it enables the PDES to simulate circuits size ranges from a single 

component to the entire circuit with efficient connection in between different LPs. 

 

Network partitioning plays a key role in the distribution of the workload and 

connectivity between the processors. Workload is the amount of computation demand 

located in individual partition. Assuming the processing speed in each partition is 

constant, then the higher the workload, the longer the overall simulation time. If the 

workload is not properly partitioned, the heavily loaded processors will slow the overall 

simulation speed. Likewise, if partitioning is performed in an inefficient way, a lot of 

connections are left between the processors: extra communication load is introduced 

and hence the performance is again degraded. Therefore, partitioning is a very important 

part of PDES. The circuit network partitioning problem represents a circuit as a directed 

graph. Figure 28 shows how a circuit may be represented as a directed graph. In this 

figure, signals C, D, Q and NQ are assumed to be inputs and outputs - each of them is 

represented using a node in the final graph. The four gates are also represented as nodes 

in the directed graph. The wires in the original circuit are translated into the arcs that 

connect different nodes. 
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Figure 28 Representing a circuit as a directed graph 

The inputs of a logic gate may or may not be interchangeable. In SDES, there are two 

types of circuit graph. One is a direct translation of structural VHDL which is called 

VHDL Translated Graph (VTG) in this thesis. The other is a further translation of the 

VTG using only basic logic gates which is called the Combinational Logic Graph 

(CLG). In a VTG, the components may be complex circuits on their own. As a result, 

when constructing a VTG circuit, there is a strict rule about the connection order of its 

inputs. This is because the VTG relies on the order to distinguish between different 

inputs. In contrast, CLG only consists of basic logic gates of which inputs are 

interchangeable. For instance, the multiplexer in VTG graph has two types of inputs, 

selection and data inputs. These inputs cannot be swapped. However, at the CLG level, 

components are combinational gates only. Their inputs can be switched without 

affecting the simulation result. 

 

The aim of network partitioning is to split a network model into many parts without 

changing the functionality of the overall circuit. The number of wire cuts and the 

workload distribution between the processes represents the quality of partitioning. 

However, the effect on workload distribution can only be evaluated at the time of 

execution. Partitioning approaches can be divided into two broad classes: static and 

dynamic partitioning. 
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2.3.1 Static Partitioning 

Static partitioning is carried out before the simulation begins. The aim is to reduce the 

number of connection cuts, i.e. the number of wires that pass between the partitions of 

the circuit. Static partitioning may be further sub-divided into iterative moving, 

annealing, and multi-level/clustering partition techniques. 

 

The canonical iterative algorithm to solve the partitioning problem was developed 

originally by Kernighan and Lin [90]. It was then improved for bi-partitioning by 

Fiduccia and Mattheyses [91]. The concept was then expanded to enable multi-way 

partitioning by Sanchis [92], [93]. The idea of an iterative move algorithm is to find 

potential component movements between partitions, which are capable of reducing the 

number of wire cuts. Firstly, the algorithm scans the graph and tries to move each 

component from one partition to another, and sees if there is any wire cut reduction. 

Secondly, it stores wire cut reduction values in a vector, ordered on which components 

can produce the largest number of wire cut reduction. This wire cut reduction value can 

be negative, which means the movement of this single component will increase the 

number of wire cuts. Finally, the components with the most wire cut reduction value are 

moved, and the costs of all other nodes updated. The process is repeated until zero gain 

or no lower gain can be obtained from the movement of any components. 
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Figure 29 Iterative move example 



In Figure 29, each node is labelled with the change in wire cut value that would be 

caused if it were to be moved to the other partition. The node with a gain of 1 in 

partition A is the node with largest gain available in the graph. Other components have 

gains less than or equal to zero. Therefore the iterative move algorithm will transfer this 

node from partition A to B. There is also a balancing problem in the iterative move 

algorithm. If most of the components in a circuit are assigned to a particular partition, 

components in other circuit tend to be moved to the overcrowded partition with a high 

wire cut reduction value. This is prevented by the upper and lower component number 

boundary. If a partition device count exceeds the upper limit of the component count, 

components in other partitions are banned from joining this overcrowded partition. The 

same principle applies to the lower limit, when the component count in a partition is 

below the limit, components within this partition will not be moved to other partitions. 

Further performance evaluation of this method can be found in [94]. 

 

In the simulated annealing algorithm [95], the circuit components are shifted in a way 

similar to that employed by the iterative move algorithm. However, the decision to 

move is controlled by a random number generator, so the possibility always exists that 

an individual transaction will actually worsen the overall quality of solution. The 

concept of temperature in the annealing algorithm represents the possibility of 

acceptance of a negative gain movement. If the temperature in annealing algorithm is 

high, a negative gain movement has a higher possibility of being accepted by the 

partitioner. The annealing algorithm starts at a high temperature, which allows more 

negative gain components to be moved. Then the temperature is gradually decreased, 

allowing fewer and fewer negative gain movements to happen. Finally, the partitions 

freeze by only allowing the positive gain movements. This is a good approach to 

partitioning, because it can avoid local minimum wire cuts by allowing some of the 

negative gain movements to occur. However, it does not guarantee generation of 

consistent results on repetition. The partitioning in PDES is carried out concurrently, 

and the random number generator is likely to be different between processors. This is a 

disaster from communication point of view, because local partition is not able to 

establish a fixed link to neighbouring process due to the unpredictable partitioning 

layout in the neighbour partitioning layout. 
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Unlike other partitioning techniques, the clustering partitioning technique groups 

components into non-overlapping sub-graphs. These sub-graphs are grouped to form a 

partition in a circuit with area or connectivity restrictions. In [96], circuits are analyzed 

and grouped according to connectivity enclosure within circuits. For example, a node 

that has multiple outputs will form a fan-out node, and a node with multiple inputs will 

form a re-convergent node. Nodes lying on the paths between these nodes are part of the 

circuit portion which is called petals. These petals are the basic elements of partitioning 

in the clustering partitioning technique. They can be grouped to form a partition 

according to the area size or connectivity restrictions defined by user. 
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Figure 30 Cluster partitioning example 

In Figure 30, the fan-out nodes are a, b, i, and g. Convergence nodes are e, h, m, and k. 

If a fan-out node has disjoint paths to a convergence node, then this forms a basic petal 

during partitioning. The example shown above has two petals, which are b  e and a  

k.  

 

Similarly in [97], nodes are grouped according to the density of connections between 

them. The nodes which are closely connected to each other will form a sub-graph. The 

connectivity between sub-graphs is further analyzed, and the tightly connected sub-



graphs will form a partition. This process repeats until the desired number of partitions 

is created. Experiments presented in [35][36] show that this multilevel algorithm can 

produce substantially better results than non-multilevel schemes. 

 

Take the same example used in Figure 31, the partitioning technique requires a scan of 

the network which creates a list of nodes sorting by the number of connections 

connected. Based on the figure, node g has the highest number of connections. All 

adjacent nodes of node g are grouped to form a single petal, which includes f, i, h, m 

and k. These components are flagged up, along with node g, to be excluded from further 

partition. The connection counts of the petal adjacent components are updated to 

exclude the connections to the newly created petal. The node next in line with highest 

number of connections is node b. As node i is already included in a petal, and the 

connection number of node a is updated to only 1 due the exclusion of connections to 

petal. A new petal is hence created based on node b. The new petal includes node a, b, c 

and d. Node e and j are created as individual petals which can be later merged with 

other petals. All petals in the graph are shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31 Cluster partitioning example 2 
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A similar type of partitioning algorithm, called functional partitioning, splits the circuit 

according to the function of the sub-circuits. This can greatly reduce the communication 

cost at run time, as these sub-circuits tend to have closer connections and hence improve 

overall performance. However, this partitioning technique requires the partitioner to 

have prior knowledge about the structure of the target circuit and the boundaries 

between different implemented functions. (language based [100–102], problem based 

[103]) 

 

Employing a good static partitioning technique can improve the overall performance, 

due to a more evenly distributed workload and fewer communication links among all 

LPs. In this project, the improved version of canonical iterative algorithm, the multi-

way partitioning technique is employed. The simple concept, performance and 

consistency of this technique make it suitable for PDES. The partitioning performance 

of this technique is investigated later in chapter 4. 

 

As outlined above, there are four main types of static partition algorithm – canonical 

iterative, simulated annealing, clustering and functional partitioning. The major 

limitations and differences between the four different types of partitioning techniques 

are shown in Table 4. 

 Require Structure 

Knowledge 

Capable of Multiple 

Partitioning 

Repeatable 

Kernighan–Lin (K-L) No Partial Yes 

Fiduccia-Mattheyses No No Yes 

Multi-way No Yes Yes 

Simulated Annealing No Yes No 

Clustering No Yes Yes 

Functional Partition Yes Yes Yes 

Table 4 Static Partitioning Algorithm Comparison Table 

The aim of static partitioning is to cut the circuit into a number of subcircuits, 

minimising the inter-subcircuit wire count. The key is to find the maximum reduction of 



wire cuts attainable by moving components between sub-circuits. As the multi-way 

partitioning is based on K-L algorithm, the K-L algorithm will be explained first. 

 

The K-L algorithm deals with only two partitions: A and B. Firstly, the algorithm starts 

with a perfectly balanced component distribution, i.e. the number of components in the 

two partitions is equal. The initial partitioning is carried out arbitrarily, but it requires 

the components counts to be nearly identical. Secondly, the algorithm tries to find a set 

of components in a partition which can be moved to the other partition. The components 

are then labelled to be excluded from subsequent partitioning movements. As a result, 

the reduction of wire cuts for moving each of unlabelled components is calculated: 

 Gmoving = Cinternal – Cexternal 

The Cinternal is the number of wires cut when the component stays at the current partition. 

Cexternal is the number of wires cut when the component is moved to the other partition. 

Gmoving is the wire cut difference before and after the component movement. For 

example, if a component is assigned to partition A, the gain obtained by moving this 

component to partition B is represented as 

Gmoving = CA – CB 

Applying this to all the components creates a vector of wire cut reduction data. These 

data can be sorted in descending order in two stacks for easy access, where each 

partition has its own stack of local components. Thirdly, the partitions of the 

components on top of both stacks will be switched and labelled to prevent further 

movement in current iteration. The gain information connected to these two components 

will be updated and sorted in the stacks. Fourthly, repeat the switching activity until the 

overall gain by switching the two components will result zero reduction in wire cut. 

This completes one iteration of moving. The partitioning process will reset all labels 

attached to components, and start the entire process again until the label reset does not 

produce any reduction in wire cut. The pseudo code for this process is written below: 
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Function KL Partition

    split nodes into two balanced partitions A and B

    find Gmoving for all components

    sort the components according the Gmoving value in descending order

    do {

        while ((Gmax in A > 0 + Gmax in B) > 0) {

            select the component CA, CB with Gmax in A and B

            switch the partition for CA and CB

            update the Gmoving for neighbouring components

            remove CA and CB from further partition switching in this iteration

            sort the components according to the Gmoving value in descending order

        }

        reset the Gmoving value associated with all components

        find Gmoving value for all components

        sort the components according to the Gmoving value in descending order

    } while (Gmax > 0)

End function
 

Figure 32 Pseudo-code for the KL algorithm 

The progress of the algorithm is shown in Figure 33. The graph on the left shows the 

wire cut reduction in a single iteration, and the one on the right shows the gain obtained 

through the iterative approach. The bold line indicates a component move has been 

performed. The dotted line shows the changes in overall wire cut if further improvement 

steps were carried out when the highest possible wire cut reduction is less or equal to 

zero. The process terminates when no improvements can be made from the initial 

partition. 
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Figure 33 Wire cut reduction process 

The multi-way partitioning method establishes a database of wire cut gains for each 

single component within the simulation object, in this case the gates within the circuit. 

The difference between multi-way partitioning method and K-L algorithms is the 



tolerance of imbalance component count between different partitions. In the K-L 

algorithm, the movement of components must be paired up in order to balance the size 

of both circuits, whereas the multi-way partitioning allows the system to move to a 

target partition without its counterpart moving to the source partition. As explained 

earlier in this section, there is an upper and lower limit on the difference between the 

local and the average component count when the components are evenly distributed. 

The implementation and analysis of the multi-way partitioning technique are shown in 

section 3.2 . 

2.3.2 Dynamic Partitioning 

The aim of dynamic partitioning is to change the partitioning during a simulation in 

response to a fluctuating workload. This is known as dynamic load balancing (DLB). As 

simple wire cut reduction may be done at the static partitioning stage, DLB can pass 

part of the calculation workload from one LP to another which smoothed the workload 

for each LP. This enables LPs to finish at roughly the same time and hence increases the 

overall system performance.[104] There are two components that play the key roles in 

DLB. One is knowledge of the current workload, which enables DLB to balance the 

workload accurately, and the other is the control overhead required to complete the 

balancing. Different DLB approaches adjust the trade-off between these two 

factors.[105–109]  

 

There are two types of DLB approach, diffusional and hierarchical schemes. Diffusion 

schemes pass the workload from one LP to its neighbouring LPs [49], [110], [111] or 

vice versa. LPs have upper and lower workload thresholds. Once the workload in a LP 

is over the upper threshold, it can pass workload to other LPs. Ideally, the cost of 

passing jobs to neighbours is less than the amount of extra work required to process the 

job. In other words, the transfer of a job only happens when the estimated gain is more 

than the cost of rebalancing. Because DLB will effectively stop the simulation during 

balancing, this by itself reduces the simulation speed. The pause is caused by the 

redistribution of components between different partitions. This process not only requires 

the movement of components, but also the events that associated with these components. 

Without the pause in simulation, some of the events may be processed without correctly 
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routing to other LPs, as the component information hasn’t been updated at the time of 

event processing. 

 

There are two parameters that define the workload threshold. The first is the minimum 

workload that is eligible for transfer. The second is the level of difference in workload 

that is tolerated. The first parameter filters out immature workloads to be transferred, 

which means the benefit of transferring workload does not outweigh the cost of DLB. 

For instance, if LP A processed 100 events and LP B only processed 10 events, 

although the level of difference is high at 90%, the absolute amount of event workload 

difference is negligible, since the event processing speed is around 100K events/sec. 

The additional time for processing the extra 90 events is less than 1ms. The second 

parameter defines the maximum difference in workload that the simulation can tolerate. 

As the simulation progresses, the workload imbalances will shift from one place to 

another and it is not feasible to force the workloads in different partition to be exactly 

the same. If this parameter is set to zero, the DLB will occupy most of the simulation 

time - this is not practical. 

 

In a hierarchical scheme by contrast, load information is centralized and analyzed by a 

central controller. The workload may be balanced across the entire system. The 

hierarchical scheme directly transfers the most heavily loaded partition to the most 

lightly loaded partition regardless the geometric connection between the two. However, 

the control overhead required by hierarchical scheme is greater than the diffusion 

scheme. Thus, the rebalancing threshold in hierarchical schemes is typically greater than 

the threshold in diffusion scheme.  

 

The basic idea of SpiNNaker is to perform scalable distributed simulation, which 

implies that it does not have a master processing unit that controls the overall simulation. 

For this reason, the diffusional approach is employed in this project. 

 



Diffusional DLB may be further sub-divided: sender initiated diffusion (SID) 

[112][113], receiver initiated diffusion (RID) and the gradient model [114]. The 

gradient model requires a regional overseer in order to determine the workload 

distribution. Due to the distributed nature of the SpiNNaker system, only local 

information is available, so only SID and RID are suitable. The performance difference 

between SID and RID is around 10% [105]. When a process enters partitioning mode, 

the predecessors of this process need to hold their partition stable, otherwise the 

connectivity between the processes may be lost in the dynamic partitioning. 
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P0 P1
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t

 

Figure 34 Locking mechanism example 

Take the circuit in Figure 34 as an example. The five gates are partitioned into two parts. 

Assume both P0 and P1 are allowed to carry on with partitioning and G1, G2 and G3 

are the gates that need to be transferred to new partition P2 and P3. If both operations 

are carried out concurrently, P3 will establish a link with P0, as P1 still has the old 

information that G1 is situated in P0. By the time P1 receives the updated partitioning 

information, it will only update local information without propagating further to P3. 

This is because the component transfer process has already ended. And same applies to 

P2, which will establish a link with P1 instead of P3. 

 

To avoid this scenario, a locking mechanism is employed. The locking mechanism 

disables the component transfer in all predecessors of a component sender to avoid any 

link mismatch during the balancing act. Locking of successor processes is unnecessary, 

as successor is unable to initiate a component transfer if its predecessor is already 

locked or in component transfer mode. If this locking mechanism returns fail in one of 

the predecessors, the dynamic partitioning request will be dropped. Applying RID 

technique lengthens the locking chain, which in turn increases the control overhead and 
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reduces the success rate of initiating a DLB. As a result, SID is employed in the final 

implementation. 

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) 2.4 

The development trajectory for this project has the basic ideas initially realized and 

tested on a conventional machine. The intention has then to move to a conventional 

cluster machine, to explore the attributes of running the algorithm on a true multi-core 

machine, albeit with mature command and delay facilities. In the event, the SpiNNaker 

hardware has not freely available before the end of the research, so all the experiments 

reported here are based on a machine utilising conventional message passing technique. 

Here we describe the MPI (Message Passing Interface) system. 

 

The MPI system is an API (Application Programme Interface) which enables many 

computers to communicate with each other. MPI is a platform independent 

communication library. It defines the behaviour of data types, communication types, 

memory placement and others. By setting standards such as these, it becomes possible 

for computers running different OS (Operating System) and hardware architectures to 

communicate with each other. The goal of MPI is to provide a high performance, 

scalable and portable communication capability[115][116]. 

 

The well-defined behaviour of MPI allows both heterogeneous and homogeneous 

computing systems to execute MPI. Heterogeneous systems are those in which 

computing nodes within a system have different runtime environments, both software 

and hardware. In a homogeneous system, the computing nodes are identical to each 

other, and execute identical software. During execution, processors call MPI routines to 

communicate with others. The routines can be called from FORTRAN, C and C++. The 

basic communication unit in a MPI system is the message. A message is a block of 

formatted memory. The type of data within this block of memory can either be 

predefined by MPI or customized by users. 

 



The program is duplicated in all the processors of a parallel system. The differences of 

execution may be influenced by the processor ID within the system. The user needs to 

define the behaviours for different processor IDs. 

 

MPI provides both broadcast and point-to-point communication. In the broadcast mode, 

a message is sent to all the LPs within the same MPI communicator. A communicator is 

a label representing a group of LPs. The size of the group may be anything from 0 to all 

the available LPs. Point-to-point communication only sends messages to a single LP 

within the same communicator. Communicators can be formed and regrouped 

dynamically. 

 

MPI is a rich and diverse library, containing a large number of functions and 

capabilities, such as profiling and parallel IO. Profiling functions can be used to record 

the timing information during the simulation stage. They provide the performance data 

needed to evaluate the performance of a parallel simulation system. 

 

In this project, LPs are designed to execute PDES. LPs are decoupled from each other, 

and hence point-to-point communication is used widely across the system. However, 

broadcast communication is employed in some of the early developments, which 

enables the LPs to determine the termination or current system status quickly and across 

the system. The performance time of a point-to-point message can be split into two 

components, initiation latency time and actual transfer time. The initiation latency 

depends on the quality of the local environment and the size of the message, while the 

transfer time depends on the connection quality. If large memory block messages 

dominate the communication, the connection bandwidth between computation nodes 

plays a more important role. In this project, in order to avoid the impact of latency, most 

of the point-to-point communications are non-blocking. This enables LPs to make a 

request to a communication handler, and while waiting for the request to be processed 

by the communication handler, other calculations can be performed. In practice, this 

means a MPI request made in the code will not stop the progression of execution. 
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Summary 2.5 

This chapter introduces five main topics related to the DES and its peripheral 

implementation techniques. 

 Mainstream research has been focused on pursuing standardized abstract level 

simulation, for which HLA was created. However, this is avoiding the 

complexity and moving towards functional simulation rather than improving the 

actual overall parallel performance. There might be a gap in low level simulation. 

 Conservative and Optimistic approaches solve the low level discrete event 

simulation using two radically different methodologies. Further investigation is 

required to quantify their performance, in order to choose one of them as the 

base simulation technique for SpiNNaker Discrete Event Simulator (SDES). 

 Static partitioning is implemented using multi-way partitioning technique 

which try to minimize the number of connections that exist between different 

partitions. 

 Dynamic partitioning is employed as a sender-initiated diffusional technique 

which reduces the cost of initiating a DLB. 

 MPI is used to implement the communication system in the emulation system. 
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Chapter 3 Preliminary Work 
 

After introducing a range of techniques available to support the implementation of 

PDES, this chapter focuses on the preparation work that needs to be done before 

implementing the SpiNNaker Simulator. This includes the test portfolio, the circuit 

import process, circuit partitioning work and the final selection of which simulation 

technique to employ. 

The Test Portfolio 3.1 

The test portfolio is an essential part of any software project. A set of well-considered 

circuit examples is essential to explore the different performance limitations of the 

simulator. The aim of the test portfolio is not simply to provide as many circuits as 

possible, but to provide circuits that will highlight different aspects of the simulator and 

hopefully to expose any shortcomings. 

 

To define these circuits, some input language is necessary. The EDA community 

provides a wide range of languages, but most are far too rich for the purpose required 

here: to simply define the structure of the test circuit with as little extraneous detail as 

possible. 

 

3.1.1 Circuits in the Portfolio 

In order to choose the circuits, a set of testing criteria needs to be identified. In the final 

simulator, users will need to know the performance of the system in terms of event 

simulation speed, communication efficiency, and static and dynamic partitioning 

effectiveness. The circuits in the portfolio must be carefully chosen to illustrate - 

preferably quantitatively - these effects. 

 

The aim of parallel simulation is to reduce the overall simulation time for all simulation 

scenarios. Ideally, the simulation time will be reduced as the additional computational 



power kicks in. This is because in the ideal case, the event processing work w is evenly 

distributed among n LPs. Assuming the speed of event execution is constant and no 

control overhead is involved, the evenly distributed event work w/n will be processed in 

all the LPs using 1/n of the original time in serial execution. This performance speedup 

effect can determine the control overhead involved when more and more processors are 

engaged in simulation. The speedup data provides a good indication of the scalability of 

a simulation technique. 

 

To extract the best speedup data of an event simulation engine, a good way is to load 

the simulator with massive parallel circuits. In this case, a large number of individual 3-

stage ring oscillators is an elegant possibility. Each individual ring oscillator generates 

events for an indefinite period; putting n identical ring oscillators together can generate 

n events at each discrete time. When these oscillators are partitioned in a way that no 

inter-partition wire exists, the cost of event communication can be eliminated, and only 

control messages exist during a simulation: hence the parallel control overhead can be 

detected. The ring oscillator circuit is shown in Figure 35. The n chosen in this project 

is 100. 

GA 1 GB 1 GC 1

GA 2 GB 2 GC 2

GA 3 GB 3 GC 3

GA n GB n GC n

 

Figure 35 Ring oscillator circuit 
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The ring oscillator will constantly generate a large number of events at a discrete time 

instance after initial triggering. Assuming that the ring oscillators are distributed evenly 

within the simulation system, as the number of LPs employed during the simulation 

increases but much less than n, the speed of the simulation should increase accordingly. 

As no events will be sent between LPs, in theory, there is no communication cost 

involved during this simulation. As a result, a linear relationship is expected between 

the number of processors employed and the final speedup ratio, if the number LPs 

engaged in simulation is much less than n. The speedup ratio is measured by dividing 

the simulation time for a single LP by the simulation time for multiple LPs. 

 

After evaluating the best case scenario for the simulation engine, the worst case scenario 

for demonstrating the scalability of the simulator should be tested in order to show the 

lower performance limitation existing in SDES. When a simulation does not have more 

than one event that can be processed in parallel, there is no parallelism within the 

simulation. In this case, parallel simulation will only bring an additional control 

overhead to the simulation without any improvement on the speed of event processing. 

Under these circumstances, the parallel control overhead can be evaluated, as the 

performance difference between serial and parallel simulation mainly consists of the 

additional control overhead. As an example circuit, a single chain of inverters is used 

and only one event fed to the source (Figure 36). 

9

 

Figure 36 A series of 9 inverters 

In this simulation, the best performance that can be achieved is simulating the circuit in 

a sequential environment. In a serial simulation, there is no communication or control 

overhead involved in the simulation. When porting this design to be run on parallel 

platform, this enables the boundary control overhead to be identified. As there are two 

levels of boundaries in SpiNNaker system, monitor and slave level, by mapping the 

same components to different setting, either mapping all the components onto a single 



node using only one monitor process, or mapping each component to a node using 9 

monitors, the cost of these boundaries can be identified. 

 

The parallel overhead identified above includes the communication overhead and the 

parallel control overhead. As a single event will travel through the partitions 

sequentially, it creates events crossing LPs during the simulation. Another interesting 

feature about this circuit is the effect of varying the rate at which input events are 

pipelining through the simulated circuit. As the number of events within the circuit 

increases, the speedup curve will gradually recover from negative speedup to positive 

speedup. 
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Figure 37 16-bit LFSR circuit 

The performance of the 16-bit LFSR (Linear Feedback Shift Register) sits between the 

two circuit examples shown above. The LFSR circuit generates pseudo-random 

numbers by shifting the overall bit pattern in one direction within the registers and 

feeding selected bits back to the most significant bit of the register (MSB). When this 

circuit is partitioned into n blocks, where n<16, and mapped to n LPs, there is a 

constant flow of data between the LPs. However, it is very different from the series of 

inverters example, because the LFSR requires a limited amount of computation within 

each LP. It is a good example to show how the simulator speedup responds to the 

additional computation required in addition to the serial property of the LFSR circuit. 

This circuit is used to compare the performance of the three simulation techniques 

investigated in section 3.3 . 
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The cost of communication is another critical parameter of the simulator. There are two 

general communication layers in the final simulator. The bottom layer is the MPI 

communication cost for sending messages between different processes. The top layer is 

the simulation layer which deals with the event passing between different LPs. We need 

to devise a strategy to distinguish between these aspects of the simulator. 

 

As the simulation is based on a cluster system, the cluster itself has its own overhead for 

processing the MPI-based communication and control overhead, which differs from the 

behaviour of SpiNNaker. As a result, it is necessary to measure and understand these 

overheads in order to correct the quantitative measurement made in the cluster 

environment and try to predict the performance of SDES on the SpiNNaker platform. 

A B

Payload

Processor

 

Figure 38 MPI communication cost evaluation mechanism 

The most common way of obtaining the message passing time is to set up a Ping-Pong 

like message passing mechanism (Figure 38) [117]. As the time taken for a single 

sending and receiving action in MPI is very short and is highly variable (see section 2.4 

for detail), a sensible way to measure the cost is to evaluate the time taken to send 

messages in batches, by letting two processes send and receive a single message in a 

circle and by doing this a number of times. 

 

There is a possibility that the system may recognize this communication pattern and try 

to optimize the process and hence reduce this communication overhead. To avoid this 

mis-measurement of communication cost, the communication instructions used in this 

test are blocking send and receive commands, which means the program will not 

execute the next instruction until the current instruction is completed. The 



communication cost for a single send and receive can be calculated by dividing the total 

time for the whole batch by the number of times the messages are sent and received. 

The result can then be compared with the communication cost for SpiNNaker, and we 

can estimate the speedup that can be produced by porting the simulator to SpiNNaker 

platform. 

 

In addition to the communication cost for the basic MPI layer, the cost for event 

communication is also a necessary parameter to evaluate the communication 

performance. An event message consists of multiple MPI messages, because in 

SpiNNaker the communication is based on packets and the packet payload is 32-bit in 

length. Messages, which are longer than 32-bit, need to be sent over multiple packets. 

As a result, a communication protocol is required, as there are many different types of 

simulation communication signal going through these 32-bit packet payloads. Although 

the MPI layer can transfer messages which contain more than 32-bit information, all the 

test results under SDES are based on 32 bits of MPI messages. SDES is designed to 

enable easy porting to the SpiNNaker system. As a result, a complete message 

decomposition and reconstructing mechanism is designed. The detailed communication 

code map and message handler are discussed in the communication platform section 

4.2 . 

 

On the MPI platform, packets are very unlikely to be lost in the communication system, 

and it is assumed in SDES that this will be the same on SpiNNaker system. However, in 

reality, there is a possibility that the SpiNNaker system can drop packets due to various 

reasons. In this thesis, this problem has not been dealt with, and further development is 

required if the system is to be tolerant of transient messages dropout. 

 

When the communication protocol is employed, all the messages are split into multiple 

32-bit payloads in the sending process. When receiving them, all the payloads need to 

be reconstructed and the original message restored. These splitting and reconstructing 

actions take time and they are an essential part of the performance evaluation data. 

Therefore, it is necessary to examine the cost involved. 
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The cost of event communication within the system can be examined by creating 

circuits which focus on sending and receiving events. The following circuit tests the 

event communication performance of the simulator in a similar manner to that in which 

the message transfer speed in MPI is evaluated. The difference being the measurement 

unit changes from a single message to a single event in this test. A single event in the 

SDES consists of multiple messages, so the time to transfer them is greater than a single 

message by itself. And the performance of a communication in a simulation is normally 

measured in the number of events instead of the number of individual messages. 

LP A

LP B  

Figure 39 Event communication performance test circuit 

In Figure 39, the test circuits are simulated separately. During the simulation, 

components are evenly distributed across two LPs. The two gates test the sending and 

receiving performance of the simulator simultaneously. By counting the number of 

events being sent over the network in the circuit and dividing it by the overall 

simulation time, the effective time of transferring an event can be calculated. 

 

The partitioning algorithm efficiency is another key parameter of the simulator. The 

ability of partitioning algorithms to minimize the wire cut in the static model and to 

balance the workload in the dynamic model is essential to the final simulation 

performance. For the static model, the two quality measurements are the number of wire 

cuts and the balance of the component count between different partitions. The logic 

behind minimizing the number of wire cuts during the partitioning is to reduce the 

communication cost during the simulation time. Without the live workload data, the 



partitioner can only assume all the wires are equally weighted on workload and hence 

the fewer wire cuts the better.  

 

Moreover, when the partitioner tries to reduce the number of wire cuts, there is a 

tendency for the components to be pushed into a single partition where the number of 

wire cuts is naturally zero. This, however, will defeat the purpose of a partitioning 

algorithm. Hence, the number of components that can reside on a single partition is 

bounded by a minimum and a maximum limit. For this purpose, two circuits are created 

to test the efficacy of the static partitioner. 

PA

PB

Initial Partition

 

Figure 40 Static partitioning mechanism test circuit 1 
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Figure 41 Static partitioning mechanism test circuit 2 

The best partitioning result for both the circuits of Figure 40 and Figure 41 can easily be 

solved by inspection. In Figure 40, the initial partition splits the components into two 

sub-circuits and hides the minimum cut (min-cut) solution inside one of the partitions. 

Ideally, when the partitioning algorithm has finished the partitioning, there will be only 

one wire cut instead of eight. This simple circuit illustrates whether the partitioning 

algorithm has the capacity to find a min-cut solution to a network topology. In Figure 

41 however, due to the maximum and minimum component count limit, the system may 

not be able to reach the optimum partition. For example, moving most of the 

components from one partition to another partition will not save any wire cuts; it is hard 

for the algorithm to get the big picture. It is therefore a good example of a test circuit to 

show how the algorithm can overcome this min-cut problem with constrains on the 

component count. These are good example test circuits because there are obvious best 

results to act as references to the actual partitioning result. 

 

At the other end of the partitioning spectrum is the dynamic technique. In contrast to the 

static algorithm, the dynamic technique tries to balance the workload on-the-fly, and it 



attempts to make the computational work evenly distributed among the LPs. The figure 

of merit here is not the wire cut, but the signal traffic density. In turn, the simulation 

speed will also increase due to the shortened calculation time in each LP. 

PB PC PD PE

PA

Empty nodes

PF PG

 

Figure 42 Seven-stage clock generation circuit for dynamic partitioning test 

First and foremost, the dynamic algorithm must be able to demonstrate that it is able to 

distribute the workload evenly across all LPs available in the simulation system. An 

intuitive way of testing would be allocating the n components to a single LP and 

simulating this circuit using n LPs. This allows the dynamic partitioner to migrate the 

components into the empty LPs during simulation. Given a long enough time to perform 

the simulation, the components will become evenly distributed among the LPs, in which 

case each LP will hold one component. In order to show this property, a simple seven-

stage clock generation circuit is used (Figure 42). This simulation starts off by putting 

all 7 components onto a single LP to see if they will propagate to other LPs during the 

simulation. If they are evenly distributed at the end, this illustrates that the dynamic 

partitioning mechanism is behaving correctly. 

 

The static partitioning system can be defeated by certain pathological circuits. In other 

words, the minimum wire cut cannot cause even distribution within the workload: see 

Figure 43. Dynamic partitioning is vulnerable to similar pathologies. 
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Figure 43 Dynamic partitioning test circuit, two heavily connected AND gates 

In dynamic partitioning, the balancing figure of merit is different to that of the static 

algorithm. The aim of dynamic partitioning is to balance the workload, not the absolute 

component count. As a result, a distorted workload distribution may cause the 

partitioner to move away from the best partitioning solution, even though the initial 

partition is already the best solution. In Figure 43, the min-cut partition lies between the 

two AND gates. However, the workload will shift from one AND to the other 

temporarily, once the circuit starts oscillating. In the course of a simulation, the 

workload is balanced within 1% of difference between the two. However the 

temporarily imbalanced workload may cause the dynamic algorithm to rectify the 

situation by moving the inverters between the two LPs and balance the workload. This 

will increase the wire cuts but the computational time should be cut in half due to the 

exploitation of the internal parallelism within the circuit. 

 

A further circuit illustrates the working mechanism of the dynamic partitioner. The last 

example was designed to establish how the partitioner will react to a short term 

workload imbalance in the circuit. The next example circuit will initiate activities in the 

circuit step by step: the dynamic algorithm must deal with the newly introduced 

workload and balance the workload across the system step by step accordingly. This 



circuit (Figure 44) starts off the simulation with the optimum static partitioning setting, 

but the workload starts unbalanced and slowly moves towards equilibrium under the 

edges of the dynamic partitioner. The waveforms associated with Figure 44 are shown 

in Figure 45. 
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Figure 44 Delayed activation of clock generation circuit 
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Figure 45 Waveforms for delayed activation of clock generation circuit 

The clock nodes circuit within Figure 44 are identical. Each clock node (CLK0, CLK1, 

CLK2, and CLK3) contains ten clock oscillators. The events within the frequency 

dividers can be ignored due to the low activity rate compared with the clock nodes. The 

events that will have an effect on the dynamic partitioning are the events generated by 

the clock oscillators themselves. When the first clock node (CLK0) is activated, the 

partitioner will distribute the clock oscillators inside CLK0 into several partitions. 

When the second clock node is activated, the dynamic partitioner will share out 

workload again and the process continues. The problem is whether the partitioner can 

return to the original partition, which is the optimum partitioning setting, at the end of 

the simulation. 
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As well as the specifically constructed circuits, it is important to test the simulator on 

real and complex general circuits, proving that SDES is capable of simulating complex 

circuits employing the tool chain. These general circuits are defined in behavioural 

VHDL, where all the other purposely constructed circuits are described in hierarchical 

Bench file format (see detail in Appendix B.4). Two general circuits are used for this: a 

Data Encryption Standard (DES) circuit [118] and a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) 

circuit. Both circuits contain computationally intensive blocks, and as a result, are good 

candidates for exercising parallel simulation. The determination of the speedup for 

going parallel is the objective for these two tests. 

 

The DES circuit provides an easy way to test and verify the behaviour of the simulator 

while maintaining a high level of complexity at the same time. The DES circuit has 

three inputs (Figure 46); first input is the de/encryption key which consists of a 56-bit 

key plus 8 parity bits. The second input is the 64-bit data, which can be encrypted or 

decrypted using the key provided. The third input is the decryption/encryption switch 

that controls the behaviour of the DES block. 

DES

64-bit 

cipher/plain 

text
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text
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Direction 

switch

 

Figure 46 DES circuit package 

If the DES block is set to encryption mode, the 64-bit data will be encrypted to cipher 

text which is also 64-bit and vice versa. With the same key, the cipher text can be 

restored to plain text. It is a simple way of verifying the functionality of the simulator. 

 

The second general circuit is a FIR filter. This is a massive circuit employing sixteen 

16-bit multipliers, which in theory will generate a large quantity of events, 

demonstrating the speed advantage of parallel simulation. A FIR filter performs a 

weighted sum of input signals. The FIR is formed from a series of delay components 



and a tap attached to each of these delay components (Figure 47). Each tap multiplies 

the signal by a coefficient. The products after multiplication are summed to form the 

filtered signal output. However, the filtering feature of FIR is not the purpose of using a 

FIR filter. The reason to choose a FIR filter is the multiplier involved in the 

multiplication stage at each tap. When flattened, this creates a very large gate count. 

* * * * * * * * * *
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Figure 47 FIR filter circuit 

The FIR filter generates a lossy transform of the input signal: the original signal cannot 

be reversibly reconstructed from the output. Therefore, in order to verify the correctness 

of the FIR simulation, the SDES simulation result has to be compared with a reference 

result, generated by ModelSim [119]. The same circuit is tested using the same input 

events, and the results are checked against each other. 

 

These are the set of circuits that will be tested under SDES. They may be grouped as 

event processing performance tests, communication tests, partitioning tests and two 

general circuits. The results of this portfolio will be listed and analyzed in 0. 

3.1.2 The Tool Chain 

It is necessary to establish a tool chain to support PDES. Circuit topologies may be 

input as a subset of behavioural VHDL [18] or extended version of the widely accepted 

Bench circuit format. At the end of the simulation, results are stored in VCD (Value 

Change Dump) [120] format, which can be read by a wide range of waveform viewers. 
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The Bench file format is used to define ISCAS (International Symposium on Circuits 

and Systems) test circuits. The original format is extended to enable a Bench file to 

contain hierarchical information, which allows users to input complex systems from a 

hierarchical perspective. The behavioural VHDL widens the range of accessible input 

circuits. 

  

The tool chain for SDES consists of MOODS, two parsers, a function generator, a 

circuit converter, a static partitioner, the simulator and a waveform viewer. MOODS is a 

behavioural synthesis tool created in the electronics and computer science department at 

the University of Southampton. It takes behavioural VHDL as input, and produces 

structural VHDL as an output. Details of MOODS can be found in Appendix B. The 

entire work flow is shown in Figure 48. 
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Figure 48 The tool chain of SDES 



The first parser (A) takes MOODS output (structural VHDL) and converts it into a 

symbol tree, which contains all the information contained in the VHDL. Within the tree 

structure, the type of data represented in the original VHDL symbols is also stored 

along with the original code. Detail of the symbolic tree can be found in [121], [122]. 

 

The function generator (B) processes this symbol tree and converts it into a SDES 

usable directed circuit graph, VTG (C). However, the structural VHDL in the MOODS 

output circuit uses a Xilinx cell library as its synthesis library, so there are many 

complex components that are represented as a single node. Each of these complex 

component instantiation is converted into a single node in the directed circuit graph by 

the function generator. These complex nodes require another conversion operation (D) 

to expand them into fully combinational circuits (E). The circuit converter (D) expands 

the complex nodes (multiplier, adder, comparator and so on.) into basic combinational 

gates. This, on average, raises the complexity of the circuit by an order of magnitude. 

 

The partitioning method employed in this project does not require the structure 

knowledge of the simulated problem, as a result, all the components are flattened to the 

basic logic gates directly. If other partitioning methods were used, the partitioning 

might be carried out at the higher VTG level (C) in addition to the CLG level (E). 

 

As well as complex behavioural VHDL, the system is capable of simulating simple 

circuits. A second parser (F) is designed to parse the extended Bench circuit format. 

This Bench file format can be used to construct simple circuits such as the circuits for 

estimating the cost of communication. This is very different from the general circuits in 

the portfolio where the behaviour is mainly focused on the parallelism within the 

circuits. There is another function generator connected to the end of this Bench file 

parser, which produces the circuit graph that can be used by the parallel simulator. The 

detailed definition and explanation of this Bench file format is in Appendix B. 
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Structural VHDL will be converted into a VHDL Translated Graph (VTG) (C), defined 

in this thesis. VTG represents a circuit using MOODS library components, which 

consists of 56 types of components, plus 6 additional assistant components. The 6 

additional components help complement the functionality of the MOODS library by 

adding some VHDL inherited functions, such as buffer, IO, ROM Decoder and so on. 

At a less abstract level lies another type of circuit graph simulation format used in 

SDES, the Combinational Logic Graph (CLG). In order to increase the circuit 

complexity, these library components need to be expanded into combinational logic. 

CLG is a convenient way to describe the combinational logic. The hierarchical Bench 

circuit format is also converted into CLG for SDES simulation. 

 

The VTG is a directed circuit graph representing both gates and wires as nodes. Arcs in 

the graph contain the width of the signal bus connecting in between. This simplifies the 

reconstruction of a circuit at the parsing stage. The CLG represents gates using nodes 

and wires using arcs. This reduces the data searching time for the simulator at runtime. 

Illustrations of both formats for a 16-bit register are shown in Figure 49. 

  



VHDL Translated Graph representation

Node Format:

@ ID,Name,Type,Delay,Value,Partition,Parameters[3]

@ 11,sys_clock,0,0,U,0,0,0,0

@ 92,u2_ld_en,0,0,UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU,0,15,0,0

@ 222,u1_output,0,0,UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU,0,15,0,0

@ 564,u2,45,1,,0,16,0,0

@ 9,dout,0,0,UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU,0,15,0,0

Arc Format:

^ID, Source, Target, MSB, LSB

^564,9,15,0

^222,564,15,0

^92,564,15,0

^11,564,0,0

Combinational Logic Graph representation

Gate Format: ID Type Delay Flag Partition Value MSB LSB Workload

- 3715 6 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3717 6 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3719 6 1 0 0 U 0 0 1

- 3721 13 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3722 7 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3723 0 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3724 0 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3725 2 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3726 1 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3727 1 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3728 1 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3729 1 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3730 1 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

- 3731 1 1 0 0 UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU 15 0 1

Wire Format: ID Delay MSB LSB Source Target

- 3732 0 0 0 3719->3721

- 3733 0 15 0 3717->3722

- 3734 0 15 0 3715->3723

- 3735 0 15 0 3717->3723

- 3736 0 15 0 3722->3724

- 3737 0 15 0 3731->3724

- 3738 0 15 0 3723->3725

- 3739 0 15 0 3724->3725

- 3740 0 15 0 3727->3726

- 3741 0 15 0 3725->3726

- 3742 0 15 0 3721->3727

- 3743 0 15 0 3726->3727

- 3744 0 15 0 3728->3727

- 3745 0 15 0 3721->3728

- 3746 0 15 0 3729->3728

- 3747 0 15 0 3726->3729

- 3748 0 15 0 3728->3729

- 3749 0 15 0 3727->3730

- 3750 0 15 0 3731->3730

- 3751 0 15 0 3728->3731

- 3752 0 15 0 3730->3731

u2_ld_en

sys_clock

u1_output dout
D Q

LD_en

Converted

VHDL representation

  u2: REG_1

    generic map (n => 16)

    port map (input => u1_output, ld_en => u2_ld_en, ck => 

sys_clock, out_q => dout);

Transition A

Transition B
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Figure 49 16- bit register in VHDL, VTG and CLG 
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Figure 49 shows how a single complex gate (node 564) in the VTG can be expanded 

into multiple gates in the CLG. Other nodes in the VTG (11, 92, 222 and 9) are wires, 

which are replaced by arcs in the CLG. The function generator converts a MOODS 

generated VHDL gate into a single node (transition A in Figure 49). The most unusual 

component in the VTG format is the parameter array attached to each node. This 

parameter array is used to store the MSB and LSB when defining a wire in a circuit, and 

defines the specification parameters in case of gates. In the sample complex gate, the 

only parameter here is the width definition of the register, which is 16 bits. This 

information is stored in the parameter array of the complex gate, as shown in node 564 

in VTG representation. Following the VTG, a circuit converter, which performs 

transition B in Figure 49, expands the VTG into the CLG according to the predefined 

structure. The code and graph of VTG and CLG is shown in Figure 49. Further details 

about the circuit converter and function generator can be found in Appendix B. 

 

The partitioning algorithms are required to split up the circuit for use in parallel 

simulation. The job of the partitioner is to split the directed graph into many parts and 

map them onto the available LPs. This provides an initial static partition for a 

simulation. Further dynamic partition is carried out on-the-fly during a simulation. 

 

Circuit input events are parsed and formed as events, which can be used by PDES 

directly. This is the right hand side of Figure 48. The formats of input events are 

detailed in Appendix B.5. The simulation output is in the form of VCD files, which can 

be read by a wide variety of freely available waveform viewers [123–126]. Along with 

the simulation results, the performance data is generated while the simulation is on-

going. These performance data are mostly accumulators, which are stored in memory 

during simulation. At the end of a simulation, these data are extracted to different log 

files created by each LP. This is the end of the tool chain. For a full description of the 

circuit graph generation process refer to Appendix B. The full details of this process 

relating to the main simulation are explained in the rest of this chapter. 



Partitioning Techniques 3.2 

The complexity of the wire cut data increases exponentially with the number of 

partitions involved. The number of Gmoving values for each gate is equal to total number 

of partitions (Ntotal) minus 1, which gives the total number of Gmoving the value of 

Ntotal(Ntotal+1). This is because each component has Ntotal-1 potential movements to 

make, so the total size of Gmoving in the entire graph is Ntotal(Ntotal+1). By increasing the 

number of partitions by x, the total number of Gmoving will increase by 

                

This is calculated by substituting the Ntotal with Ntotal+x in the original formula and 

simplifying. After acquiring the Gmoving values for all the components in all the 

partitions, the components are sorted according to their maximum Gmoving. This provides 

a reference for the partitioner to decide which component movement can produce the 

highest gain. The Gmoving information is stored as a stl::map<gain, stl::map<graph 

iterator, stl::vector<partition info> > > as in Figure 50. 
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Gate_Pointer

Gate_Pointer Partition Gain

Partition Gain
Partition Gain
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Gate_Pointer

Gate_Pointer
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Gate_Pointer Gain
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Node map

LV 1

LV 2
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Incremental gain 
for each putative 
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Figure 50 Partition gain map structures 

There are two maps used by the static partitioner, the gain map and node map. The gain 

map provides a full database of gain information for each component. It contains the 
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maximum gain value, CLG graph iterator and the incremental gain for each putative 

partition move of every component in the circuit. Gates with the same maximum gain 

value are stored under the same gain value entry in the gain map. When the partitioner 

wants to update the gain value for a specific component, a second map, the node map, is 

created to speed up the process. The graph iterator is the index in the node map of the 

maximum gain value of the component; this allows the partitioner to access the 

component within the gain map directly. With the database of gain values ready, the 

system executes multi-way partitioning algorithm. 

 

Taking Figure 51 as an example, if the network is partitioned according to the structure 

shown on the left hand side of the figure, the corresponding gain map for the 

components is shown on the right hand side of the figure. The map is constructed by 

calculating the gain of all the components, and sorting them into each gain bucket. 

Taking component “6” as an example, if it is moved from PA to PB, the total wire cut 

will reduce by one, so in the gain map it is represented as “PB: +1”. If component “6” is 

moved from PA to PC, a wire cut reduction of two can be obtained, which is 

represented as “PC: +2” in the gain map. The component will be stored in the gain 

bucket using the highest gain obtainable by this component, which makes it stored in +2 

bucket of the gain map. Applying the same process to all components, and the gain map 

can be obtained. 
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Figure 51 Partition gain map example 

Similar to the labelled components in the K-L algorithm, when a component is moved 

from one partition to another, this shifted component will be prevented from further 

movement in current iteration. In practice, instead of labelling the components, the 

shifted components will disappear from the gain map after every movement. The 

improvement steps in one iteration continue until the highest gain in the current gain 

map is equal to or less than zero. This will trigger the gain map to be reconstructed for 

all the components in the left over circuit, and repeat the improvement steps iteration by 

iteration. When a new iteration does not introduce a reduction in wire cuts, the iterative 

process stops, and this final circuit is the minimum cut partitioned circuit. 

 

The quantitative description of the behaviour of the dynamic partitioning algorithm is 

provided after the discussion of the simulation algorithm itself. 
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Investigation of Simulation Techniques 3.3 

A wide range of simulation techniques that are available for parallel simulation was 

discussed in chapter 2.2.2 . In order to decide which simulation technique to use as the 

basis of the SpiNNaker simulator, three of the simulation techniques were implemented, 

tested and analyzed. Before jumping into how to implement different simulation 

techniques, we need to establish quantitatively how they will be compared. This 

determines the effectiveness of a simulation technique in dealing with discrete event 

simulation. 

 

First and foremost is the simulation speedup. When all these simulation techniques are 

tested against the same circuit, the system with the lowest simulation time would appear 

most suitable for further development on the SpiNNaker platform. The second 

requirement for picking the simulation technique is the scalability of a simulation 

technique. In the final design, simulations will be carried out on a massive parallel 

computing platform which in turn implies that the simulation technique should be 

capable of fully distributed computation. The third measurement should take into 

account the computational efficiency. As data synchronization and communication 

become an integral part of parallel simulation, the proportion of time taken to execute 

these administrative tasks should also be taken into account when choosing the 

appropriate simulation technique. 

 

In this preliminary test, three circuits from the portfolio are used to evaluate the 

performance of these simulation techniques: an array of clock generators, a 128-bit 

LFSR circuit, and a DES circuit. The array of clock generators evaluates the best 

parallel computation performance, the LFSR circuit tests the serial performance of the 

simulation technique, and the DES circuit mixes the two properties, which provides a 

general reference as to how a simulation technique copes with both aspects. 

Quantitative data on three of the techniques described in section 2.2.2 is presented in 

section 3.3.4 ; the implementation of these three techniques is described before the 

results. 

 



3.3.1 Time Warp Rollback Simulation 

The first simulation technique implemented is the time warp rollback simulation 

technique. As it is an optimistic simulation technique and the most complex technique 

of the three that were chosen, the lessons learned during implementation pave the way 

for the other two to be implemented. As explained in section 2.2.2 , this technique does 

not require centralized control over the individual simulation processes. The simulation 

processes execute all available events following an ASAP rule and the data 

synchronization problem is taken care of by the state restoration stage called time warp. 

Receive

Sync?

Rollback
Detection

No

Simulation

No

Rollback

Garbage 
Collection

Yes

Yes Exit

 

Figure 52 Implementation of Time Warp Simulation Technique 

The time warp technique is shown in Figure 52. In the receive process, the simulator 

receives all types of messages from any processes. This includes messages, anti-

messages and synchronization signals. Both messages and anti-messages are added 

either to the main event list or to the state saving module according to their timestamp 

relative to the current local time within the process. Whenever an anti-message meets a 

message, both messages will be annihilated from the system. 

 

A time warp action will be triggered in the rollback detection stage if a straggler event 

appears in the main event list of the system. The rollback in time will restore the system 

state as well as the main event list, as both of them plus the current time form a 
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complete state description of the discrete event simulation. In this implementation of the 

time warp system, the state saving technique employed is incremental. This technique 

does not save a discrete set of absolute system state but instead logs the changes within 

the simulation process and hence has the ability to roll back to an arbitrary past time in 

the time scale without consuming large amounts of memory. However, the downside to 

this technique is that the restoration time cost increases as the distance between current 

and target time increases. Moreover, using the direct cancellation technique (see section 

2.2.2 ) employed in this simulation, anti-messages are sent if a message is sent between 

the rollback target time and the current simulation time. After this rollback detection 

stage, the simulation environment is ready to execute, whether it has been rolled back or 

not. 

 

Following the rollback detection stage, the system is ready for any synchronization to 

be carried out if necessary. In this preliminary test of the algorithm, synchronization is 

carried out every 5 seconds of wall-time. This limits the amount of synchronization 

required during a simulation. The synchronization is used to determine the GVT (see 

section 2.2.2 ) and release the memory involved in logging the simulation activities. It 

also provides a reference for the simulation processes to determine the end of the 

simulation. 

 

The last stage in time warp simulation is the simulation stage. Event evaluation and any 

updates to the system state are executed at this stage. The operation of this stage is 

nearly identical to serial simulation (see section 2.2.1 ) apart from the communication 

links involved during simulation. If any event is linked to an external LP, an event 

message will be sent out to the target LP to notify the new state change. The external 

connections for these events will be searched within the circuit, and results are stored in 

a list which guides the MPI communicator to send out the event. 

3.3.2 Time Bucketing Simulation 

This technique relies heavily on synchronization. This algorithm is very suitable for a 

shared memory architecture, as large amounts of synchronization are involved during a 

simulation. Unlike the time warp technique this is a conservative technique which does 



not allow simulation to breach event causality. The way to guarantee the work boundary 

is to synchronize the simulation target time before the actual simulation is carried out in 

each individual process. 
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Calculate Lookahead 
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Exit

 

Figure 53 Simulation processes in the time bucketing technique 

There are four stages involved in the time bucketing simulation: lookahead, 

synchronization, simulation and communication (Figure 53). In the lookahead stage, 

each logic process performs simulation of its local circuit up to the time where the first 

external event is generated. If no such event is found or the limit of execution is reached, 

the lookahead stage will pause and pass the current time to the synchronization stage. 

 

For the time bucketing technique, synchronization is an essential part of the simulation. 

It allows the system to monitor the current simulation time of all LPs and hence 

determine the time for the next inter-LP communication message. LPs with the same 

lookahead value are allowed to continue without another round of simulation. For 

example, if two LPs share the same lookahead value in a three LP system, the only LP 

that requires rollback is the one with a different lookahead value. Although the time 

bucketing technique has a rollback mechanism, it is still categorized as conservative 

simulation. This is because the lookahead stage does not send event messages to other 
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LPs, it only tries to determine the time of the next external event rather than distributing 

the next external event. If the next external event time and lowest simulation current 

time across all LPs exceeds the simulation target time, the simulation is terminated. 

 

Following the synchronization stage, simulation is carried out to update the system state 

and generate external events. Unlike the time warp technique, simulation can only 

proceed to the time of the next inter-LPs message time. This greatly reduces the parallel 

capacity of event execution, due to the global time window. After the simulation stage, 

the communication stage takes on the duty of updating system states via event messages. 

3.3.3 Deadlock Avoidance Simulation 

Similar to the time bucketing technique, the deadlock avoidance algorithm requires 

establishing a boundary to limit the simulation process in order to maintain the causality 

rule. However, the boundaries in the deadlock avoidance technique are local boundaries 

which do not share the same value unlike the time bucketing technique. This allows the 

simulator to better adapt the boundary fluidly for different circuit types. 

Communication

Simulation Exit

 

Figure 54 Simulation processes in the deadlock avoidance technique 

The implementation of deadlock avoidance simulation consists of only two stages, 

communication and simulation. It is a fully distributed simulation system. The 

communication messages contain all the information that is required by data 

synchronization. Two types of messages flow within the communication system, event 

message and null messages. The event messages update the system states and null 

messages notify the LPs of boundary information. The communication stage updates the 

system state as well as creating a correct boundary for a LP to continue event processing. 

However, this is not carried out after processing each event, instead, the null messages 

after computing all pending events for a discrete time, which saves time as well as 

reduces communication traffic. [127] 

 



Similar to the time bucketing technique, the simulation stage will only process the 

events up to a time boundary. In the time bucketing technique, this is the global 

lookahead value (GLV). In the deadlock avoidance technique, it is the local boundary 

that defines the furthest timestamp that can be safely processed locally. 

 

3.3.4 Test Results 

In order to decide which simulation is to be used, a quantitative set of tests across these 

three algorithms is presented. First of all, the speed of overall simulation is a critical 

point to examine. Secondly, the scalability of a simulation technique is another 

important reference to whether a technique is suitable for SpiNNaker platform. Finally, 

running on different circuit structures may also reveal pros and cons of a simulation 

technique. Simulation will be carried out on three different circuits and three sets of 

parameters will be examined and compared. 

Gate Count Aspect of Interest Core Range

Ring Oscillator 180 Highly Parallel 1 ~ 180

16-bit LFSR 180 Highly Sequential 1 ~ 180

DES 5504 Mixture 1 ~ 180  

Figure 55 Test circuit parameters 

The purpose of these tests is to compare and choose the best simulation technique that 

will have the best performance when ported to a communication efficient SpiNNaker 

platform. As MPI on parallel cluster Iridis is slow in comparison to SpiNNaker 

communication (see section 5.2.3 for details), the tests carried out in this section will 

show the difference in performance when the MPI communication time is removed 

from the results. This is done by counting the time taken for each individual MPI 

command during a simulation. Whether the time in different cores is synchronized 

across all cores and the maximum precision of MPI can be extracted using MPI 

profiling functions. On Iridis platform, the maximum precision is 1µs and the clocks can 

be synchronized. 

 

The communication cost in real time is the only factor that can be scaled down after 

porting the design onto the SpiNNaker platform. It is very difficult to measure the 
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communication cost in real time, because the communication time might overlap with 

each other. The sum of the communication time in each process overestimates the real 

communication cost. As a result, a program is developed to detect the overlapping of 

communication time, and returns the estimated communication cost in terms of real 

time for each simulation. 

 

The raw communication time consists of a pair of wall clock time values, with a 

precision of 1µs. The difference between them is the time spent in processing the 

communication function. Among the three techniques, only point to point 

communication cost is counted as the scalable time. The synchronised broadcast and 

collection communication cost in time bucketing technique is not counted as suitable 

communication time, as the communication infrastructure that the SpiNNaker has does 

not support this type of communication function. 
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Figure 56 Communication time scale example 

The raw time data provides a reference time that splits the simulation time into different 

states. The time is mapped to a single time map which indicates the time periods that 

can be scaled down using the communication time scale down factor of 34 times (see 

5.2.3 for how to determine this factor) to reflect the predicted performance after porting 



the system onto the SpiNNaker platform. In the case of Figure 56, assume the new 

communication cost is half as the old one. The corrected overall simulation time can be 

predicted by halving the time in scalable time map and remove it from the original 

overall time 30 µs, which is 21 µs. 

 

The InfiniBand network [128] uses switched fabric topology to link up the computing 

nodes. The computing nodes are connected to one or more network switches via a serial 

connection. The switches will establish the fastest route to another target node without a 

well-defined structure. 

 

Figure 57 System Area Network based on the InfiniBand Architecture [128] 

The three test circuits will be an array of 60 ring oscillators, a 16-bit LFSR random 

number generator and a DES encryption and decryption circuit. 

Array of Ring Oscillators 

The array of ring oscillators will consistently generate 60 events in every discrete time 

of a simulation. These events can be processed in parallel and hence show how effective 

the system is when dealing with a circuit that does not require any synchronization 

during a simulation. One of the features of an array of ring oscillators test circuit is the 

option of parallel computation without communication, when the number of LPs is less 

than the number of ring oscillators. Each LP can carry out simulation individually 
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without notifying other LPs, as there is no connections exist between different sub-

circuits. 

 

 The overall execution time of these three algorithms is shown in Figure 58. For each 

ring oscillator in the array, the clock rate is 16.67MHz and simulation end time 20µs. 

As a result, each oscillator generates 2×10
4
 events throughout the simulation and the 

total event count sums to 1.2×10
6
 events. 

 

The performance results in Figure 58 are produced on the Iridis parallel cluster platform. 

The vertical axis of Figure 58 is the overall simulation wall clock time. The horizontal 

axis shows the number of physical cores involved in simulation. As each LP is mapped 

to a separate physical core in the system, the use of LP and core is interchangeable. 

  

Figure 58 Overall simulation time for an array of ring oscillators 

Based on the data in Figure 58, the deadlock avoidance technique has a clear advantage 

over the other two techniques. The large difference in overall simulation time between 

the time warp technique and the other techniques is caused by the extra incremental 

state saving action required by the time warp technique. Since the interest here is to find 

out the scalability of each technique, the percentage of performance improvement is the 

focus of this test. The time difference between the time bucketing technique and the 



deadlock avoidance technique is caused by the increasing number of LPs getting 

involved in the synchronization stage, i.e. one process will have to wait for all other 

processes to reach the synchronization stage in order to perform lookahead value 

calculation. 

 

Another observation is the differences in the responses of these techniques to the 

additional computational power. As stated before, the ring oscillator circuit only has 

180 gates. The initial response of additional computational power is clear, all three 

technique use less simulation time than its sequential peer. However, when the number 

of cores gradually approaches the number of gates in a system, speedup gradually 

breaks down. The time bucketing technique performs worse than its performance in 

sequential mode, when the number of cores approaches the number of gates in the 

circuit under simulation (CuS). Although time warp technique manages to obtain 

performance gain, the magnitude is moderate in comparison to the gain obtains by the 

deadlock avoidance technique. 

 

The last observation is the effect of corrected communication cost has in a simulation 

performance. All three techniques have corrected performance shown in the same graph. 

As can be seen from Figure 58, when the number of cores are above 32, the 

communication cost starts to have clear effect on the overall performance. By scaling 

down the communication time in a simulation, it is clear that deadlock avoidance 

technique has the greatest advantage. When the number of cores is equal to the number 

of gates in the CuS, most of the simulation time is communication time. This effect is 

clearer in the speedup graph shown in Figure 59. 

 

The scalability of an algorithm can be derived from the overall simulation time result 

alone. If an algorithm scales well, the speedup increases proportionally to the additional 

computational power. 
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Figure 59 Speedup for algorithms when simulating an array of ring oscillators 

Based on Figure 59, all three algorithms outperformed the linear speedup curve when 

the number of cores are below or equal to four. A speedup is defined as the simulation 

time in sequential mode divided by simulation time in parallel mode. 

        
           

         
 

A simulation running in sequential mode only uses one physical core to perform 

simulation. The simulation program is identical to its parallel peers. If a simulation 

takes 10 seconds to execute in sequential mode, and it only takes 4 seconds to complete 

in parallel mode, a speedup of 2.5 times has been obtained. 

 

The simulation time is closely in track with the computational input. This is due to the 

reduction in event list size which decreases event access time. Hence this phenomenon 

cancels out the parallel overhead in a parallel simulation. When the simulation reaches 

the state where one core only holds a single gate, after scaling down the communication 

cost, the speedup obtained by deadlock avoidance technique is on track with the input of 

computational power. In other words, a linear speedup relationship is obtained by the 

deadlock avoidance technique after the communication cost scaling. 



LFSR Circuit 

The second test circuit used is a 16-bit LFSR random number generator (see section 

3.1.1 ). The reduced parallelism in the simulated circuit forces LPs to communicate with 

each other more often. With deadlock avoidance this means much more time is spent on 

null messages which establish temporal boundaries for individual LPs. In the time warp 

technique this means the chance of a rollback increases dramatically. In the time 

bucketing case, the additional communication may not have much effect on simulation 

speed, since the synchronization involved in simulation is already high. The speedup 

curve for simulating the 16-bit LFSR circuit is shown in Figure 60. The clock frequency 

for this LFSR circuit is 10MHz, i.e. a new random number is generated every 10ns. The 

simulation end time is 20µs, which generates 2000 16-bit random numbers. 

  

Figure 60 Simulation speedup for 16-bit LFSR 

Scaling the communication time in this test made a huge difference for deadlock 

avoidance technique, but only moderate effect on the other two techniques. This shows 

that in a circuit with a highly sequential property. By eliminating communication time, 

the deadlock avoidance technique can outperform the other two techniques. Based on 

Figure 60, deadlock has a moderately better performance against the two other 

techniques. Its simulation speedup increases proportionally with available core count 

until it reaches 16 cores, which then drops as the number of cores continue to increase. 

The time warp technique shows a similar performance as a simulation using only one 
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core. The time bucketing technique as before has shown a bad scalability property, as 

the number of cores increases. 

DES Circuit 

Finally, a DES circuit, which has 5503gates, is simulated using these three different 

algorithms. DES contains 16 rounds of encryption to generate a cipher text. Although 

DES is a highly computationally intensive circuit, it is a sequential processing block at 

its core. In this test, two DES blocks are connected to form an encryption and 

decryption pipeline. By using the same encryption key, the circuit output of these two 

chained DES blocks will be identical to the plain text that was fed into the system in the 

first place. The clock frequency of this simulation is 5MHz. The target simulation time 

for this circuit is 20µs and the overall simulation generates 658,000 events. The 

simulation speedup is shown in Figure 61. 

  

Figure 61 Simulation speedup for two DES blocks 

From Figure 61, without scaling the communication cost, all three techniques fail to 

produce any performance gain when there are 180 cores. The scaling down of 

communication cost made a large difference in performance for both time warp and 

deadlock avoidance technique. This is because the synchronized communication in the 

time bucketing technique is not suitable for scaled down, as only the P2P event 

communication is scaled down. The deadlock avoidance technique is the winner again 

in this case, due to its light parallel control in comparison to time warp technique. 



 

In summary, these techniques show a wide range of performance on the same 

simulation target sets. From every perspective of the three tests carried out on these 

techniques, the advantages of the deadlock avoidance technique make it a clear winner; 

despite the fact that other papers [20], [129] report that the time warp technique has a 

better performance over the conservative deadlock avoidance technique. This is due to 

the special properties implicit in in low level circuit simulation, which includes the strict 

causality rule and low lookahead value [130]. The strict causality rule limits the amount 

of events that can be processed by each LP. The low lookahead is due to the identical 

propagation delays associated with each logic gate within the test circuits. 

 

The regular synchronization and pre-computation required by the time bucketing 

technique suppresses the event processing power of this technique. The technique 

shows promise when simulating the array of ring oscillators, but there is clearly a trend 

that shows the lack of scalability for this technique and the event processing efficiency 

is the lowest among the three algorithms. 

 

The time warp technique, on the other hand, suffers from the same problems faced by 

the time bucketing technique. Although the low lookahead problem is overcome by the 

optimistic simulation algorithm, the strict causality rule punished the performance badly 

as shown in the 16-bit LFSR circuit. As the simulation needed to roll back the system 

state whenever a local LP violated the causality rule between the logic events, additional 

time is required to correct the faulty states that were previously updated. When the 

simulated circuit has a high sequential component, most of the optimistic calculation 

will have to be reversed and reprocessed. 

 

Out of these three techniques, the deadlock avoidance technique shows a good overall 

performance, an excellent event processing efficiency and most importantly, good 

scalability in comparison to the other two techniques. As a result, this technique is 

chosen to be the base simulation algorithm for SDES simulator. 
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Summary 3.4 

This chapter shows the preliminary performance test results and its related work. 

 A set of 12 test scenarios were created to test three aspects of the final SDES 

simulator, event simulation, communication, static and dynamic partitioning. 

The results are presented in chapter 5 

 A tool chain that covers language parsing, function generation, function 

synthesis, and test bench import was created to support the SDES simulator. 

 Based on preliminary implementation of the three techniques, time warp, time 

bucketing, and deadlock avoidance, it was shown that deadlock avoidance 

technique has the best scalability among all three tested scenarios. Therefore the 

deadlock avoidance technique was chosen to be the foundation of the final 

SDES simulator. 
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Chapter 4 The SpiNNaker Discrete 

Event Simulator 
 

Basis and Goals 4.1 

The aim of the SpiNNaker Discrete Event Simulation (SDES) system is to address the 

issue of ever increasing simulation problem size with scalable computing power that 

matches the increase in problem size. Although a speedup in simulation time can never 

approach perfect scalability, the technique provides a way to significantly reduce the 

time required for performing a simulation. 

 

As the size of a computing system increases, the cost of synchronization becomes a 

significant factor during a simulation. During synchronization, processes need to wait 

for other processes to complete their current work. This creates gaps in the simulation, 

which increase the overall execution time. A fully distributed simulation that requires 

less synchronization is therefore preferable. As discussed in section 2.2.2 and based on 

the preliminary tests of section 3.3.4 , the deadlock avoidance technique is most suited 

to be the basis for SDES. The implementation of this technique is discussed in section 

4.4 . 

 

However, as outlined in the preliminary work section, the deadlock avoidance 

simulation technique cannot fully utilize the computation power of the system. This is 

due to the fact that the workload migrates to different parts of the system and leaves 

certain LPs to rest and wait for further workload to arrive. The traditional way to tackle 

this is to move to optimistic simulation, but doing this creates two problems. One being 

the memory cost caused by the checkpointing required to perform rollback operations; 

the other is the synchronization. In this project, dynamic load balancing (DLB) is 

brought in to solve this particular problem. The idea is that DLB can maintain the 

advantage of conservative simulation, which preserves causality between events. As a 



consequence, it does not need to save checkpoints on a regular basis, thus saving on 

memory. In addition, it smoothes out the workload among the LPs, which helps to 

reduce the overall simulation time. The technique chosen is the sender-initiated 

diffusional technique, discussed in section 2.3.2 The problems and implementation of a 

dynamic load balancing technique is discussed in section 4.6 . 

 

The SpiNNaker hardware has been under development throughout the process of this 

project, so in order to continue with the project an emulation of the SpiNNaker 

hardware is required. However, the SpiNNaker system is a hugely complicated beast, 

with numerous capabilities. Creating a full-scale SpiNNaker emulator would be a 

massive task, and is unnecessary for achieving the goal of this project: designing a 

deterministic simulation system targeting distributed hardware with the ability to scale 

up the performance using the high core count of the SpiNNaker hardware. Therefore, a 

software emulation subset of the SpiNNaker system was built on an Iridis parallel 

cluster system, so as to emulate the environment for the purpose of this project, as 

described in section 4.2 . 

SpiNNaker Subset Emulator 4.2 

4.2.1 Emulation Target 

The main purpose behind implementing this emulator is to replicate the necessary 

capabilities of the hardware structure in the SpiNNaker system. The emulator also 

provides the environment necessary for SDES to evaluate the platform’s simulation 

performance, which in turn demonstrates the effect that can be brought about by the 

SpiNNaker hardware as a result of scaling down the relevant timing data. Finally, the 

emulator forms an intermediate layer between SDES and the SpiNNaker system. Future 

developments, and porting the simulation system to the SpiNNaker system can be 

simplified by removing this intermediate layer, without any major modification to the 

algorithm itself being needed. 

4.2.2 Parts of SpiNNaker Not Modelled in the Emulator 

As the emulator is simulation for a subset of SpiNNaker, there are certain elements 

featured in SpiNNaker that are assumed to be functioning when the SDES is loaded and 
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executed. Therefore, these elements, which are discussed in the section below, are not 

modelled in the subset emulator. 

Boot Sequence 

The initialization of the SpiNNaker system includes the establishment of the 

connectivity map, live processor tree and routing mechanism, as well as loading a 

simulation problem. A description of the full process is described in section 2.1.2 . 

These processes are processors to perform execution on SpiNNaker. However, as the 

hardware system is not fixed, the software boot sequence evolves over time. In addition, 

the boot sequence does not have any effect on the actual simulation performance. As a 

result, it is ignored when designing the emulator. 

 

Because the boot sequence is not implemented within the emulator, the assumption 

must be held that the boot sequence has been completed: each emulated core must be 

given and must retain all the knowledge of the SpiNNaker system which would have 

been generated by the boot sequence. 

 Layout of processor cores 

The structure of Iridis is such that it has 1008 nodes, with each node providing two 4-

core processors. As a result, they can be divided naturally into a two-tier system, similar 

to the SpiNNaker system. However, because the two systems are very different, their 

connectivity must of necessity also differ. A discussion of how the virtual SpiNNaker 

cores are mapped to the Iridis cores is presented in section 4.3 . The implementation 

details are in section 4.2.4 . 

 Identification of processor cores 

An identification number is assigned to each processor during the boot sequence. This is 

done by passing a token using nearest neighbour packets in the SpiNNaker system. As 

the boot sequence is not modelled in the emulator, the emulator will assume that the 

identification has been assigned to each processor in the system, which leads to the 

mapping problem, as explained in section 4.3 . 

 



 Routing of P2P messages 

There are four types of packets in SpiNNaker (see section 2.1.1 ), and three of them 

need to be established at the initialization of simulation: Multicast (MC); point-to-point 

(P2P); and fixed route (FR). Two of them, P2P and FR, can be established during the 

boot sequence. Both of them are derived based on the hardware structure rather than the 

simulated problem. The FR provides a quick exit for any packet that needs to escape 

from the SpiNNaker. The MC packet is closely related to the simulated problem. The 

mapping of the problem graph defines the topology of the network. The MC packet is a 

function of the P2P table and the problem graph. However, the emulation platform does 

not have the visibility limitation that SpiNNaker has, this being discussed in the next 

part of this section. The P2P communication is the only packet modelled in the final 

SDES system. 

 Ready-loaded programs in monitor and slave processor cores 

The emulator is also ignoring the fact that programs must be loaded to each individual 

core through communication packets. In Iridis, this process is carried out by the 

operating system infrastructure, so the emulator assumes that the programs are in place 

and all routing tables initialized, ready for execution. 

Data Visibility and I/O 

Data visibility in the SpiNNaker system is a massive problem, considering the size (~ 1 

million cores) and the relatively few available external connections to the outside world 

(a handful of Ethernet ports). At the end of a simulation, not only the simulation results 

need to be transferred out of the SpiNNaker system, but also the performance data. This 

creates a vast amount of data that needs to be transferred at the end of a simulation. 

 

Furthermore, each of the SpiNNaker nodes has only six external connections to its 

nearest neighbour in a toroidal structure. This poses a limitation on the connectivity 

between the SpiNNaker nodes. Packets sent to and from nodes at the side opposite an 

external connection have to travel a long distance, and must also travel through the 

crowded communication network in the SpiNNaker system. On a full-blown 1M core 

system, the maximum hop length√
       

  
        , multiplying it by 0.1µs per hop. 
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The maximum communication cost is around 12µs. The number 18 is the number of 

cores per node, dividing the total number of cores by it gives the total number of nodes 

in the system. The maximum communication length is a half of the edge of the square 

matrix. 

 

In this emulator, such data visibility and I/O limitations are ignored. Although they are 

crucial problems to be solved in the final implementation, the focus of this project is to 

produce an SDES that targets the SpiNNaker architecture and produces an evaluation of 

the simulation technique, which in itself has little to do with the limitations faced by the 

final implementation. In addition, the implementation tries to emulate the SpiNNaker 

platform to be as true as possible, so that if anything goes wrong, the problem can be 

reflected on the underlying causes. 

Memory Allocation 

The memory on the SpiNNaker system is very limited: 64Kbytes data memory and 

32Kbytes program memory per core (for details see section 2.1 ) – which is clearly not 

enough for a large complex problem. When solving a complex problem, the program 

must be able to handle not only this slow but large SDRAM (128 MB), at the same time 

competing with other peer on-chip cores. The reading and writing access time of 

internal register is 3x and 1.5x faster than they are for the SDRAM. This is clearly a 

complicated issue for the emulator. As the emulated cores are spread over a fully 

distributed cluster network, the memory space for each process is protected from its 

peer emulated cores. If the emulator tries to replicate the same behaviour as the 

SpiNNaker cores, a virtual memory space that is distributed among the cluster network 

must be implemented. This memory space must be synchronized across the emulated 

cores belonging to an emulated node. This limitation is not taken into account when 

building the emulator. 

4.2.3 Parts of SpiNNaker Modelled in the Emulator 

Interrupts 

Interrupts are the driving force behind the SpiNNaker software system. Applications for 

the SpiNNaker system are modelled based on the assumption that interrupts will trigger 

the processing during a simulation. Each SpiNNaker cores has its own interrupt 



controller. There are 32 different interrupt sources, ranging from RAM access to 

communication control, as shown in Table 5. However, in this project, the only type of 

interrupt that really matters to the emulation is the communication control interrupt. 

#  Name Function

0  Watchdog  Watchdog timer interrupt

1  Software int  used only for local software interrupt generation

2  Comms Rx  the debug communications receiver interrupt

3  Comms Tx  the debug communications transmitter interrupt

4  Timer 1  Local counter/timer interrupt 1

5  Timer 2  Local counter/timer interrupt 2

6  CC Rx ready  Local comms controller packet received

7  CC Rx parity error  Local comms controller received packet parity error

8  CC Rx framing error  Local comms controller received packet framing error

9  CC Tx full  Local comms controller transmit buffer full

10  CC Tx overflow  Local comms controller transmit buffer overflow

11  CC Tx empty  Local comms controller transmit buffer empty

12  DMA done  Local DMA controller transfer complete

13  DMA error  Local DMA controller error

14  DMA timeout  Local DMA controller transfer timed out

15  Router diagnostics  Router diagnostic counter event has occurred

16  Router dump  Router packet dumped - indicates failed delivery

17  Router error  Router error - packet parity

18  Sys Ctl int  System Controller interrupt bit set for this processor

19  Ethernet Tx  Ethernet transmit frame interrupt

20  Ethernet Rx  Ethernet receive frame interrupt

21  Ethernet PHY  Ethernet PHY/external interrupt

22  Slow Timer  System-wide slow (nominally 32 KHz) timer interrupt

23  CC Tx not full  Local comms controller can accept new Tx packet

24  CC MC Rx int  Local comms controller multicast packet received

25  CC P2P Rx int  Local comms controller point-to-point packet received

26  CC NN Rx int  Local comms controller nearest neighbour packet received

27  CC FR Rx int  Local comms controller fixed route packet received

28  GPIO[0]  Signal on GPIO[0]

29  GPIO[1]  Signal on GPIO[1]

30  GPIO[6]  Signal on GPIO[6]

31  GPIO[7]  Signal on GPIO[7]  

Table 5 Interrupt Sources 

A simplified version of an interrupt controller is implemented, one which deals only 

with a P2P receiving interrupts. The justification for only using P2P packets is given in 

the next part of this section. The controller dedicates a 32-bit address register, a 32-bit 

data register and two control flags for interfacing are dedicated. In receiving mode, if a 

packet is waiting to be read, the receive flag will be raised and the registers will be filled 
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with the received packet address and payload. The simulator can read the information in 

both registers after the receive flag is up. In sending mode, once both address and data 

registers are filled with information, the contents in the registers will be automatically 

sent via an MPI message. Both the source and target monitor addresses must be written 

in the 32-bit address register, and the 32-bit payload needs to be written in the data 

register. After both these registers are written, the information inside both registers will 

be formatted as an MPI message and sent to the destination monitor process specified in 

the address register. In this project, all messages are sent in the form of this emulated 

32-bit packet format. The address data in the original SpiNNaker packet is transferred 

using the flag of the MPI message; the 32-bit data payload of the original SpiNNaker 

packet is then sent using four 8-bit character bytes (See Figure 62). 

Source Monitor Target Monitor

Payload

32 bit

16 bit

Message Header(source, flag)

Char Char Char Char

8 bit

Message Content

SpiNNaker P2P Packet Format Standard MPI message structure

Message Content

 

Figure 62 SpiNNaker packet representation in MPI messages 

The emulation of this packet-passing operation is implemented using MPI functions that 

perform the MPI message-passing work between the Iridis cores. In a receiving 

operation, an incoming packet must be received before raising the receiving flag. In 

addition, if there is no incoming packet available, this operation must not prevent the 

program from continuing to operate. MPI_Iprobe() is a non-blocking MPI message 

probing function, which allows incoming MPI messages to be checked for, but without 

actually receiving them. The arguments returned from the MPI_Iprobe() function will 

indicate whether or not an MPI message is available to transfer; if so, the source and 

flag of the message will be returned. When MPI_Iprobe() shows that a message is 

waiting to be transferred, the receiving operation receives this message using a blocking 

MPI_Recv() function to store the content of the message, which is four 8-bit character 



data. After receiving a message, the receiving flag is up and the content of the dedicated 

32-bit data register is ready to be read by the simulator. After a reading operation of the 

content of the data register, the receiving flag is cleared without clearing the content in 

the data register, so the data register can be read regardless of the status of the receiving 

flag. 

 

In a sending operation, the address and data registers are available for access when the 

send ready flag is up. Once these registers are filled with fresh data, the send ready flag 

is pulled down and the contents of both registers are formed as an MPI message. This 

message will be sent to the designated target monitor core using an MPI_Send() 

function. After the send operation is complete, the flag is raised up again, indicating that 

the communication is ready for the next packet. 

Packets 

In the SpiNNaker system, there are 4 types of packet: Multicast (MC); Point-to-Point 

(P2P); Nearest-Neighbour (NN); and Fixed Route (FR) (See 2.1.1  for details). The FR 

packet type is not intended to be involved in general packet-passing operations. The NN 

packet type is designed for communication between physically adjacent processors, and 

is therefore not a candidate for long distance packet-passing operations. This leaves 

only two options, the MC and P2P packet types. 

 

Initially, the MC packet was used as the packet-passing mechanism. The MC packet 

type has two major advantages. Firstly, an MC packet can be routed directly between 

different processes, as well as monitor-to-monitor, monitor-to-slave, and slave-to-slave. 

A detailed description of the structure of the process layout can be found in section 4.3 . 

This reduces the cost of communication; a packet does not need to be processed at the 

monitor process level in order to arrive at slave processes. Secondly, an MC packet can 

be replicated automatically through the communication network without any 

interference from the simulation program. In other words, an MC packet can reach 

multiple targets simply by sending the packet once at the initiation of the process. 

However, the MC packet-passing mechanism is incompatible with dynamic load 
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balancing, where the mapping between the LPs and the components is changed on-the-

fly in a simulation. 

 

The MC packet-passing mechanism relies on the MC routing table to transmit the 

packets to appropriate communication links. The routing table is generated according to 

the mapping between the LPs and the simulated problem. If the mapping is changed, the 

routing table must be changed correspondingly. There are two major problems 

associated with altering the routing table on-the-fly. If the mapping of a component is 

changed when going from one process to another, the routing table in all the SpiNNaker 

nodes along the old path must be updated. In addition, new routing entries must be 

established in all the nodes along the path between the source LP and new target LP. To 

make matters even worse, a further problem is associated with updating the old routing 

path. A single routing entry in a routing table is capable of routing a packet to multiple 

targets, so when a component is moved from one process to another, the old path may 

still be valid for another component in the same process. An example will help to clarify 

these problems, as shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 63 Example of mapping components to SpiNNaker nodes 

In the example shown in Figure 63, four components are mapped to three nodes. Gates 

1, 2, and 3 are the fan-out gates of gate 0. In this example, gates 1 and 2 are mapped to 

the same node c. The physical connections between these nodes are shown by the dotted 



lines. For demonstration purposes, the links in the nodes are only partially connected. 

The MC routing of a packet sent by gate 0 is shown in bold red arrowed lines. 

Whenever a packet is generated by gate 0, it will be routed along the red lines. When an 

MC packet reaches its target, the router will route the packet to local cores, as 

highlighted by the red boxes. 
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Figure 64 Correct routing after a change in component mapping 

When changes occur in the mapping of the components, the routing in the MC tables 

must be adapted. Figure 64 shows two components have been moved in comparison to 

their original mapping in Figure 63. Components 2 and 3 are moved to nodes g and e 

respectively, and new connections need to be established in order to deliver the MC 

packets from gate 0 correctly.  

 

Firstly, the routing change associated with component 3 is analyzed. In the old routing 

map, the shortest link between component 0 and component 3 is a-b-f. After the 

movement, the shortest link becomes a-e, so the routing map in nodes a and b must be 

updated. It is very difficult for the intermediate nodes to update the routing information, 

because the MC routing entry only holds the source ID as the routing key (as shown in 

Figure 4), and they only retain the relative position of where the target of a packet is. 
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In this case, node b can remove the routing entry for gate 0 from the MC routing table, 

which removes the old link between gate 0 and 3, but this will cause an error in routing, 

as part of the old link (a-b) is still valid for the link to gate 1 (a-b-c) in node c. This puts 

node b in a very difficult position, because whenever it tries to remove an entry from the 

MC routing table, it needs to confirm that no fan-out component of this entry exists 

along all subsequent routing tables throughout the entire system.  

 

Although the update along the path of a link can be achieved with the help of the P2P 

packets, in two cases this presents a huge task. The first case is when a single link is 

spanning across a large number of nodes (65,536 in the worst case scenario, the 

maximum number of nodes supported by a P2P address), so the number of nodes that 

need to be updated for a single entry is a tall order. Another case is when the fan-outs of 

a component are located in a large number of nodes. In an extreme case, where a 

component has fan-out components located in all the nodes across the entire system, an 

iteration of the routing table update along the paths may make no difference at all. 

Think of the case for a routing table update for gate 2 after the component movement. 

 

When updating the routing table for gate 2, the link between gate 0 and gate 1 validates 

the existence of the old link, and a brand new routing entry is created in both node d and 

g. In this update process, the routing tables in five nodes were updated simply for 

moving a single component around the system. This shows the scale of work required 

after updating the MC routing table when performing DLB. 

 

Apart from the difficulties created when introducing DLB, the MC routing mechanism 

imposes other limitations. For instance, the size of the MC routing table is hardware 

limited to 1024 entries, and the routing table in each node must be configured to reflect 

the initial mapping of the simulated problem. The first limitation can be partially 

relaxed by optimising the routing keys and masking part of the address to allow entries 

to share the same piece of routing information, but this optimization can only go so far. 

If this happens, the adjacent nodes must take over the extra routing load. The second 

limitation requires a separate external program to handle the creation of routing table in 



all the nodes. This requires an extra level of effort in order to allow a problem to be 

simulated on the SpiNNaker platform. Both of these limitations are non-critical 

problems, but as a result of the above discussions, the MC routing table generator was 

not used in the final design of the SDES system. 

 

Because of these drawbacks of using a MC routing table, the MC routing table is not 

employed in SDES, instead, by using P2P packets only, the packet routing problem can 

be solved with complement from the simulator itself. As a P2P packet requires the node 

ID of a message, the simulator needs to provide component mapping information in 

order for the P2P packet to be routed. 

 

The P2P packet is the only packet type used by the emulator, as there are benefits to 

using the P2P packets as the message intermediary between cores. The first advantage 

the P2P has is the initialized routing table in the boot stage without reference to the 

problem graph. As long as the physical structure of the system is left unchanged, the 

P2P routing table is always valid. The second advantage is the well-defined routing 

behaviour of a P2P packet. Unlike the MC packet, the P2P packet is not duplicated 

when travelling through the communication network. This provides a communication 

mechanism that is similar to generic computing clusters, and is thus an easy way of 

porting a generic problem onto the SpiNNaker system. This opens up the SpiNNaker 

system to many generic applications, and for this project it paves the way for employing 

the dynamic load balancing technique in a discrete event simulation. 

 

These benefits are not without consequences. Due to the limitations of the address 

length in a packet, P2P packets can only reach the monitor core of a node. Further 

routing of a packet to a slave core must be controlled by the monitor core, which leads 

to a slowdown in data transfer speed. Experiment in section 5.2.3 shows a 2.8µs slow 

down for the additional monitor process. From the point of view of a slave core, it may 

never receive an interrupt from the router, because no packet can be delivered to a slave 

core without passing through the monitor core. As a result, an extra interrupt is created, 

one generated by the monitor process. This interrupt replaces the function of the 
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receiving flag interrupt, which is generated from the router. The detailed structure of the 

architecture of the system can be found in section 4.3 . 

4.2.4 Extra Functions Modelled in the Emulator 

The SpiNNaker system only provides a way to execute or process a problem, and its 

main objective is to create an open platform. As a result, the performance evaluation 

task is left to the users. In order to evaluate the performance of the simulator created, a 

full set of tools must be created. 

Instrumentation 

The SpiNNaker system is a fully distributed asynchronous system. The processor clock 

is frequency locked in the system, but not phase locked throughout the system. There is 

also a 32KHz clock in the system. This clock is sufficiently slow that phase lag is not a 

problem; it is used to indicate the passage of real time. 

 

Performance measurements in this project are taken on the parallel cluster Iridis, and 

one of the aims of this emulator is to provide guidance as to how the simulator may 

perform when ported to the actual SpiNNaker system. This measurement is an 

important part of the project. The Iridis system is a generic parallel cluster, provides the 

emulator with a synchronized clock among different computing nodes. However, 

measuring the raw performance data is only the first step in achieving the goal of 

providing performance behaviour for this newly designed simulation system. The data 

requires significant post-processing to remove artefacts introduced by Iridis. This is 

described in detail in section 5.2.3 . 

 

The major performance difference when running a program on the Iridis cluster and the 

SpiNNaker is the communication speed, and this leads us to an analysis of the 

difference, which is discussed later in section 5.2.3. After this analysis, it can be seen 

that the conversion rate between the communication time in the Iridis and that in the 

SpiNNaker is around a fixed factor of 34, i.e. the communication speed in SpiNNaker is 

34x faster than it is in Iridis. 



Inputs 

Section 3.1.2 explained how the SDES prepares the input data, including the digital 

circuit and the corresponding input events. There is still a gap between importing the 

circuit and then distributing it across the system. The emulator only provides a 

communication and performance measurement platform for the simulator. Distribution 

of the simulated problem, that is, the digital circuit simulation problem in this project, is 

required in order to initialize the system. 

 

Although the SpiNNaker system does not have a central control, the emulation assigns 

one of the cores as the system overseer to manage the simulation environment. It 

performs the initialization and finalization of a simulation, but does not engage in event 

processing activities once the initialization is finished. The distribution of the SDES 

simulated problems is carried out in three phases, system parameters, digital circuits 

and input events. All the information is passed into the cores in the SpiNNaker packet 

format. The data involved is complex; the 32-bit packet payload is not sufficient, and 

the implementation of how the necessary data structures encoded and restored is 

discussed in section 4.4 . 

 

In the system parameters phase, the identification, layout, and simulation technique 

configuration of the LPs are initialized. These are the fundamental parameters for the 

simulation to be carried out on this emulation platform. 

 

Although the emulator does not perform the same boot sequence (see section 2.1.2 ) as 

in the SpiNNaker system, unique IDs of LPs are required in order to distinguish one 

from another. As the SDES is currently only running on Iridis, the identifications are 

already assigned by the MPI platform. 

 

In practice, the SDES is running based on cluster computers, and the virtual layout of 

these computing cores is flexible. The SDES assigns an LP or a virtual monitor to each 

Iridis core. The SDES can define the number of processes that a node can hold, and the 
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simulator will then work out the number of nodes that are involved in the simulation 

process. Each node will have a monitor process and at least one slave process. In a 

regular cluster-based simulation, the computation power involved is proportional to the 

number of processors within the cluster. However, unlike other simulation systems, it is 

the number of slave processes within the SDES that defines the computation power 

involved during simulation. In a SpiNNaker node, there are two types of processes, one 

is monitor process and the other is slave process. The monitor process performs 

administration tasks for a node, while the slave processes are the ones that carry out 

computations. (See section 4.4.2 for detail) 

 

 

The layout assumption made in this project is that SpiNNaker nodes form a square 

lattice. When the number of nodes does not form a perfect square, SDES will find the 

smallest square dimension and fill those rows with nodes first. SDES will fill and 

connect 7 nodes within a 3x3 matrix, as shown in Figure 65. 
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Figure 65 Partially filled square SpiNNaker node matrix 

Mapping knowledge is not a key element in the communication system, but it is the key 

to dynamic load balancing. DLB employs a diffusion technique, and therefore needs to 



know where the various neighbours are so as to operate the balancing mechanism. As a 

result, it is necessary to set up the mesh at the beginning of the simulation. 

 

The configuration of the simulation system is distributed after the identification and 

layout of the system has been initialized, and includes both static and dynamic 

partitioning settings. A complete list of the parameters is shown in Table 6, and this data 

is passed on to each individual core within the SDES system. 

 

Simulation Option Value Range Details

Static partition enabler On/off

DLB enabler On/off

Static partitioning technique 0/1/2 0: Block Partition 1: Random 2: 

Multi-way cut

Garbage collection interval 1 ~ 10 In seconds

Maximum workload difference % 0~100 Workload difference between LPs

Minimum workload to initiate DLB 1K ~ 1M Workload in an LP measured in 

number of events

 

Table 6 Simulation configuration options 

Once the system parameters phase is finished, the digital circuit distribution phase starts. 

In this stage, the circuit is loaded from the input circuits, and partitioned according to 

the configuration specified in the last phase of initialization. The circuit is imported 

from the file system using the overseer, which performs static partitioning to the whole 

circuit. Then the various components and the linkage between them are distributed to all 

the nodes by this overseer core. Once the transfer is complete, a further static partition is 

carried out at the node level. The monitor core splits the components belonging to the 

current node further according to the number of slave cores contained in the node. The 

full data distribution is explained in section 4.4 . 

 

Following the digital circuit phase, the input events are distributed to the nodes. As the 

gates are distributed and assigned to a particular partition, the overseer is able to deliver 

the input events to the nodes that own the gates that are directly driven by the events. As 
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the packet used in SDES is a P2P packet, the packet can only arrive at the monitor core. 

The monitor core will then find the sub-partition of the gate and forward the event on to 

the correct slave core. When this initialization phases complete, a final message 

specifying the simulation end time is sent to all the nodes. This final message triggers 

the start of the SDES simulation. 

Outputs 

As stated in section 4.2.2 , the I/O limitations of the SpiNNaker system are not 

modelled in the emulator. The simulation results and performance data have two ways 

of exiting the system; one is through the overseer core in the emulator system, and the 

other is through direct file access. The first technique is the standard way of exporting 

information. However, this process is painful, and often takes much longer than the 

simulation process itself. The second technique is a faster way of extracting all the 

information. Both monitor and slave cores produce their own output files, and the 

overseer process reads and sorts the data in these files and produce reports on the 

simulation results and performance data. 

SDES – the Architecture 4.3 

Before going into detail about how the simulation technique is implemented, this 

section introduces the distribution of data and how it is emulated on the parallel cluster 

platform Iridis. 

1 of the 1008 Iridis Nodes

CoreProcessor  

Figure 66 Iridis node layout 

As introduced in section 3.3.4 , Iridis is a parallel cluster consisting of 1008 computing 

nodes, each node having two 4-core processors. All the nodes are connected to an 

InfiniBand network for inter-process communication. From the user’s point of view, 

these processor cores can be seen as an array of processors having low latency 

connections to each other through a cloud of switches. Each of the SDES LPs will be 



mapped to an Iridis core when performing the simulation, and although Iridis does not 

have a fixed structure, the SpiNNaker system has. 
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Figure 67 The SDES node structure 

The structure of SDES can be represented as a mesh of processing nodes, where each 

node is equipped with 1 or 15 LPs plus a monitor process (Figure 67), a master-slave 

structure similar to works carried out in Grid computing [131][132][133]. As the 

number of LPs in a single node is represented as partitioning information using 4-bit 

data inside each gate, this limits the number of processors in a node to 16, however this 

can be increased to an arbitrary number by modifying the communication protocol (see 

section 4.5.3  for details) related to component transfer activities during the dynamic 

load balancing process. When the SDES LPs are mapped to the Iridis system, the 

hierarchical structure of SDES will be flattened. 
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Figure 68 Flattened SDES structure after mapping to Iridis 

The left hand side of Figure 68 is the designed structure of SDES and the connections 

between the nodes. The right hand side shows the distribution of the SDES processes 

that are mapped to Iridis cores. Although the hierarchical structure of the SDES 

processes has been flattened, the connectivity between the nodes is maintained. 

 



When the system is configured, two parameters define the overall structure. The first 

parameter is the total number of cores to invoke in Iridis. The second parameter defines 

the number of cores in a virtual SDES node. Other parameters, such as the number of 

SDES nodes, the layout of the SDES nodes and the number of slave processes, can be 

derived from these two parameters. The SDES nodes follow the same system hierarchy 

as the SpiNNaker system: the same structure assumption is made that all nodes are 

filled in a square shape, i.e. three SDES nodes will fill a 2x2 square, and six SDES 

nodes will fill a 3x3 square. In addition, the process having the greatest ID value in an 

SDES node is defined as being the monitor process within the SDES node. Both 

concepts are illustrated in Figure 67. By replicating the hierarchical structure of the 

SpiNNaker system in the Iridis environment, the virtual SDES nodes can be directly 

mapped to its Iridis counterparts with the connectivity already taken care of. 

 

Implementation of the Deadlock Avoidance Technique 4.4 

A description of the raw implementation of the deadlock avoidance technique is given 

in section 2.2.2 , but this section focuses on the SDES implementation of it. The 

distribution of data, the packet-based communication system, boundary control in SDES 

and the functions of both monitor and slave processes are also explained in this section. 

4.4.1 Data Landscape 

The hierarchy within SpiNNaker naturally divides the computational work into monitor 

and slave processes. The monitor process controls the communication system due to the 

limitation of P2P packets. Slave processes, though, are focused on the event processing 

work, processing eligible events and generating response events which are sent to the 

monitor process for further communication routing. 

 

The circuit digraph data is stored in every process in the system, within both monitor 

and slave. This reduces the DLB execution time, because detailed data about the circuit 

structure is already in every process. Only new partitioning data, rather than the entire 

description of a sub-circuit, is required to be transferred during DLB. During the 

initialization process, static partitioning is performed in both the overseer and monitor 

processes. The overseer process partitions the initial circuit according to the number of 
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nodes involved. This overseer-partitioned circuit is distributed to the monitor process in 

each node. Another level of partitioning is carried out by the monitor process to further 

split the local components in the overseer-partitioned circuit according to the number of 

slave processes involved in the local node. The SDES stores the overseer-partitioned 

and monitor-partitioned information as two separate variables in the component 

description. 

 

Another essential part of a discrete event simulation, the events, is also distributed to 

each of the LPs in the SDES system. An LP can only be mapped to a slave process, as 

the monitor process does not engage in event processing activities. Each LP has a main 

eventlist and a log of executed events, which forms the simulation result. The monitor 

process also has an eventlist, but this is used for communication purposes only. 

 

In addition to these, there is another set of data structure that are specifically designed to 

support the packet-based communication system. This is termed “message 

reconstructing”, and it is described in detail in section 4.5 . 

 

The performance data collected throughout the simulation consists of time counter 

values for different simulation stages. This is stored in each LP along with the 

simulation results. 

4.4.2 Processes 

In the SDES system, there are three types of processes: overseer, monitor and slave. An 

SDES system has only one overseer process, this being responsible for initialization and 

finalization of a simulation, so once a simulation is initiated, the overseer process does 

not engage in the simulation until the end. The whole simulation is carried out by the 

latter two types of processes, and a more detailed division of tasks is explained in this 

section. 

Monitor Process 

The tasks performed by the monitor process can be split into three different types: a 

reinforcing routing mechanism; a simulation boundary control; and workload 

monitoring. These are the unique problems that the SDES system faces when 

implementing the conventional deadlock avoidance technique. 



 

As outlined in section 4.2.3 , the type of communication packet used in the emulator is 

the P2P packet type. The P2P packet can only reach the monitor process of the target 

node specified in the packet address, so the packet then has to be routed through the 

monitor process in order to reach a slave process. As a result, the monitor process must 

handle all the incoming packets and direct them to their correct destinations. The details 

about incoming message handling process are discussed in message reconstructing part 

of section 4.5.3 . 

 

However, unlike the MC packet, where the target slave core ID is specified in the 

packet address, the target slave core ID is hidden inside the payload of a packet. Since 

the payloads are encoded using a communication protocol (see section 4.5.3 ), the 

monitor process has to decode the entire message in order to figure out the destination 

of a message, which is represented in a series of packets. 

 

The second task of a monitor process is related to event simulation. Although the 

monitor process does not perform event processing activities, it does share part of the 

burden that was devolved to the LPs in the conventional deadlock avoidance technique. 

Because the monitor process has knowledge of all the messages passing through to the 

local slave processes, it can derive a boundary (see section 2.2.2 ) that is shared by the 

local LPs. This additional layer of boundary control reduces the amount of null 

messages that have to be delivered if the boundary is set at the LP level. A comparison 

between conventional and SDES boundary layouts is shown in Figure 69. 
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Figure 69 Boundary comparison 

The case in Figure 69 assumes that all four external nodes try to establish access to LP 0, 

1, and 2. In the SDES side on the left, the monitor process takes over the boundary 

control and only feeds a single boundary value to its LPs, which requires the system to 

manage 10 boundaries instead of the 12 in the conventional deadlock avoidance system. 

The lowest values amongst the 7 slots in the monitor process will become the boundary 

for the local SDES node. When it comes to establishing the null value for generating 

null messages for external SDES nodes, the lowest value in the local LP array, which 

has 3 values in Figure 69, is chosen to be the null value for the SDES node. 

 

The boundary in a conventional deadlock avoidance technique is a fixed structure. 

However, the introduction of DLB in the SDES causes the system to vary the location 

of the boundaries in a system. As a result, the entire boundary system needs to be re-

established by analysing the connectivity between different nodes. Further details about 

the impact that DLB on the boundary conditions is explained in section 4.6.3 . 

 

The monitor process is not solely devoted to this task. If there is only one node in the 

entire SDES system, the boundary establishment is disabled in the monitor process, and 

the slave process or LP takes over the task. 

 

The third task is to monitor the workload balance between local and adjacent SDES 

nodes in the lattice array of nodes. The monitor process periodically collects the 



workload data from local LPs and broadcasts the sum of all local workloads, which is 

the aggregate number of events executed, to all six adjacent nodes. If the difference in 

workload between two adjacent nodes has passed a certain threshold, DLB is triggered 

and the two monitors cooperate with each other and begin the DLB process (see section 

4.6.3 ). 

Slave Process 

The slave process or LP in the SDES is very similar to an LP in the conventional 

deadlock avoidance technique, apart from the simplified boundary control and the 

additional DLB capability. The slave process receives events and null messages, 

processes all eligible events, and sends response events and local LP null messages to 

the monitor process. The deadlock avoidance technique background can be found in 

section 2.2.2 . A detailed description of the event processing mechanism is explained in 

the next section. Once a DLB is initiated, a slave process stops simulation and collects 

local components and associated events ready for transfer. When simulation stops, the 

slave processes dump both simulation results and performance data to the dedicated 

files, which are then further reorganized by the overseer process. 

 

The timestamp in a null message is the current LP boundary value plus the lookahead 

value. The lookahead value is the minimum delay between any pair of IO (input-output) 

ports. The simulator analyses the delay between all possible combinations of IOs if the 

structure of the current circuit changes, which gives a minimum delay value that is the 

lookahead value of the current LP. The default delay for a gate in SDES is 1 ns. Without 

this evaluation of the lookahead value, the default lookahead value is a mere 1 ns, which 

limits the parallelism during processing. 

 

The null message has two possible values. If there is no eligible event, which means it 

has a time stamp smaller than the local boundary, the null event will be the input 

boundary value plus the minimum delay value, which is 1 ns by default. If eligible 

events do exist in a local LP, the null value becomes the current simulation time plus the 

minimum delay value. 
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As described in the last section, the slave process has to take over the boundary control 

task when there is only one SDES node in the entire SDES system. Therefore, an 

optional boundary analysis system has to be in place to deal with this problem. It 

analyzes the monitor-partitioned information, and adds a slot in the boundary array for 

each fan-in LP detected. Similarly to the monitor process, the lowest boundary value in 

the array becomes the boundary for the local LP. 

4.4.3 Event Processing Mechanism 

At the core of a logic process (LP) is the event processing system, which evaluates the 

value asserted by a gate and produces new events, if any exist. There are three main 

components of a simulation: system state, event list and current time, as explained in 

chapter 2.1 . This section explains the difficulties faced when applying the discrete 

event simulation technique to discrete digital circuit simulation. 

System States 

A digital circuit consists of gates, ports and wires in between. They can be mapped 

naturally onto a directed graph data structure, but not without problems. The data 

structure that is used to store the digital circuit information is a directed graph structure 

[22]. The directed graph consists of nodes and arcs, both of which can hold data 

structures of their own. The arcs connect the nodes together, along with direction 

information. After mapping the circuit to a directed graph, the information on nodes are: 

gate ID, type, delay, partition, most significant bit (MSB), least significant bit (LSB) 

and value. On the arcs, there are only three components: wire delay, MSB and LSB. 

The wire delay can emulate the propagation delay on the wire if it is required in the 

simulation, but in SDES it is set to zero. The reason there are MSB and LSB on wires as 

well as gates is the possibility that only a part of the bus is connected between two gates; 

for example, only a single bit of an 8-bit value gate may be connected to a fan-out gate, 

then the MSB and LSB on the arc between these two gates will be different from the 

fan-in gate; any of the bits within the 8-bit gate value could be selected. 

 

When mapping digital circuits to directed graphs, the first problem is the connectivity 

between gates. In logic simulation, the order of input wires matters. The digital circuits 

with which SDES will deal is capable of representing a multiple bit bus, which is a 



group representation of wires. If the order of input wires changes, the result could then 

be different. Take the concatenation operator as an example; if the inputs are single bit 

wires, and the order is A-B-C-D, the concatenated output should be ABCD. If by 

accident the input sequence changes to A-C-D-B, the output will then be ACDB, as 

shown in Figure 70. 
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Figure 70 Concatenation of multiple wires 

In order to ensure that the order of wires is correctly lined up, the wires have unique Ids 

as well as gates and ports. The order of inputs is determined by their ID values, and all 

inputs are sorted in an ascending order. As a result, provided the circuit has been 

constructed correctly at the start, it will stay consistent throughout the simulation 

process. 

 

The second problem is the state transition method. There are four logic states for a gate 

in SDES, ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘X’ and ‘U’. When a gate switches from ‘0’ to ‘1’, the standard way 

of implementing this is to introduce an intermediate state ‘X’ between the initial and 

final states. This emulates logic transition from low to high. As shown in Figure 71, the 

logic level during the transition is seen as an unknown state in digital representation, 

because the details in this process are not of interest in terms of digital simulation. 
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Figure 71 Logic transitions in the analogue domain and their digital translation 

In the implementation phase, there is a hazard associated with the introduction of in 

introducing this intermediate state. In theory, the transition state should occur at an 

infinitely small time after the triggering event. However, in practice there is always a 

limitation on the resolution of time. If the resolution is high, a lot of time will be wasted 

in defining this transition operation. For instance, for a discrete time range of 0 to 100 

ns, when the resolution is 1 point per ns (ppn), requires only 100 points to represent the 

range. When the resolution is increased to 100 ppn for the purpose of introducing this 

“infinitely small step”, the number of points in the same discrete time range increases 

by 100 times. Only a few of these 100 points will be occupied by transition events. On 

the other hand, if the resolution is low, it might introduce a hazardous situation. The 

conventional setup has a wide gap between the simulation resolution and the minimum 

component delay in a system. However, when these two parameters come close to each 

other, a racing and unpredictable behaviour will arise. 

 

In the case of an   ̅̅̅̅  NAND latch circuit, which has a very short feedback loop as shown 

in Figure 72, very unpredictable simulation results can occur. 
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Figure 72 Latch circuit gate level representation 

In the following graphs the states are changed, using both 0  1 and 0  X  1 

transitions. The 0  X  1 transition caused a problem when the propagation delay 

was equal to the transition time. i.e. 0  X  1 takes 2 ns to complete the transition, 

and 0  1 takes 1 ns to complete the transition. If signal A is trying to switch from 0 to 

1 at 100 ns, events “A = X @ 100 ns” and “A = 1 @ 101 ns” will be generated. 
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Figure 73 System state log for latch circuit 

In Figure 73, there are six input events, which are shown highlighted in blue. Signal A 

and B are the input signals which follow the transition rule of 0  X  1. The 

transition time and the propagation delay are assumed to be the same. The green events 

are the derived events that are triggered by the input events. In this case the conflict 

starts when the switching speed is equal to the propagation delay of a logic gate. At 31 

ns, the derived event of A=X@30 ns has the same timestamp as input event B=X@31 

ns, so this unstable state caused gates C and D to repeatedly enter unstable states that 

were created by the 0  X  1 transition method. This shows that the intermediate 

unknown state could not even once solve the unpredictability of simulation, and would 

double the amount of total events of the overall simulation, which would slow down the 
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simulation speed. As a result, it was decided that a simple state transition would be 

implemented in the SDES. 

Events 

In this last section, the problems faced when designing the data representation of a 

digital circuit are listed; and an investigation into the state of changing events has also 

been carried out in this section. There are three stages to processing an event: the 

collection of relevant data; the processing of the events; and possibly creating messages 

when dealing with a gate located on a different partition. 

 

In SDES, the event ID is first extracted from an event and searched against the digraph 

iterators’ ID. If the value in the event is equal to the value of the current gate then no 

action is required, and this input event will disappear from the simulation system. If the 

new event does represent a change in value, the simulator will pick out all the gates that 

to which this updated gate is connected. All of them will be re-evaluated with this new 

input event. 
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Figure 74 Value fetching operation 

The relationship between gates when updating an event is shown in Figure 74. For each 

of these update candidate gates, the values of all fan-in gates will be obtained from the 



circuit digraph, which will be cropped to the range stated in the connecting arc. 

Furthermore, they will be stored in a vector in ascending order of their arc ID values. 

Subsequent to the value fetching operation, the values will be evaluated according to 

the user-defined truth table of the gate. If a gate has multiple inputs, input values will be 

processed sequentially through the truth table. The output of the truth table is the new 

value of a new event. The time of this new event is calculated from the timestamp of the 

input event plus the delay in the evaluated gate. Combining this together, a new event is 

created. This new event will be fed back to the main event list. If any of these candidate 

gates is located on a foreign partition, this new event will be forwarded to the monitor 

via messages. The event processing flow is shown in Figure 75. 
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Figure 75 Gate evaluation operation 

Communication Platform 4.5 

In order to emulate the communication environment in SpiNNaker, a conversion 

between simulation messages and SpiNNaker packets is required. This conversion 

enables the simulation to be carried out on the SpiNNaker platform. 

4.5.1 SpiNNaker Communication Model 

The SpiNNaker system has two layers of processes – monitor and slave. The task of 

communication is therefore divided into two types. The monitor process controls the 
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routing of messages, but it is not involved in the simulation. The slave processes do not 

deal with the routing of messages; it only processes the inputs, and may respond to the 

input, depending on the simulation. The messages sent out by slave processes are routed 

correctly by the monitor processes. 

 

The slaves are not allowed to communicate with other on-node or off-node slaves under 

any conditions, so all communication messages are routed via the monitor process. This 

greatly simplifies the work of slave processes, and reduces the task of synchronizing 

data throughout the system. If a slave process needs to work out the route of a message, 

this will absorb the computation power of slaves. 

 

In addition to the limitations imposed on the tasks of monitor and slave processes, the 

size of a communication message is limited to 32-bits, which is very different from any 

other parallel platform. This is due to the nature of the SpiNNaker system, which is 

designed to deal with neural networks. 

 

In a neural network, the connectivity itself tells most of the story. The spikes, which are 

the transmitted packets in a neural network, fire a sequence of neurons. A spike does not 

hold any data, but SpiNNaker was designed to be able to carry an optional 32-bit 

payload on each packet, and this 32-bit payload is the basis of communication in SDES. 

4.5.2 Initialization Stage 

Although the emulator does not perform the same boot sequence in the SpiNNaker 

system, unique IDs are required in order to distinguish between LPs. The structure of 

the SpiNNaker system is a matrix of nodes, and the unique ID helps the LP to find its 

position within the matrix. This ID is generated at the start of the program. The node 

will send out a single token passing the mesh of nodes sequentially, and the number 

assigned with the token will count up after passing each node. A node that already has 

an ID will pass the token to the node in the next connection down. If the token value is 

equal to the size of the mesh, then the ID assignment is complete. 
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Figure 76 ID assignment sequence 

In practice, SDES is running on a conventional cluster. There is no inherent SpiNNaker 

structure within the system. As a result, SDES can define the number of processes that a 

node can hold, and the simulator will work out the number of nodes that are involved in 

the simulation process. Each virtual node will have a monitor process and at least one 

slave process. In a regular cluster based simulation, the computation power involved is 

proportional to the number of processors within the cluster. However, unlike other 

simulation systems, the number of slave processes within the SDES defines the 

computation power involved during simulation, because the monitor processes only deal 

with communication packets and do not engage in the actual simulation directly. 

 

The layout assumption made in this project is that SpiNNaker nodes form a square 

lattice. When the number of nodes does not form a perfect square, SDES will find the 
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smallest square dimension and fill the rows with nodes first. SDES will fill and connect 

7 nodes within a 3x3 matrix, as shown in Figure 77. 
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Figure 77 Partially-filled square SpiNNaker node matrix 

Position knowledge is not a key element in the communication system, but it is the key 

to dynamic load balancing. DLB employs a diffusion technique, which needs to know 

where the neighbours are so as to operate the balancing mechanism. As a result, it is 

necessary to set up the mesh at the beginning of the simulation. 

4.5.3 Simulation Stage 

During simulation, the communication system is mainly focused on two things: routing 

of messages; and message decomposition and reconstructing. There are four types of 

packets in the SpiNNaker system: multicast, P2P, NN, and FR packets (details can be 

found in Appendix C). All of them are capable of carrying a 32-bit payload, but the only 

type of packet that is used in this project is the P2P packet. 



Message Routing Mechanism 

P2P routing is initialized at the start of the SDES execution, and as a result the SDES 

does not need to initialize the routing of these messages. In practice, the P2P packet is 

replaced by MPI messages, but they can only carry 32-bit data in each message. 

 

In an SDES simulation, event messages regularly update the circuit states across 

processes. Whenever an event message is generated, the target of this event needs to be 

extracted from the partition information within the fan-out gate. In order to speed up the 

routing process, this connectivity information is extracted to a map, which uses the ID 

of a gate as an index, and all the partition information of fan-out gates are stored as the 

data. During the simulation, whenever the monitor detects the arrival of an event, the 

event will be routed to all the nodes listed in the map, which saves time looking up 

individual fan-out component partitions in the large circuit digraph. This routing map is 

shown in Figure 78. 
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Index Content

map<gate ID, vector<partitions of fan-out gates> >

 

Figure 78 Event routing map 

In addition to event messages, there are also null messages, which require routing on a 

regular basis. The routing map for null messages is much simpler and smaller than its 

event routing counterpart. A null message must be sent to all LPs that have 

communication links established with their source LP. Hence, the routing map for null 

messages is much smaller than the event routing map, because a much smaller number 

of LPs exist in the system than do simulated gates. The routing problem becomes very 
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complicated after DLB, and a discussion of this is included in the DLB section of this 

chapter. 

map<null msg source, vector<null affected LP ID> >
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Figure 79 Null message routing map 

Communication Protocol 

The limitation on message size requires the message to be broken down into smaller 

chunks in order to be transmitted, so a communication protocol is needed to allow both 

sender and receiver understand the fragmented messages. 

 

A process receives many different types of messages. During the initialization stage, the 

circuit is imported and analysed by the master process and distributed throughout the 

system. The gate and wire connection information are the most common type of 

message at this stage. There is also information about the simulation specifications that 

is shared during initialization, such as simulation end time, partitioning and load 

balancing options. 

 

Following initialization, the simulation operation starts and the event messages and null 

messages dominate the communication network. Synchronization and load balancing 

signals make up some of the few exceptional signals during a simulation. 

 



However, this changes when DLB occurs. DLB effectively pauses the simulation in 

related LPs to start analysing; then it moves components in order to balance the 

workload within the system. During this process, certain components, along with the 

state and event associated with them, will also be transferred. At the end of a simulation, 

both the simulation and performance results need to be exported, and this also is reliant 

on the communication system to provide it. 

 

In summary, communication is at the heart of SDES. All these different types of data 

need to be packed into the 32-bit payload in order to allow the SpiNNaker system to 

work with them, and therefore a communication protocol is designed to deal with all 

these various messages. 

Msg ID Segment ID Data

8-bit

8-bit

16-bit

 

Figure 80 Packet payload format under the SDES protocol 

The protocol splits a 32-bit packet into three parts, 8-bit message ID, 8-bit segment ID 

and 16-bit message. This creates a capacity of 256 message IDs with 4Kb content (256 

segment IDs x 16-bit in each segment) in each message. The 8-bit message ID is 

generated by a rolling counter that counts up after each message-sending operation. The 

message ID is required due to a single LP can send out multiple events at the same time. 

And at the receiving LP, messages needs to be reconstructed to restore the original 

message. 

 

For example, there are two messages “ABC” and “XYZ” need to be transferred between 

two nodes. If message string “ABC” is sent by a sequence of three character messages 

which are M1|1(“A”), M1|2(“B”), and M1|3(“C”), assuming M1 is the message ID, and 

the number after the vertical bar is segment ID. Applying the same to message “XYZ”, 

another set of messages, M2|1(“X”),M2|2(“Y”), and M2|3(“Z”), can be generated. The 

receiving LP can restore both messages regardless the incoming order, as shown in 

Figure 81. If the message ID is not available, the two messages may be reconstructed 

into random combination as long as they obey the segment ID, such as “AYC”, “XBC”. 
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Figure 81 Message reconstructing process example 

The message ID gives the message reconstructing process at the receiving end a gap of 

256 messages to reconstruct the incoming message. Combined with the node ID in the 

packet header, these two IDs create a gap for the receiver to reconstruct the message 

correctly, but if two different messages are sent from a single node that is sharing the 

same message ID after sending 256 messages, it will cause trouble when reconstructing 

the message. 
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Figure 82 Header format 

From a broader prospective, the protocol has two types of packets, namely the header 

packet and the body packet. A header packet holds information about the message type, 

size and length of a variable-size value, and the body packet holds detailed information 

about the message. The content of the body packet depends on the type of message 



defined in the header. A full list of message types and their formats can be found in 

Appendix C. 

Message Decomposition 

The decomposition of a message is relatively easy compared with the reconstruction 

work that needs to be done at the receiving end. This is because the sender has complete 

knowledge about what the real message is, as well as the order of packets prior to the 

start of a communication process. As a result, the decomposition can be implemented by 

a wrapper around the MPI calls. If a LP wants to send an event, all it needs to do is to 

call the event sending function and pass the event itself to the function. The rest will be 

done automatically. 

 

The MPI calls within this wrapper will only carry 32-bits of data in each message. This 

emulates the communication environment in the SpiNNaker system. A sample code to 

send an event is shown in Figure 83. 
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void send_event(logic_event ie,int value_size,int target,int tag) {

    payload[0] = cnt; // Message ID
    payload[1] = msg_cnt++; // Segment ID
    payload[2] = 0x50; // No. of non-value segments
    payload[3] = value_size; // Width of value in this event
    //===Sending this 32-bit payload through the network using MPI===
    MPI_Send(&payload,4,MPI_CHAR,target,tag,MPI_COMM_WORLD);

    payload[0] = cnt;

    payload[1] = msg_cnt++;

    payload[2] = ie.time >> 24; // Splitting 32-bit time integer
    payload[3] = ie.time >> 16; // into four 8-bit data
    MPI_Send(&payload,4,MPI_CHAR,target,tag,MPI_COMM_WORLD);

    payload[0] = cnt;

    payload[1] = msg_cnt++;

    payload[2] = ie.time >> 8;

    payload[3] = ie.time;

    MPI_Send(&payload,4,MPI_CHAR,target,tag,MPI_COMM_WORLD);

    payload[0] = cnt;

    payload[1] = msg_cnt++;

    payload[2] = ie.id >> 24; // Splitting 32-bit ID value
    payload[3] = ie.id >> 16; // into four 8-bit data
    MPI_Send(&payload,4,MPI_CHAR,target,tag,MPI_COMM_WORLD);

    payload[0] = cnt;

    payload[1] = msg_cnt++;

    payload[2] = ie.id >> 8;

    payload[3] = ie.id;

    MPI_Send(&payload,4,MPI_CHAR,target,tag,MPI_COMM_WORLD);

    string str = encode_value(ie.value,value_size);  // Encoding the logic states
    if (str.size()%2==1)      // Filling odd number bus
        str+='U';      // with an extra dummy bit
    for (int i=0;i<(int)str.size()/2;i++) { // Repeat the sending process
        payload[0] = cnt; // until all values are sent
        payload[1] = msg_cnt++;

        payload[2] = str.at(i*2);

        payload[3] = str.at(i*2+1);

        MPI_Send(&payload,4,MPI_CHAR,target,tag,MPI_COMM_WORLD);

    }
    incre(); // Increase message ID and reset segment ID
}  

Figure 83 MPI wrapper for event sending operation 

The aim of a wrapper is to hide the communication layer away from the simulation code. 

The wrapper takes logic events as its input, which consists of component ID, event time 

and component value. The size of the value is also an input to the wrapper. There are 

four logic states in this simulation system, which can be encoded to 2-bit for each bit in 

the component value. The encoding is desirable, because it can reduce the number of 

communication packets during simulation, and hence drives down the overall 

simulation time. The target and tag variables represent the source and target node IDs in 

the SpiNNaker packet (details about the SpiNNaker packet format can be found in 

Appendix C). The first 8-bits of all payloads is always the message ID, which increases 

after each message sending, and the second 8-bit is the segment ID, which also 

increases after each packet sending. 

 



In the header packet, 0x50 means there are five non-value packets in this message and 

the message type is 0. The value_size shows the length of logic value in the event, 

which gives an idea as to how many packets are required for delivering this message. 

For the following four packets, they transfer the component ID and event timestamp, 

which are 32-bit integers, to the target. These are the five non-value packets. The 

number of packets for the event value portion of the message is solely decided by the 

variable value_size. Four logic values will be packed as a character, and these characters 

are joined together to form a string, which is transferred over the network. All other 

communication wrappers are implemented based on this same principle. 

Message Reconstructing 

The reconstructing process is much more complex than message decomposition. When 

decomposing a message, knowledge of order of packet sending and size of the message 

are fully understood prior to sending. In contrast, the reconstructing process needs to 

establish the specification of each message from scattered packets. 

 

There are three problems involved when reconstructing a message. Firstly, when 

dealing with messages collisions, which are caused by message sent from different 

sources, the packets of a single message are no longer contiguously received at the 

target. Therefore a buffer to store any unprocessed packet fragments is required. 

Secondly, the communication delay for each packet is different, and problems may 

occur when there is a very long delay waiting for one of the message packets to arrive. 

To improve the reconstructing performance, the reconstructing process must be capable 

of processing a message that has already arrived in full while still waiting for a specific 

packet to arrive. Thirdly, when reconstructing a message, a program call to other 

functions after reconstructing a message is inevitable. Thus the reconstructing process 

should be able to perform nested reconstructing operations. Based on the description 

above, a general picture can be established of all the problems that may occur. 

 

With the implementation of this reconstructing process, three storage components are 

involved. The first component is the main buffer, which temporarily holds all 

unprocessed or unrecognized packet fragments in the system. The second is a 
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reconstructing buffer, which processes the packet fragments in their received order. For 

example, if the first packet received is from node 2 with a message ID of 10, it will wait 

indefinitely for the rest of this message to arrive. This gives an extra layer of protection 

to the causality rule in the simulation. However, as described above, there are some 

cases where there will be a long delay before the system can receive the rest of a 

message. To tackle this problem, a third reconstructing buffer is introduced. This buffer 

will try to find any messages that have arrived and stored completely in the main buffer. 

This buffer clears the backlog of transferred messages in the main buffer. Initially, the 

third buffer was also a reconstructing buffer that processes incoming messages 

according to their receiving order, but it could not cope with the overwhelming load of 

incoming messages. The processing flow is shown in Figure 84. 
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Figure 84 Message reconstructing process 

After collecting together all the packets in a message, the actual reconstructing of the 

packets is required, and the communication protocol is the key to reconstruct a message. 

The header packet contains all the information needed for reconstructing, from the 

message type to the total number of packets involved. Part of the message 

reconstruction code is shown in Figure 85. 



case 7:         // Null message

loc_e.time = ((*in)[1][1]&255) << 24;

loc_e.time += ((*in)[1][0]&255) << 16;

loc_e.time += ((*in)[2][1]&255) << 8;

loc_e.time += (*in)[2][0]&255;

loc_e.id = ((*in)[3][1]&255) << 24;

loc_e.id += ((*in)[3][0]&255) << 16;

loc_e.id += ((*in)[4][1]&255) << 8;

loc_e.id += (*in)[4][0]&255;

clear_space(in,source,id,cnt,total);

update_boundary(loc_e);

break;
 

Figure 85 Message reconstructing code (partial) 

The reconstructing process will first of all select the correct message type and then fetch 

the data held within one of the two reconstructing buffers. After the data is stored as 

local variables, the reconstructing buffer will be cleared to make way for other messages. 

Once the buffer is cleared, the functional call will begin. In the sample code case, the 

event is added to the local event list for future processing, and once the messages are 

reconstructed, it will call on other functions to update the system data in the local LP; 

then the simulation process will continue to simulate the system in its updated state. 

Dynamic Load Balancing 4.6 

There is a problem when applying the deadlock avoidance technique to a scalable 

system, as deadlock avoidance technique cannot balance the workload caused by the 

initial partitioning. In order to compensate for this, the dynamic load balancing 

technique is introduced. This dynamic partitioning technique can shift this workload 

from a heavily loaded LP to a lightly loaded LP on-the-fly. 

 

In general, there are three types of workload during a simulation, computation, 

communication and synchronization. By definition, dynamic load balancing is a 

mechanism that distributes these three workloads across the platform on-the-fly. The 

synchronization cost in SDES is the cost of passing null messages that update the timing 

boundaries between LPs. Null messages are generated only if at least one event 

message is created. As a result, the cost of synchronization is a function of the 

communication cost in SDES. 
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Since the communication speed of the SpiNNaker platform has an edge over the 

conventional parallel cluster, communication cost that incurred during the simulation 

can be put aside at this part of the research. As shown in the results chapter (section 

5.2.3 ), the communication speed on SpiNNaker platform can be at least 34x faster than 

its conventional cluster opponent. Based on these insights, the only type of workload 

that might have an adverse effect on the final performance of the SDES is the 

computational workload.  

 

The logic behind optimistic simulation is that using excessive computation power to 

fully exploit the parallelism of a simulated circuit, as the clusters on which these 

simulations are carried out on consists of powerful CPUs, but ones that have a mediocre 

communication system. However, the SpiNNaker system is the exact opposite to this, as 

the node communication based SpiNNaker system has fast communication links 

between any two cores, although the CPUs employed are not as powerful as they are in 

conventional clusters; as a result, SDES shifts the parallel exploitation method from 

computation power focused to communication focused. 

 

The costs of sending a 32-bit message between two LPs are 0.1µs per hop, and 11µs for 

the SpiNNaker and Iridis clusters, respectively. The 0.1µs is the time taken for a packet 

to travel through a SpiNNaker node. The Iridis cluster is the parallel cluster used in 

emulating the SpiNNaker platform, and details of this performance test are in the 

communication speed section in the results chapter. Communication speed in the 

SpiNNaker is approximately 34x faster than it is in the Iridis cluster. As a result, the key 

to scalability in an SDES is to balance the computation workload evenly among LPs 

without considering the communication cost associated with it. This is the reason why 

both static and dynamic load balancing techniques are employed to ensure an even 

distribution of workload. The static partitioning maps the circuit to SpiNNaker nodes 

with minimized communication cut between them and the dynamic partitioning 

balances the component processing workload on-the-fly. 

 



4.6.1 Load Balancing Mechanism 

There are two stages in the diffusional load balancing: measurement and execution. 

DLB needs to establish a workload distribution status prior to performing a load 

balancing action. The workload in a DLB is the number of events being executed, 

because this is linked directly to computational workload distribution. This load 

information is broadcast to all node neighbours, so each simulation process will hold a 

copy of the workload status of its neighbouring simulation processes. Along with the 

workload’s status, the simulated device ID that is most active within a simulation 

process is also passed on to the neighbours, which gives a reference point for DLB. 
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Figure 86 Dynamic load balancing process 

Once the workload information is collected, DLB needs to decide whether to perform a 

load balance. This is determined by two factors, minimum workload boundary (MWB) 

and maximum workload difference ratio (MWD). The boundary prevents premature 

load balancing activity due to insufficient workload data: for example, if a process 

processed only one event, but its neighbour did not have a single event, there would be 

little point in changing the status quo. Without the MWB, DLB would be carried out, 

due to the 100% workload difference. However, this is clearly inappropriate and must 

be avoided. 
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After DLB is carried out, the workload level is logged, and unless the local workload 

surpasses the previous level plus the MWB again, no DLB is allowed. For instance, if 

the MWB is set to 100, an LP reaches 1000 events at the first DLB, and transfers 40% 

of its workload to another LP, then the local workload will drop to 600 and the next 

DLB level will be set to 1100. However, this inhibits the DLB source LP from quickly 

initiating another transfer. The default value of MWD is 10%, but it can be changed 

through amending program arguments. 

 

The workload difference ratio permits the simulator to tolerate workload differences up 

to a specified limit, and if this ratio is set to zero, the simulator will always try to 

balance the system rather than to simulate the system. The process is demonstrated in 

Figure 86. When it comes to deciding how much workload should be transferred, this is 

normally defined dynamically by the SDES itself in accordance with the MWD, as 

defined by the user. If, for example, the workload difference between two processes is 

30%, at least half of this workload difference, 15% in this example, is transferred to a 

target LP. This is the guiding transfer level, meaning that the source LP must collect 

enough workload to surpass this level. The default setting is 10,000 events, the same as 

the MWD, but this can be changed by the user. 

 

There are cases, though, where the load difference is 100%, meaning that 50% of the 

workload should be transferred in order to balance the workload. However, in practice 

this often leads to a reverse transfer of components in later stages, because source LPs 

always transfer more workload than the guiding transfer level, meaning that they 

transfer much more workload than they actually should. Source LPs collect components 

until the collected accumulation of workload is greater than the guiding transfer level. 

As a result, an upper limit of 40% is set so as to reduce the frequency of workload 

backflow. 

 

Apart from these two parameters, another parameter known as DLB frequency controls 

the wall clock time gap between two DLB events. As LPs in a SDES are event driven 

processes, whenever workload information is updated, the analysis function is called on. 



This analysis operation not only takes time, but also obstructs other messages that try to 

pass through the monitor process. The DLB frequency control tackles this problem by 

setting a minimum wall clock time gap between DLB operations. The default value is 

set to 3 seconds, but it can be changed through program arguments. 

 

Local Hierarchical and Global Diffusional Structure 

In a conventional DLB, the simulation problem is divided into many sub-sets and these 

subsets are subsequently partitioned and mapped to physical processors. In effect, this 

creates a two tiered structure where hardware and software forms its own rigid structure. 

During a DLB process, although each subset is able to be moved between processors, 

the size of each subset is fixed throughout the simulation. This might have drawbacks, 

since the size of these subsets are determined by static partitioning which lacks the 

knowledge of live workload distribution. 

 

Furthermore, the hardware hierarchy provided by the SpiNNaker platform naturally 

divides the processing power into nodes, where each consists of 18 physical cores. The 

hardware itself already forms a two tiered communication infrastructure. The idea 

behind DLB in SDES is to relieve the rigid structure imposed by the conventional DLB 

technique, since moving a sub-set problem can be computational demanding and not 

necessary. Considering the massive core count in SpiNNaker, the size of each subset 

will be small in comparison to a conventional environment. Therefore, instead of each 

subset having its own groups of data, the DLB in SDES decomposes the static 

partitioned structure so that each individual component can move freely around the 

system.  

 

The SpiNNaker hardware requires the DLB to have two transfer layers, on-node and 

off-node balancing. The on-node balancing moves components between LPs within a 

same node, whereas off-node balancing moves components between neighbouring 

nodes. Since the cost of moving components within a node will be less than its off-node 
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opponent, due to shorter path and less processors involved, the on-node transfer will 

have a higher priority than the off-node transfer. 

 

If DLB is ever required by the simulation, LPs that are subject to any component 

movement will be frozen. Once an LP is frozen, it cannot simulate until it has been 

“defrosted” by the monitor process. The on-node balancing function freezes the LPs 

with the maximum and minimum workload within a node, leaving the rest of the LPs to 

carry on with the simulation. In the case of off-node balancing, workload balancing will 

freeze the local LP in the node that has the maximum workload, and in the node with 

the lightest workload the least loaded LP in the balance target node will be frozen. In 

both cases, the monitor will enter balancing mode and reject any other requests for DLB 

from other sources. 

4.6.2 Implementation Obstacles 

There are difficulties involved when merging DLB with conservative simulation. The 

first of the problems is the need to correctly handle messages while performing a 

balancing action. When a monitor enters balancing mode, messages do not stop arriving 

at the monitor: some of them even target the LPs involved in its balancing action. If 

they are routed to the balancing source LP, the message might be ignored later in the 

simulation process, because the balancing source LP may have already moved the 

component at which the arriving message is targeted. Hence, during the balancing mode, 

a monitor process will store any messages for balancing related LPs and process them in 

batches after balancing has been completed. 

 

The second difficulty faced by DLB is the distributed nature of the data around the 

system. In both conservative and optimistic simulation, the simulated circuit is 

partitioned at the start of a simulation, and this partitioning is not altered during the 

simulation. Therefore, a full history of events of all local gates can be accessed without 

any difficulty. However, after DLB is introduced, components are moved on a regular 

basis, so future events, as well as the most recent logic values associated with moved 

components, need to be sent to the balancing target LPs. Furthermore, some of these 

values may not be available locally. As a result, a function that fetches historic values of 



a component in foreign LPs is required. This guarantees that the system states are 

correctly set up in the balancing target LP prior to moving on from the balancing stage. 
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Figure 87 Distributed data handling at DLB 

In Figure 87, a sample circuit fragment is shown. Gate A (GA) is situated in a foreign 

LP for both LP B and LP C. When gate B is being moved from LP B to LP C, the input 

signal of gate B, which is LP A, is also required to be transferred to LP C, and this 

prevents the balancing target from processing events with out of date or missing circuit 

states. As initially LP A is not a direct input to the local component gate C (GC) in LP 

C, its logic state is hence not updated. 

 

The third problem is collecting enough gates to balance the workload between LPs or 

nodes. There are two references enabling a slave process to gather its workload: 

component with peak activity count; and the difference in workload between processes 

by percentage. It was decided to have three stages to the data acquisition activity. The 

first round collects the fan-in and fan-out gates of this peak component. If the first 

round fails to gather enough workload, the gates surrounding the peak component will 

be gathered during the second round, and yet another round of component collection 

may be carried out if there are still not enough components to meet the workload 

transfer ratio. This will choose the most active component that was not included in the 

first two phases, and will restart the process again. A sample workload gathering 

illustration is shown in Figure 88. 
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Figure 88 Workload gathering rule 

This workload collection mechanism is built around the idea that the most active 

component always sits in the busiest area of activity in a local partition. Collecting the 

gates directly or indirectly linked to it will generate the maximum workload package 

whilst at the same time including the least number of gates, which helps reduce the 

component transfer time during DLB. 

 

The workload collection mechanism accumulates components that belong to zone 1, 

which has direct I/O relationship with the most active local component, one by one until 

it collected all components in zone 1. Then the mechanism search for components in 

zone 2, which has indirect I/O relationship with the most active local component. If all 

components in zone 1 and 2 are collected but still have not gathered enough workload, 

then the process repeats again on the most active local component outside zone 1 and 2. 

The process repeats until it has collected enough workload. 

 



4.6.3 Impact of DLB on processes 

DLB has an impact on both slave and monitor processes. The slave process has to add 

extra functions in order to fulfil the component collection function required by the 

SDES system, and the monitor process has to manage the DLB process and collaborate 

with adjacent nodes. 

Slave Process 

There are two major components added to the slave process by the introduction of DLB; 

the global virtual time service and the DLB component and event transfer mechanism. 

Global Virtual Time (GVT) 

GVT requires synchronization, which in conventional simulators there are three ways of 

approaching the problem (a grid-based, a tree-based, and a centralized)[134], [135]. 

However, synchronization in SDES does not stop any of the LPs from continuing the 

simulation. Instead, a token with two integers is passed on by the LPs. The first integer 

is the real GVT, which LPs can use as a reference to determine the end of a simulation. 

The second integer is the potential GVT, which tries out a new GVT ready for the next 

real GVT. LPs cannot modify the real GVT, but they can assign the local time to GVT 

if the local time is lower than the potential GVT in the original token. After travelling 

through all LPs once, the potential GVT is assigned as real GVT and the next 

synchronization is ready to be launched. This synchronization process cannot collect the 

real-time GVT in the system, but it has the benefit of allowing the simulation to keep 

flowing whilst at the same time determining the GVT. 

 

This is different from the GVT introduced in time warp technique. The original GVT 

sends out local virtual time requests to all LPs concurrently, and collects the local 

virtual time feedback from all LPs gradually. This can potentially generate a great 

number of packets during a simulation. The special property of the communication 

system on SpiNNaker platform requires data to be transferred by hopping all the nodes 

along the path between two distant nodes. The packets can flood the communication 

system around the GVT initiating node, as local virtual time feedback from all the LPs 

in the system try to reach a single core. Moreover, this process is required to carry out 
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on a regular basis, which can potentially cause problems. As a result, a modified version 

of GVT collection service is implemented in SDES, which collects the data sequentially. 

 

The DLB component and event transfer mechanism is designed to collect components 

using the mechanism outlined in section 4.6.2 . The LPs maintain a pointer to the local 

component with the highest workload when processing events, and the total local 

workload is also tracked throughout the simulation, which provide reference points for 

the transfer mechanism. The highest workload component forms the origin of 

component collection, and the total amount of events that need to be collected is a 

variable ratio in comparison to the total workload in a local LP. This ratio has an upper 

boundary of 40%, which allows the LP to transfer a maximum 40% of the total 

workload in a local LP in any one DLB operation. Although there is no lower boundary 

imposed on the ratio, the MWB and MWD imposed by the monitor process (see section 

5.2.4 ) protects the DLB from transferring too little workload. 

 

The 40% workload ratio is set to prevent DLB zigzagging, because a lower ratio of 

workload is then transferred between the processes, creating a barrier against the DLB 

moving the same component back to its original position. This is because, the 40% 

workload ratio is again imposed when the component is trying to move back, which 

only allows 40% of its original 40% workload to be transferred for the second time. 

Even in the event that this happens, the 40% ratio greatly reduces the likelihood 

continual transfer, and the workload based collection mechanism collects different 

components according to the component with the highest workload. 

 

In an extreme case, where the workload for a single component is over 40% of the 

overall workload in a local LP, the LP will simply block the component transfer request 

and wait for the monitor process to resume normal simulation. 

Monitor Process 

Similar to the slave process, the monitor process also has two stages in the DLB system. 

The first stage is the initialization stage. The component transfer can occur between 



local LPs in a local node, or between two adjacent SDES nodes. The initiation of local 

node DLB is triggered if the workloads in two local LPs are greater than the MWB and 

the difference in workload has exceeded the MWD. The initiation of cross node DLB is 

more complicated. The monitors in both source and target nodes will be frozen to 

prevent any further DLB operation. The sender’s monitor has to ensure that none of its 

fan-in nodes are, at the same time, engaged in any DLB operations, and if these 

criterions are not met then the DLB operation will be cancelled. The MWB for a cross 

node DLB is relaxed to n*(workload boundary), where n is the number of LPs in an 

SDES node. The operation stage of both scenarios is explained in the rest of this section. 

 

In a local node DLB scenario, the DLB operation carried out in the local node and is 

irrelevant to the external nodes, as the monitor-partitioned information is not available 

to external nodes anyway. However, the monitor process does need to shield itself from 

further DLB requests from other nodes, so any incoming DLB requests entering during 

this time will be rejected. 

 

After the monitor is shielded, the monitor needs to freeze both the source and target LPs 

from event execution. During this freeze period, any messages that have a destination 

set to either of the frozen LPs will be stored in a message queue in the monitor process. 

When the source LP receives the freeze signal, it starts to collect the components until it 

meets the workload criteria, which is packed into the freeze signal. The source LP has 

no knowledge of the destination of these removed components, but after the DLB 

process it will flag these components as a foreign. Immediately after the collection of 

components is finished, any pending or processed events associated with the removal 

component are also transferred to the monitor process. Only the processed event with 

the highest timestamp will be transferred, so as to indicate the current logic state of a 

component. These components and events will be transferred to the target LP via the 

monitor. In the meantime, the monitor must distinguish these DLB-related unprocessed 

and processed event messages from normal event messages, as DLB does not stop other 

non-DLB associated LPs from simulation. However, the LP in a DLB operation does 

impose a boundary constraint on other LPs until it is defrosted by the monitor process. 
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Once all the DLB-related data is forwarded by the source LP, a confirmation signal is 

generated by the source LP and passed on to the target LP via the monitor process. An 

acknowledgement signal is fed back to the monitor process by the target LP, which 

allows the monitor process permission to resume normal simulation operation. At this 

point any messages stored in the monitor process that have either the source or target LP 

as its destination are released, and the boundary re-establishment stage starts, which is 

discussed later in this section. The monitor process defrosts itself, as well as the source 

and target LPs, so that the simulation process can resume. 

 

In the cross-node DLB scenario, the freezing sequence is similar, but instead of freezing 

one monitor and two LPs, two LPs in two different nodes, as well as at least two 

monitor processes, will be frozen. After freezing the processes, the transfer is very 

similar to the local-node DLB. The difference between these two DLB scenarios is that 

all the components, events and control signals have to be routed through an additional 

monitor process. Another difference lies in the partition information update. In a local-

node DLB, the node information of a component is not changed throughout the process, 

which is not the case with a cross-node DLB function. The new node information must 

be sent to the fan-in node that has a connection through the sender’s monitor to one of 

these transferred components. This enables the fan-in nodes to immediately redirect any 

messages to the correct destination. 

 

The simulation progress is not affected by the DLB process, because the event with the 

lowest timestamp will still be safe to be processed after the DLB process. A Deadlock 

problem may arise after the DLB process, however, additional null messages were 

introduced to update the timing information for all LPs, releasing the LPs from any 

potential deadlock created during the DLB process.  

 

Moreover, the monitor process must analyse the structure of the circuit after the 

components have been transferred. This process may eliminate the boundary array, 



introduce a new one, or even keep the same boundary. In the case where an additional 

boundary is created, the monitor process sends a signal to the node of the new boundary 

and forces this node to send out a null message so as to update the boundary between 

these two nodes. Furthermore, in a local DLB, the source and target LPs have the same 

monitor process, which is different from a cross-node DLB. In a DLB, the acknowledge 

signal generated by the target LP is only readable by monitor process of the target LP. 

This process will defrost the local target LP as well as the source LP’s process, which 

will trigger a further round of defrost signals to the source LP and all frozen fan-in 

nodes. 
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Summary 4.7 

This chapter covers four main topics related to the SDES system implementation. 

 The SpiNNaker emulator is an important part of the overall SDES system. The 

emulator replaces the interface between the SDES system and the SpiNNaker 

hardware system. It emulates a simple packet receive interrupt in a local process, 

and a packet passing mechanism which is transparent to the SDES system. 

 The SDES system and its implementation process are also discussed in this chapter, 

and the landscape of all the data in the SDES system is laid out. The division of 

labour between monitor and slave processes is explained; slave processes (LPs) 

perform event processing tasks, monitor processes focus on message routing and 

dynamic load balancing controls. The modelling of digital circuit states is also 

introduced. 

 The Communication platform encodes and decodes the 32-bit packets and allows 

the SDES LPs to communicate with their peers using messages, but leaves the low 

level communication packets to the platform. 

 The Dynamic load balancing technique employed is a sender-initiated diffusional 

technique which can cope with the fully distributed SpiNNaker system. Three main 

parameters can be modified to change the DLB behaviour, namely MWB, MWD 

and DLB frequency. 
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Chapter 5 Results 
 

The goal of developing SDES is letting the simulator utilize the advantages of the 

SpiNNaker to outperform conventional parallel simulation. A way to illustrate this is to 

use SDES on a wide variety of different circuits. This chapter focuses on the 

performance of SDES , applied to the portfolio of test circuits. The chapter has two 

sections, discussing the partitioning and simulation results respectively. 

Partitioning Results 5.1 

Prior to introducing the simulation results, the simulator must first be able to partition 

the input circuits under certain parameters and constraints. There are two types of 

partitioning mechanisms in SDES, static and dynamic. The effect of dynamic 

partitioning can only be illustrated under live simulation. Hence, the effect of dynamic 

partitioning is discussed in the next section of this chapter. 

 

The static partitioning system in SDES deals with the input circuit just before the 

simulation, which is a CLG. The aim of static partitioning is to reduce the number of 

wire cuts produced by partitioning the circuit. Therefore, in order to justify the 

movement of a component, the movement must produce a reduction in wire cut cost. In 

addition, the gate count balance between different partitions has to remain within certain 

limits. This problem is solved in SDES by limiting the maximum and minimum number 

of components resident in a single partition. Once a partition reaches the maximum 

number of components, it will not accept any further inflow of components. Conversely, 

when a partition reaches the lower boundary, outflow is prohibited. 

 

To test the efficacy of the partitioning circuit, a DES circuit is used. For the purposes of 

increasing the size of the circuit, additional DES blocks are connected in series, as 

illustrated in Figure 89. A single DES consists of 5.5K gates in CLG. 



DES

Key Dir

DES

Key Dir

DES

Key Dir

 

Figure 89 A chain of DES blocks used in the partitioning test 

Static partitioning requires an initial partitioning before performing the multi-way re-

distribution. This initial partition can be trivial for example random partitioning or naïve 

partitioning for example in the order of component ID (block partitioning). By using 

block partitioning, the number of wire cuts for single, triple and quintuple DES circuits 

are shown in Figure 90. 

 

Figure 90 Initial wire cuts under block partitioning 

The wire cuts in Figure 90 represent the total number of wire cuts within the system. As 

the number of partitions increases, the total number of communication cut by 

partitioning increases, this cut is referred as partitioning cost or wire cuts. However, the 

partitioning cost saturates when it approaches a higher number of partitions. This is due 

to fewer numbers of gates located in each LP as the number of partitions increases. 

Hence the possible wire cut count within each LP decreases as the partition size 

increases, as shown in Figure 91. The trend is towards a single digit wire cut per 

partition, when the number of partitions approaches the number of gates within a circuit. 
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The clock signals and other multiple fan-out gates prevent the wire cut per partition 

reducing to zero. 

 

Figure 91 Initial wire cut distribution 

 

Figure 92 Improved wire cut distribution under block partitioning 

The multi-way partitioning algorithm, which is based on Kernighan–Lin algorithm, but 

extended to support multiple partitions (see section 2.3.1 for detail), can effectively 

reduce the number of wire cuts within the system, as shown in Figure 92. The reduction 

is over 40% if the initial wire cuts per partition are over 60. The multi-way partition 

result gradually converges to that of the block partitioning method, due to the reduction 



in the number of gates in each partition. When each gate is assigned to a distinct 

partition, there is no way for the partitioner to reduce wire cut count while balancing the 

number of gates assigned to each partition. 
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Figure 93 Five individual 5-stage clock generation circuits 

In some extreme cases, the multi-way partitioning algorithm may fail to perform as well 

as manual partitioning. Take Figure 93 as an example, the 25 inverters are split into 5 

partitions where all wires have been cut. The best possible partition can be easily 

identified manually, where no wire cuts are required and the circuit is perfectly balanced 

in terms of gate count. When this circuit is fed to the multi-way partition algorithm, the 

algorithm fails to identify the optimum partitioning setting. This is because of the lack 

of general structure analysis during the partitioning process. In other partitioning 

methods, such as clustering, an analysis of local connectivity can prevent the split 

between tightly connected components. Due to the limitations in time, the multi-way 

partitioning method is implemented. From the wire cut performance point of view, the 

number of wire cuts is reduced from 25 to only 9. In this sense, the algorithm still works. 
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Figure 94 Partitioning result map for 5-stage clock circuit 

Figure 94 shows results generated by the static partitioning algorithm. With a loose load 

constraint, the static partitioning method can tolerate 100% load difference between 

partitions. This can lead to empty partitions, due to the tendency of putting all the 

workload into a single partition. To avoid this, a stricter load constraint which only 

allows 50% load difference in the test below shown in Figure 95. After imposing the 

limit, the cut cost increases by 12.5%, but the standard deviation of workload between 

LPs reduces from 3.6 to 2, a 44% reduction. 

 

The previous test illustrates that the multi-way partitioning algorithm cannot handle 

extreme cases, but in other cases, it shows the capability of reaching a good partitioning 

result. 
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Figure 95 Sample circuit illustrating partitioning effectiveness 



In the case of Figure 95, the best partition can also be easily identified, which lies 

between gate 5 and gate 6, but the initial partition setting mixed the gates in both gate 

blocks and hides the best possible cut wire in one of the partitions. The process of multi-

way partitioning shown in Figure 96, demonstrates the partitioning changes occurred 

during the process. The number in each component represents the number of wire cuts 

that can be reduced. Positive number means a reduction of communications cut can be 

achieved, where negative means an increase in communications cut if the component is 

shifted to another partition. In short, the multi-way partitioning method may not be able 

to find out best partitioning setting, but it can reduce the wire cut cost, and hence 

communications cost. 
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Figure 96 Sample circuit partitioning process 
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Simulation Results 5.2 

In chapter 3, a portfolio of circuits designed to exercise in various aspects of SDES was 

presented. Their aims are to show the performance of SDES under specifically designed 

conditions. Most of these conditions try to reach the performance corner cases for SDES, 

such as high combinational circuits or pure sequential circuits. Hence, the performance 

of SDES for various other different circuits can be estimated according to their 

simulation performance under Iridis cluster. As explained in section 3.3 , there are three 

aspects of SDES whose performance is of interest: event processing, communication 

and dynamic partitioning. The tests carried out to evaluate their performance are 

explained in detail in this section. 

5.2.1 Instrumentation 

In order to provide a clear image of how the system performs, a set of uniform 

performance gauging references are required. On the simulator side, a mechanism to 

measure the timing and workload is required. They provide the performance data which 

can be compared to other references. On the portfolio side, they need to be characterized 

as well as the simulator. This is because the complexity of a simulation varies even 

under the same circuit but different in test benches. As a result, this section is naturally 

divided into two parts. 

SDES performance instrumentation 

In order to demonstrate the performance of SDES, a probing mechanism is required. 

Among the mountains of data produced by SDES, timing and workload distribution is 

especially important. Traditionally, the Multi-Processing Environment (MPE) package 

from MPICH, an implementation of the MPI standard, is used to collect timing 

information. MPE creates a log file full of timing information of the discrete time 

instances during simulation. After the simulation, this log file can be viewed via a 

dedicated log file viewer Jumpshot. However, the size of SDES states overwhelms the 

logging system of MPE. MPE stores too much information and the analysis tool is 

unable to cope with the size of the performance data generated by SDES, which easily 

generates more than 10Gbytes of logging data. As a result, the MPE system is not 

employed. Instead a simplified version of it was implemented in SDES. 

 



Instead of using the complex MPE logging command, SDES stores all the timing 

information in memory as an array, which is then exported to a file and analysed by an 

external program. As the communication time is the only time that can be scaled down 

in the process, the time monitoring activities are focused on communication time. 
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Figure 97 Communication time scaling example 

The scaling mechanism is explained in section 3.3.4 . And as a reminder, the description 

figure is shown again in Figure 97. By scaling down the communication time labelled 

by the time sampling points, the communication time cost after transferring the design 

onto SpiNNaker can be estimated. The speedup of simulation can also be calculated by 

dividing the simulation time on single processor by the time on parallel processors. 

        
           

         
 

Workload distribution on the other hand requires relatively detailed information at 

different discrete time instances. Workload in SDES is defined as the accumulated 

number of events being processed on a LP. DLB in SDES requires each gate component 

having an event counter attached to it, which counts all the activities occurring on each 

gate. This detailed information provides a perfect reference for DLB with which can 

work. Workload information is the key to dynamic load balancing. The dynamic nature 
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of the workload distribution means that enormous quantities of runtime data must be 

collected. However, not all the details are useful from the point of view of the observer. 

As a result, a coarse measurement of the workload is applied. 

 

Gate distribution collects the gate count in all LPs whenever a change in partition 

occurs. This provides an overview of the workload among LPs as a function of time. 

Although equilibrium in gate count does not necessarily mean an equilibrium state in 

workload, it can provide an insight to where the workload is and how much DLB has 

shifted the workload from one LP to another. Furthermore, gate distribution only 

generates a few data points which dramatically reduce the number of logging data in 

comparison to workload distribution, and both distributions tell a similar story from the 

point of view of the observer. 

 

Along with the gate distribution data, the size of the event list gives a good estimate of 

the future workload on a single LP. In general, workload on a single LP should roughly 

equal to the integral of the size of the local event list (Figure 98). The differences 

between the two are caused by events that do not change the value of a gate or disappear 

at the output port of the system. This relationship can predict the workload distribution 

and hence compensate the gate distribution data in terms of the real workload. With 

these two monitoring mechanisms incorporated into SDES, the performance of SDES 

can be extracted with ease. 
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Figure 98 Relationship between event list and workload 

5.2.2 Event Processing Speed 

The performance of the event processing engine can be described in two parts. The first 

question raised is the event processing speed during sequential simulation. This 

provides a guideline to compare the performance of SDES with other discrete event 

simulators of similar type. The second part is the parallel performance of SDES, which 

shows how the event processing power grows with the available computing power 

provides an insight to the scalability of the simulator. 

Sequential simulation speed 

The first performance parameter for a simulator is the event execution speed. This is an 

essential parameter, as it shows the event processing effectiveness of a simulator. It can 

be compared across different systems, as shown at the end of this section. The size of 

the main event list at any time instance has a huge impact on the event execution speed. 

In order to demonstrate this effect, circuits with different size are simulated in 

sequential mode. 
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Figure 99 Individual clock generation circuit 

An array of ring oscillator circuits is employed to explore the event execution speed. 

Each individual clock generation circuit is a 3-stage ring oscillator (Figure 99). All of 

them are running at a clock speed of 333MHz. Each oscillator generates 1 event at any 

discrete time instance. In this test, the number of inverter oscillators involved ranges 

from 1 to 1000 ring oscillators. The tests measure the overall simulation time for the 

simulator to process a fixed amount of events across different sizes of circuit. The 

amount of events simulated ranges from 1 million to 10 million. The simulation time 

against the number of simulated events is plotted in Figure 100. 



 

Figure 100 Simulation time in wall clock vs. number of simulated events 

The time difference for simulating the same number of events is due to the increase in 

search space when new events are generated, as a newly generated event needs to search 

and compare with all the existing events that fall in the timestamp. The last event in a 

10 ring oscillator circuit requires comparing with 9 other events to check if there are any 

duplicated value alternations. If these duplicated events are not removed from local 

event list, after propagating through the communication network, the order of execution 

for events carrying a same timestamp can be out of order, and hence the wrong result 

can be produced. The total number of search and compare operation needs to be carried 

in a single time step out can be represented as 
      

 
⁄  , where N is the number 

events sharing the same timestamp. If the total number of search and compare 

operations for a 1 ring oscillator circuit is x, the n oscillator circuit needs to perform 

      
 

⁄  operations. 

 

The linear relationship between the overall simulation time and the total number of 

simulated events shows the event execution speed is fixed for a circuit. However, the 

execution speed varies wildly. Based on Figure 100, the event execution speed for the 

four different circuits are 110K events per second (eps) for 1 ring oscillator, 108K eps 

for 10 rings, 73K eps for 100 rings, and 18K eps for 1000 rings. This gives a spectrum 
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of speed for SDES to compare with other discrete event simulators. Other work [89], 

[136], [137] achieves a speed of 2M eps and 500K eps in serial mode respectively. Both 

techniques are pursuing the time warp technique, which tested to have a better 

performance than deadlock avoidance technique in some cases. This shows that there is 

a 20X – 100X sequential performance gap between the SDES and other 

implementations. This is a great room of performance improvement in the future. The 

focus of this project is to develop a simulation system which is capable of large 

scalability. The absolute speed is not the main focus at this stage. 

Parallel simulation speed 

The relationship between the input computing power and the performance speedup 

defines the performance of a parallel simulation. This is different from the evaluation of 

sequential speed. 

 

In a parallel environment, simulators have to deal with communication between 

processors as well as event execution. However, it is the event execution that counts in 

the speedup measurement. If communication processing time dominates a simulation, 

the speedup in this simulation is capped due to the limited time contributed to event 

processing, upon which the speedup measurement is based. 

 

The individual clock generation circuit is developed to reach the computational end of 

the performance spectrum. If the individual clock generation circuits are ideally 

distributed among LPs, there is no communication involved during a simulation. 

 

The delay on each inverter is 1 ns, which means the clock rate in each ring oscillator is 

333MHz. The simulation end time is set to 20µs, so each of the ring oscillators 

generates 20,000 events in the overall simulation. As a result, by simply stacking up the 

number of ring oscillators, the density of events in the test circuit increases. 

 



If the speedup that is shown by the SDES continues to increase until the number of LPs 

reaches the number of gates in the system, the SDES can be asserted to have a good 

scalability. In this test, three sets of ring oscillator arrays are employed, containing 25, 

50, and 100 oscillators. They have 75, 150, and 300 gates respectively. 

 

A key parameter needs to be determined before applying these tests: the optimal number 

of LPs to be employed in each virtual SpiNNaker node. The physical structure of the 

SpiNNaker hardware system has a two-tiered processing system, the monitor process 

and the slave processes. The monitor process might become a potential bottleneck of the 

SDES system. 

 

To establish the value of this parameter, the 100 ring oscillator array is employed, 

which contains 300 gates. By fixing the number of LPs to around 300 and simulating 

under different numbers of virtual SpiNNaker nodes, an insight provided to this 

problem. In addition, this test also reaches the point where the number of LP equals to 

the number of gates in a CuS. 

 

The only parameter changes during the simulation is the ratio between monitor and 

slave processes. The number of LPs and monitors is shown in Table 7. The first row 

shows the number of LPs per node, which is the only parameter changed during the 

simulation. The second row shows the number of nodes required to reach 300 LPs, as 

there is only one monitor process per node, this row also presents the number of 

monitors exists during a simulation. The third row shows the number of LPs which are 

the effective number of processes engaged in event processing. The total number of 

processes is the sum of the number of monitors and LPs plus an additional overseer 

process which controls the initialization and finalization stage of the system. 
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LPs/node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Total Nodes /

No. of Monitors 300 150 100 75 60 50 43 38 33 30 27 25 23 21 20

Total LPs 300 300 300 300 300 300 301 304 297 300 297 300 299 294 300

Total Processes 601 451 401 376 361 351 345 343 331 331 325 326 323 316 321  

Table 7 Total process count during simulation 

The graph (Figure 101) shows that the simulation with 5 LPs per node has the fastest 

performance relative to other numbers of LPs per node. In other words, a monitor to 

slave process ratio of 1:5 is the most effective rate for monitor process to avoid being a 

bottleneck. The initial improvement of performance is mainly due to the increase in 

event processing power while the cost of monitor is relatively fixed. However, as the 

number of LPs on a node increases, the bottleneck effect of monitor process starts to 

appear, as more and more LPs request attention from the monitor process. 

 

Figure 101 Performance under various numbers of LPs per node 

The ring oscillator array can now be simulated using five LPs per node to compare the 

performance speedup relationship across different circuit sizes. By applying the 34X 

scaling, the maximum speedup that can be achieved should be much higher than it is on 

the Iridis platform, as the event processing time is negligible compared to the 

communication required to get the event across the system. The result graph is shown in 

Figure 102. 



 

Figure 102 Scalability test with different ring oscillator array size 

As the size of the ring oscillator array increases, the maximum speed up before scaling 

increases and saturates at a certain level. Even with more than 100 LPs simulating the 

100 oscillator array; the maximum speedup is only around 4 times faster than simulating 

using 1 LP. This is mainly caused by the ever increase in the communication that travels 

between different LPs. When the communication cost is scaled down to 3% of its 

original, the speedup shoots up to over 10 times compared to its original speedup. As a 

result, communication cost replaces the event processing cost. 

 

However, if the communication cost is scaled down, the effect on the overall simulation 

time can be easily observed. When simulating a 50 and 100 ring oscillator array circuit, 

the average speedup achieved after scaling down the communication cost is around 60 

times compared to only a single digit speedup without the communication cost scaling. 

The SDES is capable of achieving a high level of scalability, if the CuS (circuit under 

simulation) possesses good parallelism. 

 

Apart from the advantages that parallel simulation brings, the worst case scenario must 

also be explored. At the other end of the spectrum where communication activity 

dominates a simulation, the performance is hard hit by the lack of parallelism in the 
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simulated circuit. Based on this idea, a circuit that is fully sequential is devised to 

examine the parallel overhead that is introduced when the simulation is parallelized. 

9

 

Figure 103 Sequential chain of inverters 

Figure 103 shows a fully sequential system which consists of 9 inverters with a delay of 

1 ns on each inverter. A source which continuously generates events at 333MHz is 

connected to them. This circuit is simulated under ten LPs, but they are mapped in two 

different settings. In one simulation setup, the nine gates plus the source are mapped to 

10 different nodes, each node has 1 monitor process and 1 slave process therefore only 1 

LP is available for event processing. Each holds only one simulation component. In the 

second simulation setup, all ten components are located in a single node, but in 10 

separate LPs on this node, i.e. 10 LPs sharing 1 monitor process only. This can 

differentiate the boundary setup cost that is involved, as the first setup uses 1 monitor 

process to serve 1 LP, and the second setup uses only 1 monitor process for all 10 LPs. 

As all the communication, which consists of P2P packets, in the first CuS requires 

going through 2 monitor processes, whereas the second one only travels through 1 

monitor process. By removing the total communication and total event processing time 

required, the cost for using different types of boundary can be revealed. 

                 
  
 

    

tp is the overall simulation time for running in parallel. ts is the overall simulation time 

for running the simulation with only one LP. n is the number of LPs in the parallel 

simulation, and cp is the total communication time taken during the simulation. 

Comm. Cost (s) Overall Time (s) Events per LPs Boundary Cost (s)

Sequential 0.000162 0.940687 100000 n/a

Proc. Bound. 1.100189 1.776259 10000 0.000058200

Chip Bound. 1.553753 3.4083 10000 0.000176048

 

Table 8 Boundary cost test result 



The simulation is based on 10 different tests, and the average result is shown in Table 8. 

Simulation shows that node boundary is around 3 times more expensive than process 

boundary. 

5.2.3 Communication Speed 

Communication speed is the major difference between the SpiNNaker system and the 

conventional computer cluster. In the previous section, the performance scaling factor 

shows the theoretical difference in performance of the SpiNNaker system and the Iridis 

clusters. In this section, the communication performance of the underlying clusters 

along with the communication performance in SDES is discussed. 

Message level 

The communication speed of a computer cluster can be split into two parts, latency and 

bandwidth. The latency is the time it takes for a computer cluster to initiate a 

communication link, and the bandwidth is the speed of a communication link that lies 

between two nodes. The higher the bandwidth gets the lower the message transfer time. 

In order to determine the value for both of these values in Iridis, Ping-Pong like 

message passing mechanism was established between different sets of cores to extract 

both bandwidth and delay information. 

if (rank==master) {
start = MPI_Wtime();
for (i=0;i<cnt_times;i++) {

MPI_Send(&send,msg_length,MPI_BYTE,slave,0,MPI_COMM_WORLD);
MPI_Recv(&recv,msg_length,MPI_BYTE,slave,0,MPI_COMM_WORLD,&status);

}
end = MPI_Wtime();
log1 = end - start;

}
else if (rank == slave) {

for (i=0;i<cnt_times;i++) {
MPI_Recv(&recv,msg_length,MPI_BYTE,master,0,MPI_COMM_WORLD,&status);
MPI_Send(&send,msg_length,MPI_BYTE,master,0,MPI_COMM_WORLD);

}
}

 

Figure 104 Ping-Pong like communication speed measurement code 
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The code in Figure 104 measures the time it takes for a specific length of data 

(msg_length) to be sent over the network. The theoretical relationship between the size 

of a message and its communication cost is shown in Figure 105. There is an offset time 

before any data could be transferred over the network. By sending messages using 

different message size, the gradient can be measured and the offset time value can also 

be evaluated by tracing back the origin of the trend line, which is the latency of sending 

a message. The gradient is the bandwidth of the communication link. Higher bandwidth 

leads to steeper angle in the relationship graph. 
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Figure 105 Communication cost vs. message size 

The result of this Ping-Pong test shows that there are two latencies that exist in Iridis. If 

both ends of a communication link lie in the same node, the communication delay is 

around 4µs, but the latency suddenly shoots up to around 11µs when two nodes try to 

communicate with each other. This is the minimal time required to complete a transfer 

of message in MPI on the Iridis cluster. The test results are shown in Figure 106. 

 



 

Average Max Min

Latency (s) 0.0000037877  

Bandwidth(bytes/s) 3,690,036,900  

Latency (s) 0.0000107793  0.0000138456   0.0000076599

Bandwidth(bytes/s) 1,888,529,008  2,235,025,330  1,464,748,389 

Same Node

Cross Node  

Figure 106 Cluster communication bandwidth and latency test result 

The test is based on 1000 processor-cores, which consists of 250 quad-core chips, in 84 

nodes. This test picks one of the cores as origin and tests the communication time for 

various message sizes with each quad-core chip in the rest of the system. The result can 

be summarized using two different trend lines. The speed of communication within a 

single node clearly stands out from other communication speeds. The cross node 

communication speed slopes sit within a range between trend lines in Figure 106. 

Derived from the graph, the latency and bandwidth can be calculated and they are 

shown in the table in Figure 106. The latencies for on-node and off-node 

communication are 4µs and 11µs on average. And the on-node and off-node bandwidths 

are 32Gbits/s and 16Gbits/s. 

 

The on-node communication bandwidth is greater than off-node communication, where 

a transfer of a message is executed as a movement of memory data. The time taken for 

Iridis to transfer 4 bytes of data is in the magnitude of nanoseconds which are negligible 

in comparison with the initiation latency. The relationship between the number of cores 

and the average communication time in Iridis is shown in Figure 107. 
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Figure 107 Relationship between average communication time and number of cores on 

the Iridis platform 

This relationship is calculated based on the assumption that each core sends a message 

to every single core in the system, including cores on other nodes. The speed is the 

average of all the communication links. The curve gradually shifts from the average cost 

of an on-node communication to an off-node communication as the number of cores 

involved increases. 

 

In contrast, SpiNNaker only needs 0.1µs for a packet, which contains 32-bit header and 

32-bit payload, to pass a node. If the distance between two nodes is 10 hops, the 

communication time for a packet to transfer from one to another is 1µs. As there are 18 

cores on SpiNNaker, the relationship between the number of cores and the 

communication time can be shown (Figure 108). 



 

Figure 108 Relationship between average communication time and number of cores on 

the SpiNNaker platform 

Dividing the communication cost in Iridis by the cost for SpiNNaker will produce the 

communication scaling factor across the 1000 core range. Within this range, the scaling 

factor ranges from 34.66x to 61.65x. As a result, a conservative scaling factor of 34 

times on communication cost can be applied when estimating the communication time 

for the SDES after porting to the SpiNNaker platform. 

 

The worst-case communication delay in a square SpiNNaker node array, which is 

assumed to be the connectivity layout for SDES, is two third of the length the edge of 

the square. This is proven empirically in tests based on array sized from 10 x 10 to 1000 

x 1000. The test sets the origin to the centre of a square array and fills each block of the 

array with the minimum distance to the origin. The result is shown in Figure 109. In this 

figure, the incremental distance is represented by a colour shift from cold colour (blue) 

to warm colour (red), so the dark blue spot has the lowest latency, and the dark red spots 

have the worst latency. By averaging the distance between the origin and all other nodes, 

the average communication time can be obtained, which is shown in Figure 108. 
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Figure 109 Communication distance from the centre of an 11 x 11 SpiNNaker array 

Event Transfer Speed 

The basic message passing speed has been evaluated. The speed of event transfer is a 

more abstract concept. There are two parameters to look for in this section. One of them 

is the event transfer speed, and the other is event pass-through speed at the monitor 

process. The first can be evaluated by using a similar method that evaluates the message 

passing speed at the lower level, but instead of using messages, the test uses events as 

their communication unit. The simplest way of determining this factor is to use two 

gates and pass events between them. One way of doing this is to use an inverter plus a 

buffer and map them to two individual LPs. In this test, the two LPs are situated in two 

separate nodes or one node with two LPs. An event needs to travel via a single or two 

separate monitor processes. 

 

Subsequently, by determining the overall simulation time differences between the two 

tests, the second parameter, which is the event pass-through speed at the monitor 

process, can be measured. The time difference is caused by the extra processing time 

required by the additional monitor process, which is involved in the simulation. One of 

the unique features of the SDES is the dedicated monitor process. The events that arrive 

at a node must go through the monitor process before being redistributed to local LPs. 

This is due to the limitation of the P2P packets, which can only be delivered to a target 



monitor process. The speed of an event passing through a monitor process is a vital 

parameter of the SDES simulator. 

LP A

LP B

n

 

Figure 110 Simulator level communication cost test circuit 

Using the test circuit in Figure 110, varying the width of the bus changes the amount of 

data transferred. Because the circuit is implemented in Bench file format, the bits are 

split into single bit gates, which are capable of generating individual single bit events. 

In the message level speed, there is a static cost which is the message initiation cost. At 

the simulator level there is also a static cost which is the parallel control overhead. A 

test which varies the width between 10 and 200 bits with a fixed target time of 10,000 

ns is carried out. This forces the simulator to send and receive from 100,000 up to 

2,000,000 event messages without modifying the boundary condition. The event 

transfer speed is shown in Figure 111. 
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Figure 111 Event transfer time at simulator level 

The communication time when employing a single node is negligible, as shown in 

Figure 111 as the black and red lines overlaps each other. Scaling the communication 

time has no effect on the event transfer speed, but a moderate difference is produced 

when applying the scaling with two gates on two nodes (blue and cyan). The average 

event transfer speed is 160K events per second. There is a clear difference in the overall 

simulation time between the two tests. This is the time that the additional monitor 

process costs to process the event. Take the average difference between the two tests, 

and dividing it by the number of events gives the average time taken at a monitor 

process. Based on the graph, a monitor process takes 2.8µs to re-route an event to a 

local LP. 

5.2.4 Dynamic Partitioning 

In this section, the functionality and performance of dynamic partitioning are tested. 

The first experiment verifies the functionality of dynamic partitioning algorithm 

employed in SDES. The subsequent circuits focus on the performance of dynamic 

partitioning. 

 

Before this is evaluated, the correctness of the dynamic partition algorithm needs to be 

verified. For this purpose, a 7 stage clock generation circuit is employed. As an initial 

start-up condition, all seven inverters are situated in a single partition. When they are 



put on seven LPs during a simulation, the ideal result would be each LP holds an 

inverter. Because the number of gates and the number of LPs are perfectly matched, the 

dynamic load balancing algorithm should evenly distribute the gates onto all the LPs. 

This creates an ideal balanced condition. The result of this test is shown in Figure 112. 

 

Figure 112 Component distribution vs. virtual time 

As shown in Figure 112, the seven components are crowded in a single LP at the start of 

a simulation. Gradually as simulation proceeds, the load is spread out evenly throughout 

the system, where for every DLB each LP splits the load into two partitions. Through 

this cascading splitting process, the simulation quickly reaches the equilibrium state. 

This proves that dynamic partition is functionally correct. 

 

The order of redistribution shows how the dynamic rebalancing works in SDES. The 

order in which the components are spread in the case of Figure 113 follows the process 

ID 0 -> 2 -> 4 -> 12 -> 10 -> 8 -> 6.  This order shows the directions of the wave of 

components that is moving within the mesh. It does not imply that the movement of a 

single component follows this order. The batch size of each movement may be different. 

The detailed component movement is shown in Figure 114. The order may seem odd at 

first. However it strictly followed the connectivity of the processors. As a reminder, the 

mesh is organized in a square matric shown in Figure 113. 
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Figure 113 Incomplete square mesh connectivity 

Initially, all the 7 components resided in P0. The process gradually built up the number 

of events and eventually reached the minimum workload level to trigger a dynamic load 

balance. This minimum workload level can be specified in SDES, in this case 1000 

events. When dynamic load balance is active, P0 tries to propagate in the order shown 

on the right hand side in Figure 113, which shows P2 (priority 0) has the highest priority. 

So does P4 to P2 in the subsequent transfer. 

 

The following component transfer is simulation dependent. A race condition is formed 

between P0 and P4, as both of them have more than one component on hand. In this 

particular test, P0 locked P4 first and performed the component transfer with P12. 

 

The next stage both P12 and P4 trigger load balance at nearly the same time. But the 

LPs, which the components within P12 and P4, are moving to are different, P8 and P10 

respectively.  The reason why they can be performed concurrently is explained by 

drilling down to the specific component mapping during the DLB (Figure 114). 
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Figure 114 Component mapping during DLB 

By the time P12 and P4 both have two components on hand, the set of predecessors and 

DLB targets are completely different. As a result both of these processes are able to 

freeze their predecessor and DLB targets without interfering with each other. Although 

P0 has two components at the same time periods, P0 requires P4 to be frozen in order to 

carry on the process, but P4 already has its own plan. This behaviour shows the DLB 

follows a strict component transfer rule. 

 

The final spare capacity lies in P6 which ranks the lowest priority in transfer for P0. 

This is the only available dynamic balance opportunity in the system, which P0 carries 

out after a period of time. In short, the transfer of workload follows the specification 

and structure of the infrastructure. 

 

Beside the position accuracy, another parameter that defines the DLB is the minimum 

workload boundary (MWB). The same 7- stage clock generator circuit example can be 

used as a simple yet elegant way of finding this. In the test above, the MWB is set to 

1000 events. This means all transfers must occur after the local workload reaches this 

level. This can be illustrated by looking at the integral of the size of local queue. The 

local relative local workload compared to the workload at the last load balance is shown 

in Figure 115. 
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Figure 115 Relative workload compared to last load balance level 

As shown in Figure 115, each DLB operation resets the local workload level to a 

negative value and hence inhibits the source LP from performing further DLB. All the 

DLB is carried out above the MWB, which is defined as 1000 events, which illustrates 

that SDES does obey this MWB during its simulation. 

 

In Figure 115, the first peak of P0 is at 12000 events instead of the MWB, which is set 

to 1000 events. This is due to another parameter, which is the DLB frequency. In the 

initial partitioning setting, all the components are located in P0. No synchronization or 

communication is required with any other LPs. This is where the DLB frequency 

parameter comes in to pause the local simulation process, and starts to redistribute the 

workload accordingly. Hence, the first peak is not in control of the MWB, because of 

this particular initial partitioning setting. 
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Figure 116 Two AND gates in an inverter circuit 

A further test on dynamic load balancing is carried out on another special case: two 99-

input AND gates are connected to form a clock generation circuit. Under static 

partitioning, this circuit is partitioned into two parts as shown in Figure 116. In the long 

run the workload is balanced to 1%. In addition, any temporary workload difference 

between the two is always 100 events. This test checks whether DLB reacts on this 

small workload imbalance, as well as short term workload imbalance. 

 

When the MWB and maximum workload difference ratio (MWD) are both set to zero, a 

Zig-Zag effect is expected. Because both parameters are set to zero, SDES has zero 

tolerance to any workload difference between the two LPs. The component count 

difference between the two LPs during a simulation is shown in Figure 117. 
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Figure 117 Component count difference between two LPs 

By increasing the MWD to or above 1% without changing MWB, no DLB is carried out 

by SDES, because the workload difference between two LPs is not enough to trigger a 

DLB. The short term workload difference does not trigger any DLB. 

 

Another test is carried out by increasing the MWB and resetting MWD to zero. This 

incremental change of MWB is able to delay the component transfer to later stages. The 

pattern of DLB should change accordingly. When MWB and MWD are set to zero, the 

relative workload compared to the last load balancing level is shown in Figure 118. The 

uniform gap between load balancing operations is caused by the DLB frequency limit 

imposed by SDES to avoid aggressive DLB operations, as well as leaving computation 

for the monitor process for other operations, such as redirecting messages. The DLB 

frequency is set in wall time, which can be configured by user. (By default, it is set to 3 

seconds) In short, every time there is a DLB transition, it means a wall time 3 second 

has passed during the simulation. Since the MWB and MWD are both set to zero, every 

time it checks the workload difference, the transfer request is always valid, due to the 

imbalanced nature of the circuit under simulation. 



 

Figure 118 Relative workload with zero workload difference tolerance 

By increasing the MWB to 80,000, and leaving the MWD at zero, a DLB is only being 

carried out when one of the LB reaches the 80,000 level. The relative workload under 

the new constraint is shown in Figure 119. 

 

Figure 119 Relative workload with 80000 MWB limit 

When both LP reach the 80000 MWB limit, PB holds 1% more workload than PA, as a 

result, PB starts the DLB operation first. After the wall time gap imposed by the DLB 

frequency parameter, PA finds that it has 1% more workload than PB, and the single 

gate is being shifted back to PA right after the gap ends. 
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In the last circuit, the two 99-input AND gates are testing the DLB response to either 

small or short term workload imbalance. The result shows SDES is able to detect small 

workload differences between the two processes, but it is not sensitive to short term 

workload imbalance. In the next example, a long term workload imbalance case is 

tested and discussed. 

 

Another extreme case which can test DLB function is a delayed oscillation circuit which 

is shown in Figure 120. Each clock block consists of 50 333MHz clock generators. This 

will force the DLB to balance the workload constantly to balance the workload between 

LPs. When the first clock block is triggered, DLB tries to spread this heavy 

computational block into other LPs. However, when the second clock block is triggered, 

DLB has to readjust the workload among the 5 LPs. In the final state, the workload 

should be balanced out, although the partition may be different from initial partition in 

all LPs. 
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Figure 120 Delayed activation of oscillators 

The delayed oscillation circuit is constructed using hierarchical bench file format. Each 

of the components in this circuit is created as cells and is later constructed together to 

form the entire circuit. Part of the code is shown in Figure 121. In the partial code, an 

edge detection cell is specified and is later involved in the main circuit. The subsequent 

cells, such as the counter and oscillation circuits are all specified before this partial code. 

The circuit parser stores the specifications of these individual cells in a temporary 



library. When they are called in another cell or the main circuit, the parser automatically 

adds the cell to the directed graph of the target circuit. The edge detector and counter 

circuit forms a frequency divider. The array of twenty oscillator circuits forms the clock 

block that generates the heavy computational workloads. 

…...

CELL EDGE_DETECT (IP,OP,CLK,nRESET)

INPUT (IP)

INPUT (CLK)

OUTPUT (OP)

INPUT (nRESET)

DFF DFF_1 (IP,Q1,CLK,nRESET)

DFF DFF_2 (Q1,Q2,CLK,nRESET)

OP = XOR(Q2,Q1)

END CELL

INPUT (initiate)

INPUT (nRESET)

INPUT (CLK)

EDGE_DETECT ED_1 (initiate,IP_1,CLK,nRESET)

COUNTER4 CNT_1(IP_1,W_1,CLK,nRESET)

OSC OSC_1_0(W_1,CLK_1_0)

OSC OSC_1_1(W_1,CLK_1_1)

OSC OSC_1_2(W_1,CLK_1_2)

OSC OSC_1_3(W_1,CLK_1_3)

OSC OSC_1_4(W_1,CLK_1_4)

OSC OSC_1_5(W_1,CLK_1_5)

OSC OSC_1_6(W_1,CLK_1_6)

OSC OSC_1_7(W_1,CLK_1_7)

OSC OSC_1_8(W_1,CLK_1_8)

OSC OSC_1_9(W_1,CLK_1_9)

…...
 

Figure 121 Bench file description for delayed oscillation circuit (partial) 

In theory the DLB tries to rebalance the workload at least 4 times due to the 4 clock 

blocks being introduced during the simulation period. The trigger time of these 4 clock 

blocks are 203ns, 1363ns, 2683ns and 5283ns respectively. The balancing work starts 

shortly after the activations of new computational workload are triggered. The event 

distribution is shown in Figure 122 in the form of event list size. The first graph shows 

the accumulated event list size across the system, and the second graph shows the size 

of event list in each individual LP. It shows that DLB is dealing with the new workload 

by continuously shifting the workload towards the idle LPs. When clocks at the later 

stages are activated, the workload is shifted back to the original LPs, which is expected. 
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Figure 122 Event list size for delayed oscillation circuit 

The spikes of activities, generated by activation of clock generation blocks, can be seen 

from the individual event list size graph. The spikes can be seen with P0 and P2, P4, P6, 

and P8. Because the system is gates distributed in the initialization stage, the first clock 

generation block is partly mapped to P0 (Black). As a result, the first spike can be seen 

from both P0 and P2 (Red). 

 



Every time a clock generation block is activated, there is a large gap of workload 

between different LPs. Take the activation of clock generation block at P8 as an 

example. The size of event list in P8 jumped from around 150 to 400. The DLB 

gradually spread the workload across the system. Shortly after 10000 ns, the sizes of 

event lists across LPs fall into the same cluster, around 150 events. The drop in overall 

event count, at around 10000 ns, is due to activities that lie in the delay block circuit. 

 

This test shows DLB is able to adjust the workload constantly to smooth out the 

workload difference among LPs. It is able to deal the large workload differences in LPs 

and limit the workload in LPs around a small region. 

5.2.5 DES and FIR circuit 

Apart from the test cases manually created above, the SDES performance is also 

evaluated against real digital systems. In this section, a DES circuit and an FIR circuit 

are tested on SDES. The effect of dynamic load balancing, the predicted performance 

on the SpiNNaker system, and the effect of multiple LPs on a SpiNNaker node are 

presented. 

 

The SDES simulates a DES codec circuit written in behavioural VHDL, which is 

converted into SDES directed graphs. The DES circuit, when converted into CLG, 

consists of 5503 gates. As this is the first real digital application test circuit, the speed of 

simulation of the SDES can be used to compare with the original deadlock avoidance 

technique, and understand if the SDES can outperform the original deadlock avoidance 

technique. The original deadlock avoidance technique data is tested on the Iridis 

platform without the scaling of communication speed. Based on this idea the test is put 

together, the result is shown in Figure 123. 
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Figure 123 The SDES vs. deadlock avoidance technique 

The test is based on 5 LPs per node for the SDES and the same number of LPs for the 

original deadlock avoidance (DA) technique. As can be seen from Figure 123, without 

the scaling of communication cost, the performance of SDES is worse than the original 

deadlock avoidance technique. However, after the scaling down the communication 

time in both cases, the SDES outperforms the deadlock avoidance technique by a decent 

margin when the number of LPs exceeds 20. When more than 30 LPs are engaged in the 

simulation, the overall simulation saves around 50% compares to the original technique. 

 

In the last test, the number of processors only reaches 100 LPs. This is due to the 

limited timing analysis processing power. During the simulation, each LP is generating 

around 2 million time sampling points, each sampling points has a 64-bit absolute time, 

which translates to 128Mbits per LP. 100 LPs generate 10Gbits of data, which then 

forms an event timeline for further analysis. If it goes further, the program is likely to 

overflow the memory for a single processing node. And without the timing analysis, 

simulation makes little difference between the SDES and the original deadlock 

avoidance technique, as demonstrated. 



 

Figure 124 DLB effect when simulating DES circuit 

The effect of dynamic load balancing is demonstrated in Figure 124. DLB has little 

effect on the overall performance of the simulation, which is due to limited amount of 

workload to it is a small circuit. The dynamic partitioning technique has a clearer effect 

if the absolute workload difference between the LPs is more significant. The total 

number of events in the system is only around 250K, which is distributed among 100 

LPs. That leaves only around 2500 events in each LP: it is hard for DLB to make an 

impact on the performance. In order to increase the parallelism, five DES encoding and 

decoding pipeline circuits are laid out to form a 55K gates circuit. The layout of the 

circuit is shown in Figure 125. 
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Figure 125 Five DES encoding and decoding pipeline circuits 

This DES circuit layout enables the system to validate itself. A same piece of plain text 

is fed into the five encoding and decoding pipelines and each pipeline employs its own 

key. Although they are ciphering the same set of plain texts, the intermediate results are 

very different from one another. The outputs at the end of the pipelines are the same as 

its inputs. This easily validates the correctness of the simulator. The circuit is tested for 

15000 ns in virtual time, which gives the simulator time to pass two blocks of plain text 

through the system. 

 

The simulation result waveform is shown in Figure 126. The results are grouped in three 

sets. The first set of signals is the plain text input to the codec pipeline. The second set 

of signals is the cipher text generated by the DES encryption circuit. This cipher text is 

fed into the DES decryption circuits which produce the third set of data. The final set of 

data is the final output of the whole circuit. This result should be identical to the plain 

text input two stages into the history. In Figure 126, the top five signals are the plain 

text input, the middle five are the intermediate signal between the two layers of DES 

circuits. As each pipeline uses a different encryption key, the intermediate signals are 

very different from each other. However, the final outputs are identical as expected. 



 

Figure 126 DES simulation result 
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Throughout the simulation, each DES block generates around 250,000 events, so the 

overall circuit provides 2,500,000 events for the simulator. The effect of DLB is shown 

in Figure 127. The graph shows a similar performance before and after applying DLB. 

Most of the time during the simulation, it shows a modest improvement in the overall 

simulation. However, the effect of DLB can be seen much clearer in the individual LP 

level. 

 

Figure 127 Effect of DLB in DES array simulation 

In order to demonstrate the workload shift over the overall simulation clearly, the same 

simulation is tested using 9 virtual nodes; each node has only 1 LP. This time the 

workload in each individual LP is recorded. The graph before and after applying DLB is 

shown in Figure 128 and Figure 129 respectively. 



 

Figure 128 Accumulated workload graph before using DLB 

 

Figure 129 Accumulated workload graph after using DLB 

Before applying DLB, P0 has more workload than any other LP, which becomes a drag 

on the overall processing power. After applying the DLB, the workload in P0 is 

distributed among other LPs. The average event execution speed increases from 42,331 

events per second to 50,869 events per second, hence it reducing the overall simulation 

time as shown in the X-axis of the last two figures. 
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Another interesting point shown in the accumulated workload graph is that even though 

the DLB is employed, the workload is not fully balanced. This is because, the nature of 

the DLB employed in SDES is a fully distributed model. As a result, the workload 

difference can only be detected regionally. It does not guarantee the global workload 

balance. In addition, although the heavier workload at P0 is distributed other LPs, the 

LPs with lighter workload do not seem to be filled with enough workload. This is 

because to the type of DLB mechanism in SDES is sender-initiated-diffusion. The LPs 

with higher workload initiates the DLB with neighbouring LPs, where the LPs with less 

workload tend to be receiving workload from other LPs. 

 

Another general circuit, the FIR circuit, is put under test using SDES. The FIR circuit 

is constructed using behavioural VHDL and goes through the process of MOODS 

synthesis, transformed into MOODS library digraph and finally converted into logic 

component directed graph. The simulation results of SDES are proven correct by 

simulating MOODS synthesized model of FIR using ModelSim. The difference lies in 

the timing information. Because the synthesized model went through another round of 

conversion through circuit converter, which turns the MOODS library components into 

basic gates, the propagation delay is distorted by this conversion operation. However 

the end results are identical. The main purpose of simulating FIR circuit is proving that 

the tool chain is capable of other circuit types other than DES. 

 

The FIR circuit in the portfolio has 16 taps, which means it has 16 multipliers. The 16-

bit multiplier generates 1540 gates and 16 of them generate 24,640 gates in total. A test 

is carried out to evaluate the performance of SDES under various numbers of LPs, and 

the effect of DLB when using different numbers of LPs during a simulation. The overall 

simulation generates around 359K events. 



  

Figure 130 FIR simulation result over a number of LPs 

The number of LPs in the test shown in Figure 130 ranges from 10 LPs to 250 LPs. The 

upper limit is capped at 250, because when the number of LPs over 300, the time 

analysis program starts to run out of memory again. In general, as the workload on each 

LP (indicated as Blue) decreases, the performance gap between the DLB simulation 

data with and without communication scaling (Red lines) shrinks. As the axis for the 

number of LPs in Figure 130 is logarithmic , the workload quickly drops off from 2500 

gates per LP to 10 gates per LP. The performance peaked at around 1000 gates per LP. 

This indicates that the incremental benefit of both additional computational power and 

DLB operation is outclassed by the control overhead of simulation. 

 

The figure shows when the LPs are less than 30 LPs, the scaled performance shows that 

DLB can bring a moderate improvement for the performance. However at the other end 

of the spectrum where the number of LPs is over 125, the activation of DLB actually let 

the performance deteriorate. This is due to the additional workload update required by 

DLB has overwhelmed the benefit that DLB bring to a simulation. The workload update 

cost across different number of LPs is relatively stable, as the update only required to be 

performed within a virtual SpiNNaker node as well as six neighbouring virtual node. It 

is irrelevant to the size of the overall system. However, the benefit of introducing DLB 

fades as the number of LPs increases, this is because, and the number of gates that a LP 
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holds reduces. Along with the number of gates, the benefit of moving heavy workload 

also fades, because, less and less workload is able to generate enough processing time 

difference, before and after a DLB. 
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Chapter 6 Final Comments 

Conclusions 6.1 

First of all, this project has discovered a range of properties about how a generic 

simulation system will behave and perform under the new SpiNNaker platform. This is 

carried out by emulating the behaviour of the SpiNNaker in a conventional computing 

cluster, Iridis, and the performance estimation is carried out by scaling down the 

communication cost in Iridis. Based on the experiments targeting partitioning, event 

processing engine, communication system and general circuits, we can draw several 

conclusions about the properties of the SDES system. 

 

By porting a simulation from a conventional platform to the SpiNNaker platform, it can 

potentially reduce the overall simulation time by a great margin, as tests shown in ring 

oscillator and DES circuit. In a real life circuit like DES, an improvement in 

performance around 50% is caused by reduction in communication time. As discovered 

in this project, a factor of 34 in communication speed can be potentially achieved by 

porting the simulation from conventional cluster to the SpiNNaker platform, when the 

number of LPs involved in simulation is less than 1000. This is the minimum average 

communication speedup between the SpiNNaker and Iridis platform. 

 

This is consistent with the main hypothesis that was proposed at the beginning of this 

project. The fast communication network in SpiNNaker does bring performance benefit 

when the number of LPs increases, but only up to a point. As demonstrated by the FIR 

circuit test, the initial increase in simulation speed gradually saturates at a peak 

performance plateau as the number of LPs involved increases. If even more LPs are 

involved, the performance deteriorates. 

 

Due to the unique SpiNNaker architecture, the processing powers are naturally divided 

as nodes, each consists of 18 cores. The generic simulation can take advantage of this 

design if the simulation problem can be grouped into batches, which have tightly 



coupled connections within. However, the monitor process can impose a bottleneck 

effect on system performance, as all the packets are required to be processed before 

sending them to its target process. The optimal number of LPs per virtual node is found 

at 5 when simulating the DES circuit. The test result indicates that this is the optimal 

point for generic simulation performance. If less LPs exist in a virtual node, it will 

increase the computational time. On the other hand the bottleneck effect will appear 

when there are more LPs per node. 

 

The DLB mechanism in SDES is capable of distributing workload in fine detail. The 

results show the two advantages hypothesised at the beginning of this project. Firstly, 

the DLB is also able to shift the workload freely between processors during a simulation, 

as indicated in the delayed oscillation circuit test. The DLB mechanism was gradually 

moving workloads around to cope with the sudden increase in regional switching 

activity. A mixture of large and small steps it took during the process shows that this 

DLB mechanism is very dynamic. The DLB mechanism was able to balance the 

workload effectively to let the execution workload, i.e. size of event list in this case, to 

approximately the same level as the simulation carries on. 

 

In addition, it has the capability to detect and shift minor workload difference between 

LPs, which makes the workload distribution more dynamic, as shown in the 99-input 

AND gates circuit. However, this DLB mechanism ignores temporary workload 

difference between two essentially workload balanced processes, as the large workload 

difference averages out over time. This shows the accuracy and resilience of this 

mechanism. 

 

However, this DLB has a better performance when simulating a large sized network 

with fewer activities. The DLB system only came into effect if there is over 1K of gates 

in each LP in the case of simulating the FIR circuit. The FIR generates only 1.5 times 

the amount of events that produced by the single DES simulation, but the FIR has 

nearly 5 times the number of gates in the simulation. The effect of DLB can be seen 

more clearly in the FIR test, but not the DES circuit. When the size of DES has been 
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multiplied by ten times, the effect of DLB starts to kicks in, but the effect is not as clear 

as it has shown in the FIR case. 

 

Circuit Import Methods 6.2 

There are further improvements that can be done in SDES but due to the lack of time 

they are not implemented. Here are some of the key points that can be done with SDES. 

 

The real application circuits tested in SDES are all imported from the MOODS 

synthesis tool. MOODS generates synthesized structural VHDL codes which needs to 

be converted into basic combinational gates which SDES can deal with. Additional 

synthesis tool may be preferable to improve the range of varieties in circuits. Take 

Synplify tool as an example, if a customized library is written with SDES simulation 

gates or MOODS library gates, the output circuit can be directly translated into a 

digraph that SDES can simulate with. This can shorten the tool chain and provide a 

fresh perspective in terms of different circuit structure. 

Porting for SpiNNaker 6.3 

SDES is designed to execute on the SpiNNaker platform; however, the platform is not 

ready on time. As a result, I can only emulate the SpiNNaker platform using computer 

clusters. The measurements on performance can only provide a glimpse of how parallel 

simulation can benefit from the SpiNNaker platform. Further work is required in order 

to port the program onto SpiNNaker. For example, the program loading from external 

computers to each individual SpiNNaker node was not written in this project. Moreover 

the memory used in SDES is around 1MB but it is still beyond the scale of SpiNNaker’s 

CPU program memory of 32KB. The use of 128MB shared memory is required when 

porting SDES on the SpiNNaker platform. This will bring in additional changes to the 

program. 

 



The Load Balancing Algorithm 6.4 

The load balancing algorithm currently used in SDES is not efficient enough. Further 

improvement on selecting the group of moving components can be done to reduce the 

overall simulation time. The only measurement that DLB takes into account in SDES is 

the activity ratio between moving and all the local components. This does not take into 

account the extra wire cut that will be made when moving a heavily loaded component 

to other partitions. 

 

There is a great room for improvement in the existing implementation of the DLB 

algorithm. By adding awareness to the number of wire cuts, the communication cost 

will reduce. Furthermore, it may also increase the parallelism within a partitioned circuit. 

This is because a reduction in communication links will tend to reduce the data 

dependences between processes. Therefore, more events can be processed before 

anyone of them reaches the edge of a local LP. 

 

The DLB may be made aware of the number of necessary wire cuts needed to balance 

the workload between two LPs by utilising the weight parameter assigned to each 

individual component. This will give an approximate indication of how much 

communication will be generated after every load balancing operation. Combining this 

connection weight with the amount of increase/decrease of wire cut generated by load 

balancing, will improve the performance of the DLB algorithm. 

Data Visibility 6.5 

At the moment, performance data and simulation results can only be obtained at the end 

of the simulation. This requires a lengthy process of gathering data after each simulation 

and it cannot provide live data inside the SpiNNaker system. Clearly more can be done 

to improve the data visibility in SpiNNaker system. A possible way is letting the 

monitor process to collect live data from slave processes, and pack them together to 

reduce the number of floating messages in the overall communication system. However, 

only selective data can be transferred through live communication system. As the event 

and communication workload on monitor process can be saturated even without this 
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extra data visibility communication traffic. Switching parameters which specify the type 

of live data feed it requires will help solve this problem. 

Future Work 6.6 

As the SDES LP is capable of simulating various sized circuit, ranging from a single 

gate to the entire circuit, the event processing time can vary wildly depends on the 

length of the event list, as indicated in section 5.2.2 . In order to exploit this advantage 

and convert it into the advantage of the SpiNNaker platform, which is the fast 

communication network, it may be better to impose a limit on the LPs to contain only 

one component. 

 

A nano-simulation wrapper that only holds a single gate may convert computational 

cost into communication cost, which SpiNNaker system has an advantage over 

conventional computing platform. As the simulated target in a nano-simulator is a fix 

and small object, the control overhead and the subsequent event processing time will be 

reduced. This performance merit will be obtained through faster data search and access 

time. These nano-simulation wrappers can be squeezed into a single LP where the LP 

only needs to process the communication events that are generated by nano-simulation 

wrappers. Moreover, the self-contained nature of these nano-simulation wrappers 

enables dynamic load balance to move individual components at a lower cost, as the 

collection of events and adjustments to boundary will be taken care of in these wrappers 

rather than the LP itself. 

 

Another performance gold mine to be exploited is to fully customize the SDES to use 

MC packets combined with the P2P packets in the SpiNNaker system. As the P2P 

network can only deliver packets to a monitor process, monitor processes add another 

layer of packet processing delay when dealing with messages. Replacing the P2P packet 

with MC packet will greatly reduce the waiting time in the processing system, as it 

removes the processing time in monitor processes, as well as removing the bottleneck in 

performance when the number of LPs in a virtual SpiNNaker node increases. However 

this creates difficulties during DLB session, as the limited sized routing table will have 

to be updated along the paths of all input connections to the shifted components. 
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Appendix A Performance Data on 

Eventlist 
Event list 

The event list is one of the key components in the simulation system. Its performance 

plays an important role in the overall system performance. The container used in the 

event list is a STL (Standard Template Library) list. There are five main activities for an 

event list: adding events, copying other event lists, scanning through an event list and 

reading all the events out of an event list. The time taken to execute these activities is 

expected to grow as the number of events held within an event list (i.e. the size of an 

event list) increases. 

 

Figure 131 Event list performance on adding events to an event list 

The execution time in relationship with the size of an event list is shown in Figure 131. 

This is tested by inserting different number of events to form an event list. The sizes 

ranged from 1000 to 10000, with a step of 1000, and 10 data points were collected. The 

figure shows there is an exponential relationship between the time cost of event list 

creation and the size of the created event list. The timing information carried in the 

events is randomly generated. The average insertion position of a new event can be 

assumed as the middle point in an event list. As an event list expands, the average time 



taken to insert a new event increases. Therefore, an exponential relation exists between 

the total creation time and the size of the final event list. 

 

Figure 132 Event list performance on copying, scanning and reading 

Figure 132 shows that the scanning, copying and reading operation has a linear 

relationship with the size of an event list. Scanning iterates and reads each event within 

an event list. Reading pops all events out of the event list. Scanning does not reduce the 

overall event list size, whereas reading will create an empty event list at the end of the 

activity. The copying operation copies all the entries in the old eventlist to an empty one. 

Although all these operations have linear relationships with the size of eventlist, the cost 

of these operations is different, where copying is the most expensive operations follow 

by reading and scanning operations. 
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Appendix B Circuit Generation 

B.1 MOODS 

MOODS (Multiple Objective Optimization in control and Data-path Synthesis) [138], 

[139] is a behavioural synthesis tool. It takes behavioural VHDL as its input and 

constructs structural VHDL to implement the defined behaviour. Firstly, it translates 

behavioural VHDL into an intermediate code (ICODE). At the behavioural VHDL level, 

a single statement can represent a complex equation. The idea of ICODE is to break up 

the complex equations into a set of operations for simplicity. ICODE can describe the 

behavioural VHDL function in full. Secondly, ICODE is mapped onto two abstract 

graphs, the control and data path graphs. The control graph defines the state of the 

circuit and hence controls the operations in data path. The data path modifies the data 

according to the control signals from the control path. The output of MOODS is a 

circuit with a control and data path graph structure (CDPG). The CDPG is a standard 

representation for sequential parts of the behavioural hardware description. The CDPG 

representation of a simple example is demonstrated in Figure 133. 



 

Figure 133 Control and data path graph representation of a simple behavioural 

description 

B.2 Function Generator 

The function generator is part of the behavioural VHDL processing chain. The function 

generator creates components according to the input specification (Figure 134). In the 

output of MOODS, all the components are instantiations of its library components, but 

with variations on their input and output specifications. For example, if the library has 
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an AND gate component, and the circuit needs a 16-bit AND gate, the function 

generator will modify the AND gate template to provide a 16-bit AND gate for the 

circuit graph. 

 

Figure 134 Function generator 

There are 54 component templates in the MOODS library. Table 9 shows all the cells in 

the MOODS library. There are other custom components inside the function generator. 

Most of the components are pure combinational logic. Two components which are 

notable: the control general cell is used to implement the MOODS-generated control 

graph (The circuit is shown in Figure 135.), and the control call cell, which controls the 

procedural hierarchy (Figure 136). Its function is similar to a control call controller in 

software, but it implements the function in hardware. In this project, all library cells are 

assumed to have a unit propagation delay. In general, the library only specifies how the 

components should behave and how many IOs they possess. It does not specify the 

width of its inputs and outputs. 
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Figure 135 General control cell 
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Figure 136 Control call cell 

Some of the components in the library are complex circuits by themselves. For example, 

the multipliers are the largest components. These kinds of component could be 

decomposed into many basic gates, which will be converted into combinational logic in 

the circuit converter. 

 

The output of function generator is a directed graph described using MOODS library 

components. This intermediate directed graph is designed to be used as a direct 

representation of the original MOODS synthesized circuit. This graph will be 

decomposed into basic logic gates using circuit converter. 
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Function ID Functional i ty
0 Wire
1 Global  input
2 Global  output
3 NOT gate (NOT)
4 AND gate (AND)
5 OR gate (OR)
6 NAND gate (NAND)
7 NOR gate (NOR)
8 XOR gate (XOR)
9 XNOR gate (XNOR)

10 Equal  Test (EQ)
11 Not Equal  Test (NEQ)
12 Uns igned Less  Than (ULT)
13 Signed Less  Than (SLT)
14 Uns igned Less  Than or Equal  (ULTE)
15 Signed Less  Than or Equal  (SLTE)
16 Uns igned Greater Than (UGT)
17 Signed Greater Than (SGT)
18 Uns igned Greater Than or Equal  (UGTE)
19 Signed Greater Than or Equal  (SGTE)
20 Uns igned Greater/Less  Than or Equal  comparator (GR ULTE)
21 Signed Greater/Less  Than or Equal  comparator (GR SLTE)
22 Logica l  Left Shi ft (SLL)
23 Logica l  Right Shi ft (SRL)
24 Ari thmetic Left Shi ft (SLA)
25 Ari thmetic Right Shi ft (SRA)
26 Rotation Left Shi ft (ROL)
27 Rotation Right Shi ft (ROR)
28 Shi ft left/right ALU (SHIFT)
29 Rotate left/right shi ft ALU (ROTATE)
30 Signed Minus  (SMINUS)
31 Uns igned Adder (UADD)
32 Signed Adder (SADD)
33 Uns igned Subtracter (USUB)
34 Signed Subtracter (SSUB)
35 Uns igned Ripple Carry Adder/Subtracter (RCAS)
36 Signed Ripple Carry Adder/Subtracter (RCAS SGN)
37 Uns igned Increment counter (UINC)
38 Signed Increment counter (SINC)
39 Uns igned Decrement counter (UDEC)
40 Signed Decrement counter (SDEC)
41 Uns igned Multipl ier (UMULT)
42 Signed Multipl ier (SMULT)
43 Absolute va lue operator (SABS)
44 1-bit D-Fl ipFlop (REG_BIT)
45 Regis ter with individual  load enable bi t (REG)
46 Up counter with individual  load enable bi t (COUNTUP)
47 Down counter with individual  load enable bi t (COUNTDN)
48 Multiplexer without decoder (MUX 1)
49 Tris tate Multiplexer without decoder (MUX 2)
50 Multiplexer with decoder (NMUX)
51 Decoder (DECODE)
52 Genera l  Control , output high when any of input l ines  high (CTRL GENERAL)
53 Control  Ca l l , hand shaking with other modules  (CTRL CALL)
54 Concatenation (CONCAT)
55 Uns igned Extend (UEXT)
56 Signed Extend (SEXT)
57 Buffer
58 Internal  input (Hierarchy IO)
59 Internal  output (Hierarchy IO)
60 Data  bus  pool ing, fi l l  data  bus  with a  s ingle bi t va lue
61 ROM decoder

 

Table 9 Library components (components with brackets are MOODS library component) 



B.3 Circuit Converter 

The circuit converter is an essential part of SDES. A directed graph using a MOODS 

library component can be converted into simple logic gates, which can be simulated by 

SDES. There are eight types of components in the library, logic gates, comparators, 

shift operators, algorithmic operators, counters, multiplexers, control units and bus 

extension operators. In this section, the implementation of these different types of 

operators is explained. 

 

The first type of operator is basic logic, which can be simply implemented using the 

corresponding gate in the final circuit directed graph. In the original MOODS library, 

the width of the gate can be defined in VHDL. Hence, the circuit converter uses this as 

the width definition of the gate. The graph representation of a logic gate is shown in 

Figure 137. 

Gate

n

n

n

 

Figure 137 Logic gate implementation 

The second type of operator is the comparator. This can be broken down into smaller 

categories, equal to, less/greater than, less/greater and equal, complex comparator block, 

and their signed counterpart versions. 

 

The equal its test circuit is implemented using two gates and a bus splitter. The two 

inputs are first fed into an XOR gate for bit comparison, the output is then fed into a bus 

splitter which generates n 1-bit signals for an n-bit signal bus. These 1-bit signals are 

fed into either an OR gate or a NOR gate dependant on whether the equal test circuit is 

an equal or unequal test. 
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Figure 138 Equal test circuit implementation 

The unsigned comparator can be implemented using an array of logic gates. To 

demonstrate the pattern of gates requires implementing a less than comparator; two 4-

bit signals A and B are used. 

 

During comparison, more significant bits have a higher priority than less significant bits. 

If the MSB of both signals are equal, the comparator carries on comparing the next 

significant bit and so on and so forth. According to this rule, the comparison result can 

be represented by the following functions for an unsigned less than comparator. 

                                    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 

                                        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

                                        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

                                    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

                                         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

According to the pattern of gates in the formula above, three layers of gates will be able 

to implement this comparator function. The first and second layers are NAND gates and 

XNOR gates that sit between each bit of the two inputs. The final layer are the AND 

gates that combine the outputs of each bit and produce a result for each bit. A final 

NAND gate collects the result from each bit and produces the final comparison output. 

The layout of this gate is shown in Figure 139. 
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Figure 139 Unsigned Less Than (ULT) implementation 

For the signed operations, negative numbers are represented in 2’s complement form. 

The unsigned comparison circuit can be reused by splitting the signed bit from the 

comparison. For example, if the two inputs are 0001 (1 in decimal) and 1011 (-5 in 

decimal) the result of comparison of the lower 3 bits shows that 1 is greater than -5. 

However, the signed bit comparison will show the opposite. This leads to the truth table 

shown in Table 10, which shows how input signed bits and lower bits comparison result 

affects the final signed comparison result. 

Lower bits 

comparison result (C)

IP A 

signed bit (A)

IP B

signed bit (B)

Final Comparison 

Result (R)

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1  

Table 10 Signed comparison truth table 
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The truth table can be represented and simplified as 

   ̅    ̅     ̅  ̅       ̅             ̅       

Implementing this function and adding it on top of the unsigned comparison circuit 

block, the final comparison output would be the signed comparison result. The same 

technique is applied when implementing the GR_ULTE component, which provides a 

selection signal to choose which function it was performing. The truth table for 

selection signals and the comparison output is listed in Table 11. 

Comparison 

result (C)

Selection bit 

1 (S1)

Selection bit 

0 (S0)

Final Comparison 

result (C)

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1  

Table 11 GR_ULTE selection signal truth table 

The truth table can be represented and simplified as 

   ̅   ̅̅ ̅           ̅̅ ̅        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅           ̅̅ ̅ 

The third type is shift operators. They are implemented using the same principle, which 

uses a cascade of 1-bit shift operators and a multiplexer to produce the output. The 

circuit structure is shown in Figure 140. 
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Figure 140 Shift operation circuit structure 

The fourth type is algorithmic operators. Adders, subtractors and multipliers are in this 

category. The first two operations can be implemented using a chain of full adders, bus 

extension and a set of 2’s complement circuits. As an example, an unsigned subtractor 

is shown in Figure 141. 
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Figure 141 Signed subtractor circuit structure 

Other adder and subtractor circuits can be derived from the structure shown above by 

removing part of the circuit. When implementing the Ripple Carry Adder and 

Subtractor (RCAS) circuit, an additional multiplexer is added after the 2’s complement 

block. This multiplexer lets either the original signal or its 2’s complement form 

through to the adder, i.e. controlling whether the circuit as a whole is performing 

addition or subtraction. 
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The multiplier circuit is implemented using an array of full adders. The size of two 

inputs must be identical, but the maximum size is only limited by the maximum bus size 

in the simulation system, which is 256-bits in case of SDES. The circuit structure is 

shown in Figure 142. 
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Figure 142 Multiplier circuit structure 

The signed version of the multiplier is constructed by adding three sets of 2’s 

complement circuits and a multiplexer, as the magnitude of the multiply product does 

not change with signs. The multiplier is computed by converting operands into positive 

numbers at the input and later converting to the correct form at the output stage. The 

structure of a signed multiplier is shown in Figure 143. 
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Figure 143 Signed multiplier circuit structure 



The fifth category is counters. This is the first type of component that includes a storage 

element in the circuit. As a result, prior to the introduction of different types of counters, 

the structure of the basic flip-flop is explained first. A flip-flop in a MOODS library 

requires a load enable and low reset function in addition to the basic storage function. 

However not all the flip-flops require a load enable signal in the system, such as control 

units, as a result two versions of flip-flop exist in this system. The structure of a flip-

flop in function generator is shown in Figure 144. The optional part of the flip-flop can 

be removed to form a flip-flop without a load enable function. The multiple bit register 

function is implemented by duplicating the flip-flop circuit until it reaches the number 

of bits specified in the MOODS component directed graph. 
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Figure 144 Flip-flop circuit structure 

After acquiring a multiple bit register, a counter circuit can be implemented. A counter 

in the MOODS library requires two control signals, load and count. When the load 

signal is high, the counter is enabled to load new values. Whether it loads a new value 

from the input or counting computation is controlled by count control signal. The 

implementation of a count up circuit is shown in Figure 145. 
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Figure 145 Count up circuit structure 

The sixth type is the multiplexer. This is used multiple times in the previous types of 

component. It is an essential component in this circuit converter. There are two types of 

multiplexers in MOODS library, one without a decoder and the other with a decoder. 

The multiplexer without a decoder is implemented using a chain of AND gates and an 

OR gate at the output. The decoder is implemented as a connection map of each bit of 

the selection signal. The structure of a multiplexer with decoder circuit is shown in 

Figure 146. 

 

Last two categories are control unit and bus extension circuits. The control unit is 

shown in Figure 135 and Figure 136, and the bus extension is a trivial circuit which is 

straight forward and therefore omitted from explaining. 
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Figure 146 Multiplexer with decoder circuit structure 



B.4 Bench File Parser 

The Bench format is one of the input circuit formats. A Bench circuit reader to import 

circuits has been written. There is no formal document written to define the Bench 

syntax, but the structure is simple and it is widely used to describe the benchmark 

circuits [140] in the ISCAS85 benchmark circuit, there are only 7 kinds of basic logic 

gates: AND, NOR, BUFF, OR, NOT, XOR, and NAND. 

System IOs:

INPUT/OUTPUT (IO wire name)

Examples:

INPUT(A),OUTPUT(C)

Gates:

target wire name = gate function (inputs...)

Examples:

C = AND(A,B)

C = XOR(A,B)

 

However there are shortcomings when it comes to signal buses, which Bench format 

does not support. It is necessary to split a bus into many individual single bit signals. 

The language has been extended to support hierarchy in this project, making the format 

more user-friendly and usable. The format is: 

 

CELL core name (IO names,...)

cell circuit description

...

END CELL
 

 

This sub architecture can only define a single level of hierarchy. It cannot accept nested 

CELL definitions. However, within this single level, there can be calls to other cells. 
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CELL A(C,D,E)

...

END CELL

CELL B(F,G,H)

A(F,G,H) // call to cell A

...

END CELL  

If the circuit is defined as above, the parser will accept this architectural call. However, 

if they are hierarchically defined as below, it will not be able to parse the file. 

CELL A(C,D,E)

CELL B(F,G,H)

...

END CELL

END CELL

 

In the basic parsing model, when the parser has finished reading a line, a corresponding 

component will be generated and stored in the circuit graph. When the parser finishes 

reading the Bench file, a complete circuit graph is generated. In hierarchy mode, a sub-

circuit is generated and stored as a complete circuit but instead of adding it to the final 

circuit graph, it is stored in a cell library. Whenever a call to a predefined cell occurs, 

the corresponding circuit graph in the cell library is copied and added in either another 

cell circuit or the main circuit graph. 

 

 

Unlike the standard syntax, a hierarchical call to cells is allowed to have multiple inputs 

and multiple outputs. The order of IOs in the calling function must match the order of 

IOs inside the cell definition line. Although the order of IOs in the definition line is 

fixed, the order of IO definitions inside the cell does not matter. For instance, the ports 

of a cell can be defined as C, D, E, but the order of the definitions of them can be 

random as shown below. 

CELL A (C,D,E)

OUTPUT(E)

INPUT(C)

OUTPUT(D)

...

END CELL

 



B.5 Event Loader 

The previous sections introduced the processing of input circuits. This part focuses on 

the input events for the circuits. To simulate a circuit, a set of input events and possibly 

clock events are required. The circuit only provides the hardware information for the 

simulation, whereas the input events are the suppliers of circuit state change triggers. 

 

An event in PDES consists of a component identifier, a time stamp and a new state 

value. The component identifier in this project is an integer number. As the simulation 

takes place across multiple physical machines, the memory address is no longer a 

reliable reference. The time stamp is an integer indicating the virtual simulation time of 

this state change, which is not the event execution time in real time. The new state value 

is a string of characters, as the state of circuit nodes can have various values, high(1), 

low(0), undefined(U) and unknown(X). The high and low values represent the logic 

level of wires. The undefined state is the initial state for all wires within the circuit. The 

unknown state is where a wire is driven by two gates with different driving values, or 

unknown input causes a gate to output this unknown value. An event can represent a 

change of data bus, which has multiple bits. Therefore, the state value is represented as 

a string of characters. The length of this value defaults to 256. 

 

The input events are stored in a text file for the event loader to parse. The format of the 

file is shown below: 

single events:

<input source name>,<time>,<value>

clock events:

<input source name>,<startup time>,<value>,<half cycle time period>

 

The source names are the input source names, the time unit is nanosecond, and the 

values are in binary format and the time period indicates how long it takes to switch the 

value to its complement. For example, a clock with a full cycle period of 20 ns would be 

entered as "clock, 0, 0, 10". An event with value '1' on wire "data" at time 35 ns is 
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represented as "data, 35, 1". In the end, the event loader translates these formatted 

strings into events. Although the source names are in text format, they are transformed 

to corresponding integers according to a name-ID table provided by the circuit parser. 

The events can then be passed on to the SDES for processing. 
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Appendix C Development Platforms 
PC 

The SDES is developed on PC platform which provides an easy to use debugging 

platform in comparison to the console based parallel environment. The PC platform 

employed has a 2.0GHz dual-core processor and 4Gbits of memory. Although there are 

only two physical processors present during a simulation, the MPI platform is able to 

initiate and map multiple virtual processes on a single processor. This provides easy 

access to parallel debugging, but the performance based on virtual processors has little 

relevance to the final parallel program. As a result, after the initial development, porting 

to a truly parallel platform is required. 

Cluster 

In order to estimate the performance gain that can be obtained by porting the SDES to 

the SpiNNaker platform, a parallel computing platform should be used as an 

intermediate development platform. As well as forming an emulation of the SpiNNaker 

system on a parallel computing platform, this can also be used for future development 

purposes. 

 

The cluster employed in this project is called Iridis, it ranks 74
th

 in the top 500 

supercomputer in the world. The cluster features 1008 Intel Nehalem compute nodes; 

each node has two 4-core processors. All nodes are connected to an InfiniBand network 

which provides high throughput, low latency and scalable communication links. The 

communication speed performance is evaluated in section 5.2.3 . 

SpiNNaker 

The SDES is designed to target the SpiNNaker platform. The system structure of the 

SDES is retro-fitted to the SpiNNaker hardware structure. However, due to 

unforeseeable delays in the hardware development of the SpiNNaker system, the final 

hardware was not available in time. The following is a detailed explanation of the 

internal communication mechanisms utilised by SpiNNaker. 



C.1 Communication Packet Types 

The communication system in the SpiNNaker system is cross-node. The SpiNNaker 

node does not contains the ability to process complicated communication protocols. 

However, the communication network does support the passing of fixed-sized 

communication packets. These are formatted in four different types, multicast, P2P 

(Point-to-Point), nearest neighbour, and fixed route communication packets. 

Multicast Packet Format 

The multicast is a natural communication choice for neural networks, as the 

connectivity is stored in the routing table within the SpiNNaker node. The multicast 

(MC) packets are used to send a packet from one processor to multiple target processors. 

These can reach multiple targets. The multicast packet consists of a 32-bit routing key, 

and an 8-bit control signal with an optional 32-bit payload. 

 

 

 

Figure 147 Multicast message packet formats 

 

The routing key provided by the source processor controls the message targets. The 

router inside the SpiNNaker node directs the message to one or more ports according to 

the routing table. (See section 4.5.3 for more details) 

 

Point-to-Point Packet Format 

The structure of the point-to-point (P2P) packet is shown in Figure 148. The 16-bit 

source ID is the ID of the processor, which sent this packet. The 16-bit destination ID 

indicates the target processor ID. The destination ID is used to decode the output path(s) 

for the packet in the router. There are 8 possible routing for a packet, to the local 

monitor processor, to one of the six output links to the adjacent nodes or broadcast the 

packet to all six output links. There is a 64K entry 3-bit SRAM lookup table to decode 
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the 16-bit destination ID. Each 3-bit entry decides where the packet will be routed to the 

eight possible routings. 

 

source ID control

32 bits 8 bits

payload (optional)

32 bits

destination ID

 

Figure 148 Point-to-Point message packet formats 

Nearest-Neighbour Packet Format 

The format of the nearest-neighbour (NN) packet is shown in Figure 149. The control 

bits indicate the difference between NN packets, MC packets, P2P packets, and FR 

packets. The NN packet has two types, one implements the write function and the other 

one implements the read function. The write packet may have the additional payload but 

the read packet will not. In both cases, the target neighbour will return a reply packet, 

the write packet will receive an empty payload reply packet from its neighbouring 

processor, whereas read will receive the requested data. 

address/operation control

32 bits 8 bits

payload (optional)

32 bits

 

Figure 149 Nearest Neighbour message packet formats 

Fixed-Route Packet Format 

Fixed route packet is used for monitoring and debugging mechanism of the SpiNNaker 

platform. All packets are routed to one node which connects to the external world. As a 

result, the routing information is replaced with a payload, and the optional payload in 

other packet types becomes an additional payload in FR packet. And the format is 

shown in Figure 150. 

payload control

32 bits 8 bits

payload (optional)

32 bits

 

Figure 150 Fixed Route message packet formats 

Throughout this project, the only communication packet that employed is P2P packets. 

Without the knowledge of simulated problem, the initialization stage of SpiNNaker 

system can only prepare the P2P routing table, not MC table. The P2P routing table is 



hardware dependent rather than problem dependent. Due to the difficulty discussed in 

section 4.2.3 , the P2P packet is the only type of packets used in this project. 

C.2 Communication Protocol Details 

Based on SpiNNaker communication packets, the messages that pass through the 

SpiNNaker system must be fitted into the 32-bit payloads carried by communication 

packets. As a result, a uniform communication protocol is required in order to encode 

and decode the messages in these 32-bit payloads. 

 

As shown in Figure 151, the 32-bit payload is split into three sections. The first two 

enable the system to transfer a maximum number of 256 different 4Kbit messages 

between any two nodes at any time. As many different types of message exist within 

SDES system, the data itself needs to have a further protocol to identify the message 

type for message reconstructing and event execution purposes. This further 

identification requirement led to a further encoding of message types: 

Msg ID Segment ID Data

8-bit

8-bit

16-bit

Non-value total packet 

count
Value length / Flags/ Message sub typeMessage type

4-bit 4-bit 8-bit
 

Figure 151 Header format 

A detailed list of communication specification in slave processes is shown in Table 12. 

The 4-bit message type allows 16 different message codes. In DLB control signals a 

further subtype is employed. In the initialization stage, events, wires, components, array 

information and simulation target time are distributed through message types 0, 1, 3, 4, 

5 and 6. During a simulation, events, null message and GVT are reconstructed through 

type 0, 7 and A. The DLB uses type 0, 2, 6, 7, B, C and D to implement the event and 

component transfers and the necessary control over specific LPs, such as source and 

target LP. 
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Message code Sub type Message Type

0 Value Size Event

1 n/a Wire ini tia l i zation

2 n/a Event request

3 n/a Component ini tia l i zation

4 n/a Routing table info. (Reserved)

5 n/a Array info. (Reserved)

6 n/a Reset weight count

7 n/a Nul l  message

8 n/a Simulation s top s ignal

9 n/a Simulation s tart s ignal

A n/a GVT sync.

B n/a Component transfer

C Value Size Component va lue transfer

D DLB control  s ignals

D0 Target LP received completely

D1 Defrost LP

D2 Freezed LP as  target LP

D3 Freezed LP as  source LP

D4 Reset boundary

D5 Forced to send nul l

E (Empty)

F (Empty)  

Table 12 Slave process communication specification 

Monitor processes have a more complicated communication specification than the slave 

processes. Slave processes only need deal with the local monitor process throughout the 

simulation process, whereas monitor process need to deal with all the local slave 

processes as well as the other monitor processes in the array of SpiNNaker nodes. The 

specification of the communication code is listed in Table 13. 



Message code Sub type Message Type

0 Value Size Event

1 n/a Wire ini tia l i zation

2 Load balance s ignals

20 Transfer of events

21 Transfer of s tates

22 Comp. va lue request

23 No comp. va lue found

24 Return of nul l  msg. requested

25 Request neighbour LB s tatus

26 Return of neighbour LB s tatus

27 Request forced nul l  message

28 Return of comp. va lue request

29 Lock target monitor

2A Lock source monitor

2B Unlocked

3 n/a Component ini tia l i zation

4 n/a Routing table info. (Reserved)

5 n/a Array info. (Reserved)

6 n/a Simulation results  (Reserved)

7 n/a Nul l  message

8 n/a Simulation s top s ignal

9 n/a Simulation s tart s ignal

A n/a GVT sync.

B n/a Component transfer

B0 Trans . between s lave processes

B1 Trans . between chips

C Value Size Component va lue transfer

D DLB control  s ignals

D00 Source LP finished sending comp. and events  completely

D01 Source LP finished sending comp.

D1 Target LP received completely

D4 Defrost LPs

E (Empty)

F (Empty)  

Table 13 Monitor process communication specification 

Most of the specifications for the monitor process are the same to the slave processes. 

The two different message types are 2 and D, both of them related to DLB. Most of the 

type 2 messages are dealing with detailed DLB execution, whereas type D messages are 

used as overall DLB control. A DLB process starts from the monitor process requesting 

a load balancing status (LB status) from a target neighbour monitor using message type 

25 and 26. If the target monitor is free, the source monitor process will check if 

preceding monitor processes can be locked from DLB with other processes using 

message type 29, 2A and 2B. When the transfer of components starts, events and 

component values are sent using message types 20 and 21. If some of the input 

components are not local to current LP, a request for component values will be sent 

over the network and returned to the source monitor process using message types 22, 23, 

24 and 28. After these system statuses are updated, a new boundary is established and 
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missing timing information requested directly using message types 24 and 27. The 

detailed DLB flow is explained in appendix D.5. 
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Appendix D Implementation Action 

Minutiae 
In this project a chain of software links the core simulation system to the outside world. 

From the input side there is the VHDL parser, function generator; directed graph 

converter and the bench file parser. These tools form a seamless bridge between the 

VHDL and Bench circuit description files and the SDES system. They are integral parts 

of the implementation of the circuit simulator. 

 

The overall project is about discrete event digital circuit simulation. As a result, there 

are some fundamental components that are essential for all the software involved in the 

project to compute and to communicate. Components such as events, event lists, and 

directed circuit graphs form the basis of circuit simulation. 

D.1 Events 

An event updates the system status in a simulation. In a circuit simulation, it represents 

a change of the logic state in the circuit. As the simulation in this project is a discrete 

event system, the event will also be a discrete event, which simplifies the contents of an 

event drastically in comparison to a continuous system. In a discrete logic event, three 

basic atoms of information need to be specified, a discrete time, an identifier and a new 

system state. For the implementation of this project, both time and identifier are integers 

and the system state is defined as an array of characters, where the maximum length is 

defined as 256 and can represent 256-bit logic state. The header file is shown below. 

class logic_event { 
public: 
 

    bool operator== (const logic_event& e); 
    bool operator!= (const logic_event& e);  
    bool operator< (const logic_event& e); 
    bool operator> (const logic_event& e); 
    int time; 
    int id; 
    char value[128]; 
};  



The operator overloading functions enable the eventlist (which will be described in the 

next section) to sort events within a data structure container according to their 

timestamps. The overloaded equal/unequal comparison operators only compare the 

timestamp and the identifier of an event.  

D.2 The Eventlist 

As the number of events grows within a system, a means is required to store and 

manage them. Unlike other containers, the eventlist will be a sorted container by default, 

because the events are executed in sequential time order and it will speed up the access 

time if the container is sorted before execution. However, there is no standard container 

that fits this profile; as a result, a new container template is created in order to fulfil the 

need of eventlists, in this case, the template is called sort_q. 

For sort_q, requirements from different techniques will define the functions included 

within the template. The first basic need of using an eventlist is the ability to add 

random events without worrying about the order of them within the structure. The cost 

associated with each type of sequence containers is listed in Table 14. [141] 

vector<T> deque<T> list<T>

Insert/erase at start linear constant constant

Insert/erase at end constant constant constant

Insert/erase at middle linear linear constant  

Table 14 Cost of container operations 

The best suited container for this requirement is the list container. As the insertion time 

at a random position within a list is a constant value, it will create a huge benefit 

compared to the other two candidate structures. 

Based on list structure, additional functions were added to the new structure template. 

Functions such as adding and removing events, existence of an event and garbage 

collection, were added to the new container template to meet the need of eventlist 

during simulation. 
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template< typename Object >

class sort_q : public std::list<Object> {

public:

typedef typename std::list<Object>::iterator iterator;

typedef typename std::list<Object>::const_iterator const_iterator;

typedef typename std::list<Object>::reverse_iterator r_iterator;

typedef typename std::list<Object>::const_reverse_iterator const_r_iterator;

 iterator insert_n (iterator itr, const Object & x);

 iterator insert_n (r_iterator itr, const Object & x);

 iterator insert (Object & x);

 iterator insert_n (const Object & x);

 int extract_id(int id,sort_q<Object> * op_q);

 bool exist(Object & x);

 void garbage_collection(Object & x);

 bool annihilate(Object & x);

};

 

The adding and removing event will automatically insert an event to the list while 

maintaining the time order within the list. The sort_q template will sort the eventlist in 

ascending order, user access both ends of the list depends on the individual application 

requirement. For example, the main eventlist in a LP will process the beginning of the 

eventlist to gain access to the event which holds the lowest timestamp in the list. In 

comparison, the event log of a system will simply push the event at the back of a sort_q. 

As the timestamp in the newly generated event will always carry a timestamp not older 

than the ones already exist in the log. 

 

The existence check and garbage collection are designed to meet the criteria of time 

warp simulation. The existence check is used when the lazy cancellation technique is 

used. After each simulation rollback, the recomputed events check against the event 

sending log to check whether the new event should be sent over again. 

 

The garbage collection function simplifies the garbage collection process by a simple 

function call. The user only requires a GVT and all the events that have timestamp 

smaller than GVT are be discarded automatically and the time order of the rest of events 

is maintained. 



D.3 Directed Circuit Graphs 

The system states describing the logic state of each discrete digital component within 

the simulator are stored in a directed graph (digraph) container. The digraph structure is 

not a standard library container, but it is based on the standard list structure. The 

digraph allows the data to be stored as a network of components with explicit arc 

connections between them: a digital circuit can be retro-fitted to it without any 

modifications. There are two sets of data that are stored in a digraph, node and arc data. 

A digital circuit can be mapped to it by storing digital gate information on the node of 

digraph and the wire connection information stored on the arc of digraph. These arc 

connections have direction information associated with them, which can express the 

concept of inputs and outputs of a digital gate (Figure 152). 

Mapped

Node Data

Node Data

Node Data

Node Data

Node Data

Input Arc Output Arc

Points to

Input Arc

Underlying 
structure

 

Figure 152 Directed Graph Mapping of Circuit 

There are two types of circuit description within this project. There is an intermediate 

layer which directly maps MOODS library components into the node. The other 

structure stores the basic logic gates which are expanded from the MOODS library 

components in the nodes of a digraph. The conversion action is implemented by the 
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circuit generation software which is explained in appendix B.3. In this section, only the 

basic logic gates are explained. 

class component {

public:

component();

int init(int,int,int,int,int,string,int,int);

int size();

int id;

int fn;

int delay;

int partition;

int flag;

int msb,lsb;

int weight;

char value[128];

};

 

The gate information is stored in the node structure shown above. This includes 

identifier, gate type, the propagation delay, partitioning information, length of value and 

the actual value of the gate. The additional weight information is created purely for the 

purpose of dynamic partitioning, as it is an essential parameter in order for the partition 

algorithm to monitor the overall activities during a simulation. The types of logic gates 

are defined as integers and listed in Table 15. 

Type Function

AND 0

NAND 1

OR 2

NOR 3

XOR 4

XNOR 5

BUFF 6

NOT 7

INPUT 8

OUTPUT 9

CONCAT 10

UEXT 11

SEXT 12

XORB 13

XNORB 14

ORB 15

ANDB 16  

Table 15 Function type definition table 



The gates are categorized into 4 types, logic operators, I/Os, wiring switches and pull 

down operators. The first two categories are straight forward. Wiring switches emulate 

different wiring combinations. CONCAT joins different signals together to create a new 

signal bus. The UEXT and SEXT will extend the signal bus width to a new value. The 

fourth category is a custom gate type. The gates have the same truth table as their 

corresponding logic operators when the inputs are 0s and 1s. However, when inputs are 

outside the 0s and 1s range, the output of these gates will be 0. Pull down operators are 

very different from the logic operators which can output Xs and Us when the same 

inputs are fed into them. An example truth table of XOR and XORB was shown in 

Figure 153. 

INPUTS 0 1 U X

0 0 1 U X

1 1 0 U X

U U U U U

X X X U X   

INPUTS 0 1 U X

0 0 1 0 0

1 1 0 0 0

U 0 0 0 0

X 0 0 0 0  

(a) XOR Truth Table  (b) XORB Truth Table 

Figure 153 XOR and XORB truth table difference 

The pull-down gates are necessary when implementing the multiplexers for the 

selecting signals, which is necessary to always select the lowest order of input by 

default when selection signal is not ready.  

class wire { 

public: 

    wire(); 

    int init(int iid,int idelay,int imsb,int ilsb); 

    bool operator==(wire& wr) 

    bool is_eq(wire& wr); 

    int id; 

    int delay; 

    int msb; 

    int lsb; 

};  

The arc structure stores wiring information and the header file is shown above. Wire 

class has a much simpler data set. It has a unique identifier, propagation delay and width 

information. The Most Significant Bit (MSB) and Least Significant Bit (LSB) of wires 

must lie in the range of width of the gates. However, the width of wire can have a 

smaller or equal to the width of a gate. For example, if the MSB and LSB of a gate are 

15 and 0, the range that an output wire can have will be bounded within this range and 
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the width can vary from a minimum of 1 bit to a maximum of 16 bits. Further 

information on the digraph container can be found in [22]. 

The focus here is how the directed circuit graph was constructed and what functions 

should it feature. From the perspective of a user, there is no iterator or pointer involved 

in a digital circuit, as a result, the construction of a circuit should purely be based on the 

identifier of the gate. From the perspective of the digraph itself, the arcs cannot be 

stored if either end of an arc does not exist in the system, which might happen if arcs are 

added to a graph without a complete knowledge of nodes within a circuit. In summary, a 

circuit digraph will be inputted based on the identifier in a circuit and the nodes will be 

added to the digraph before any arcs are added. 

Comp Name

Comp Name

Comp Name

Comp Name

Comp Name Iterator

Iterator

Iterator

Iterator

Identifier Map
Directed Graph

 

Figure 154 Circuit Digraph Data Structure 

The final implementation of circuit digraph includes two containers as shown in Figure 

154. One of them is identifier to iterator associated map container, the other one is the 

digraph container. The first container stores the associated information of the gate 

identifier and the iterators which points to the stored data within the digraph. The 

second container takes care of the heavy duty storage function. The associated map 

container plays an important role when the simulation executes. In a parallel simulation, 

there are multiple copies of the same circuit, however the memory space are different 

for every copy of the circuit in each logic process. Therefore, a global identifier must be 

established and this associate map will translate the global identifier to a local pointer 

which has direct access to the actual data.  



class comp_graph {

public:

comp_graph();

int add_node(component nid);

int reset_value(component nid);

int change(component nid);

int change_partition(component nid);

int change_flag(component nid);

int add_arc(int nid1, int nid2, wire wr);

int get_size();

int get_size(int chip,int proc);

database::comp_digraph* get_cg();

database::int_it_map* get_node_map();

void update_map();

void clear();

comp_graph operator= (comp_graph& in);

private:

database::comp_digraph cg;

database::int_it_map node_map;

};

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

The circuit digraph class header is shown above. There are several functions that need 

further explanation. The reset_value function sets the initial value of all gates to ‘U’, 

which initializes the system after the construction of the circuit graph. The add_arc 

function takes the identifiers of a source gate and a target gate and the specification of 

the wire connection to establish the connection between the two gates. Update_map 

function updates the identifier to iterator map. This is required when this circuit digraph 

is copying the content of another circuit digraph. 

D.4 Discrete Event Simulation 

After the basic data structures described in the previous sections, the implementation of 

the actual simulation part is investigated in this section. The event processing part of the 

system is enclosed in a single simulation engine class. The simulation engine class must 

be initialized with the simulated circuit which will be produced by the circuit generation 

circuit. During a simulation, the simulation engine class takes an eventlist and a target 

time as its input and processes all events carrying lower timestamps than the target time 

specified in input. 
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class sim_engine {

public:

sim_engine();

void run(int,sort_q<logic_event>);

void load_cir(comp_graph);

comp_graph* get_cg();

void printvcd(string,int,map<int,string>);

private:

void process_event(logic_event,sort_q<logic_event>*)

bool diff_test(comp_digraph_it*,logic_event);

string extract_input(arc_iterator,logic_event);

bool reevaluate(comp_digraph_it,logic_event,sort_q<logic_event>*);

string switch_endian(string);

comp_graph cg;

logic_event loc_e;

int sim_time;

sort_q<logic_event> q,tmp_q;

int end_time;

sort_q<logic_event> log_q;

comm_cmd cc;

};
 

The header file for simulation engine is shown above. The relationship between the 

different functions is shown in the flowchart of Figure 155. The chart shows how the 

external interface is implemented and the relationship between the different functions. 

Not Changing Any State

Run

Select Event with 
Lowest Timestamp

Event Validation

Process_event()

Diff_test()

State Change?

Extract Input Values

Extract_input()

Evaluate Output

Reevaluate()

Connected to 
External LP?

Send Out EventYes

Pushback to main 
eventlist

No

Exit

Truth Table 
Library

 

Figure 155 Simulation engine flowchart 

The event processing starts off by validating the event with the lowest timestamp. If the 

event at the front of the list has a timestamp later than the specified simulation target 

time or the main event list is empty, the process will stop the event processing until the 

next run() function is called. 



 

When the event has been validated for further processing, the system checks the current 

value in the circuit digraph against any new value in the event to see if the new event 

will change the system state or not. If the value is identical, no further processing is 

required as the state of the circuit will stay the same. Otherwise the simulation engine 

will start collecting all the iterators of gates that take the gate specified in the event as 

an input. The connectivity can be acquired by querying the circuit digraph and a vector 

of gate iterators will be returned. The states of these collected gates will be updated one 

by one. The input values of these gates will be collected using extract_input(). The 

revaluation() feeds these input values into a truth table library and the correct output 

will be returned by the library. If any of collected gates belong to another LP, the 

simulation engine will label the event as an external event and send it out after all the 

gates in the collection have been updated. 

D.5 SDES Load Balancing Mechanism 

The most complicated part of the simulation system is the message processing system. 

The process of message reconstructing was explained in section 4.5.3 . The 

communication protocol that is designed to reconstruct the communication packets is 

explained in C.2. This section focuses on how to incorporate a load balancing system 

into the message processing system.  

 

The dynamic load balancing (DLB) is designed for SDES to compensate for the lack of 

parallelism within the deadlock avoidance technique. DLB has the ability to move part 

of the simulation workload to another LP which will even out the calculation time 

among different LPs. The difficulties are all laid out in 4.6.2  they include message 

handling while performing DLB and synchronizing the distributed data after DLB. Both 

problems are addressed in detail in this section. 

 

First of all, the message handling problem can be solved by creating a buffer eventlist. 

The DLB in SDES is only executed between two LPs. As a result, only part of a node is 

engaged in the load balancing operation. In order to maintain the functionality of the 
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rest of the node, the monitor process must handle messages regardless to the status of 

the load balancing. The implementation of the monitor process uses a large eventlist to 

store all the messages that are meant to be sent to a LP in balancing mode. However the 

events that are recognized as part of the load balancing operation will be passed on to 

target LP. 

Logic Process
(in DLB status)

Logic Process Logic Process

Events targeted DLB LP

Monitor Process in DLB status

Temporary
Eventlist

Events for DLB purpose

Message 
Restructuring

&
Router

Events targeted other LPs

Feed back after DLB

 

Figure 156 Monitor process message handling during DLB 

The storage of messages allows the monitor to be able to direct messages sent during a 

DLB to the appropriate target LP after the DLB. There might be changes in the target 

LP for some of the LPs, so storing the events temporarily will guard against loss of 

events which will lead to incorrect simulation results. When the buffer eventlist has 

been processed and all the events within it have been sent to appropriate target LP, a 

guaranteed up-to-date eventlist will be in place for the target LP. 

 

Secondly, synchronization of data is dealt with by sharing the history of components 

that are involved in the simulation. The transfer source LP in DLB will produce an 

event history associated with transferring components. However, a source LP may not 

have a complete history of all the components that are transferred. This may due to no 

event being executed on the gate or the component belongs to another LP. This requires 

the source LP to send an event history request to an external LP. This request will fetch 

the latest event on the gate from an external LP and the source LP will send it to the 

target LP in the batch. This operation will keep an up-to-date system state in the target 

LP. The flow of data is represented in Figure 157. 
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Figure 157 Event history flow during DLB 

Thirdly, due to the nature of SDES, multiple DLB operations may be carried 

simultaneously. In order to present mutual disruption, a freezing mechanism is 

introduced. This mechanism ensures all nodes that have connection lead to the LPs in 

DLB status are free from any DLB operation requests. This avoids the risk of out-of-

date partitioning information being held by the predecessor nodes. As the core 

simulation algorithm of SDES is the deadlock avoidance technique, the establishment of 

the boundary requires the partitioning information to be accurate. If multiple DLB 

operations are carried out at the same time, the system may run into a state where LP 

will be expecting null messages from the wrong source. 

Chip D

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Chip A Chip B Chip C Chip D

Load imbalance between C & D detected

Boundary: -1 Boundary: A Boundary: B Boundary: C

Load imbalance between A & B detected

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Chip A Chip B Chip C Chip D

Boundary: B Boundary: A Boundary: D Boundary: B,C

Chip A

Boundary: B Boundary: B,C

Correct: Boundary is A,C
Lack of knowledge that another DLB is going on at the same time

 

Figure 158 Concurrent DLB partition information mismatch case 
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Figure 158 shows an example where boundary information has been misinterpreted by 

the target cell. The two pairs of nodes, A & B and C & D carried out DLB concurrently. 

Due to the swift update of partitioning information, the C & D pair do not have the 

knowledge that gate 4 has been moved from node B to node A. This leads node D to 

recognize node B and node C as its boundary inputs where they should be node A and 

node C. As explained in the previous paragraph, the solution is to freeze the nodes 

which have input connections to the nodes that will carry out a DLB operation. This 

prevents the change of partition in the input nodes and hence guarantees the accuracy of 

the newly established boundary after DLB. 
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